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12.48% 91

87.52% 638

Q1 At which location do you take the majority of your courses, or campus
you identify as your primary location?

Answered: 729 Skipped: 0

TOTAL 729

Contra Costa
College

Diablo Valley
College --...

Diablo Valley
College -- S...

Los Medanos
College --...

Los Medanos
College --...
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ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Contra Costa College

Diablo Valley College -- Pleasant Hill Campus

Diablo Valley College -- San Ramon Campus

Los Medanos College -- Brentwood Center

Los Medanos College -- Pittsburg Campus
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65.10% 470

34.90% 252

Q2 Do you feel you are getting enough information from the college? 
Answered: 722 Skipped: 7

TOTAL 722

Yes

No
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63.10% 460

62.41% 455

40.47% 295

7.82% 57

6.58% 48

59.12% 431

22.36% 163

Q3 What method do you prefer to get your information? (Check all that
apply)

Answered: 729 Skipped: 0

Total Respondents: 729  

Insite 

Student email 

Personal email

Social media

Phone calls

Text messages

College webpage
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Social media
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Q4 Ranking the following from bad to good.   How well are things going
with you in relation to?

Answered: 729 Skipped: 0

Bad Okay Good Prefer not to answer

General health

Household
finances

Stress

Family/househol
d in general
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6.86%
50

32.65%
238

59.53%
434

0.96%
7

 
729

27.16%
198

47.87%
349

21.67%
158

3.29%
24

 
729

51.86%
377

39.89%
290

7.57%
55

0.69%
5

 
727

11.28%
82

53.92%
392

31.77%
231

3.03%
22

 
727

 BAD OKAY GOOD PREFER NOT TO ANSWER TOTAL

General health

Household finances

Stress

Family/household in general
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8.39% 60

10.77% 77

55.94% 400

38.60% 276

7.27% 52

Q5 Are you experiencing difficulties or barriers meeting your basic needs?
(check all that apply)

Answered: 715 Skipped: 14

Total Respondents: 715  

Accessing
secure housi...

Lack of access
to food/I ha...

Loss/reduction
of income

None

Other (please
specify)
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ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Accessing secure housing or living arrangements

Lack of access to food/I have had to skip meals

Loss/reduction of income 

None

Other (please specify)
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# OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY) DATE

1 obtaining internet access. 5/7/2020 8:07 AM

2 more people to support due to family layoffs 5/6/2020 9:08 PM

3 Increased work load as an essential worker makes it harder to keep up with the increased
school work.

5/5/2020 9:39 AM

4 Internet acess for online school work 5/4/2020 1:24 PM

5 CANVAS issues 5/2/2020 6:35 PM

6 My mental health 5/2/2020 1:07 AM

7 Working more hours. Struggling to balance everything. 5/1/2020 8:08 PM

8 looking for a home to rent and the economy is frozen and stagnant during COVID-19 5/1/2020 12:03 AM

9 Working more hours at work due to less people working. Older coworkers staying home. 4/30/2020 5:38 PM

10 Help with unemployment 4/30/2020 5:32 PM

11 Debt 4/30/2020 4:51 PM

12 Lack of accessibility for ADHD, online only classes are incompatible with how I learn 4/30/2020 4:26 PM

13 mental health is effecting my education 4/30/2020 3:24 PM

14 Now I have to work because my husband was laid off from work 4/30/2020 2:08 PM

15 Just overwhelmed 4/30/2020 10:11 AM

16 medical appointments were cancelled due to COVID-19 4/30/2020 9:05 AM

17 Mental well being 4/29/2020 10:48 PM

18 No printer, hard when everything is online because it gives me constant headaches 4/29/2020 10:40 PM

19 Maintaining physical activity...no gym machines so motivation to do usual workouts have
dropped

4/29/2020 10:39 PM

20 Not at the moment 4/29/2020 8:15 PM

21 Stress due to professors not being understanding 4/29/2020 7:44 PM

22 I lost my job prior to the COVID-19 outbreak, it has been a challenge to find work. I am doing
my best to complete my college education, but still have stress knowing that I need an income
to make it financially.

4/29/2020 5:28 PM

23 Housing rent 4/29/2020 5:13 PM

24 Time to study and complete coursework 4/29/2020 3:19 PM

25 Schedule changes that conflict now with getting work done. 4/29/2020 2:03 PM

26 Reliable internet 4/29/2020 1:44 PM

27 I’m having severe internet issues that affect my online learning in this time 4/29/2020 1:40 PM

28 Accessing doctors/scheduling appointments 4/29/2020 12:45 PM

29 I need to work more to help support the needs of my family and ease any stress my parents are
experiencing from a shortage of hours since I am considered an essential worker.

4/29/2020 11:53 AM

30 Lack of hours at work 4/29/2020 11:43 AM

31 Meeting my goals In class especially when my professors Don’t answer the emails I send 4/29/2020 11:38 AM

32 Loss of internet 4/29/2020 11:27 AM

33 Mother passed away 4/7/20 4/29/2020 11:13 AM

34 I don't have the technology needed for distance learning 4/29/2020 11:11 AM
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35 Extreme stress making it hard to sleep 4/29/2020 11:09 AM

36 hi 4/29/2020 11:02 AM

37 clothing and house supplys like toilet paper 4/29/2020 10:39 AM

38 Hospitalizations 4/29/2020 10:36 AM

39 I SIGNED UP FOR IN PERSON CLASSES. NOW I CANNOT DO ONLINE. I DEMAND A
REFUND FOR MY CLASSES.

4/29/2020 10:35 AM

40 Lack of accessible wifi 4/29/2020 10:24 AM

41 I lost alot of money in textbooks that I needed for the class but were not used 4/29/2020 9:59 AM

42 No income. Hard to pay rent 4/29/2020 9:48 AM

43 Lmc sites do not work. teachers loosing homework and I will now be in dept bc of all this. why
not just stop classes until we can resume next year.

4/29/2020 9:32 AM

44 my depression and anxiety crisis are more recurrent 4/29/2020 9:32 AM

45 I suffer migraines and the stress has caused them to flare up and I am unable to go to the
hospital for proper treatment

4/29/2020 9:27 AM

46 Loss of income has caused me to miss Bills, causing for disconnections in my phone and
internet making it hard to attend class

4/29/2020 9:20 AM

47 Have to miss my online classes because I try to work anywhere for money , I have a 9 month
baby and I’m the only who provide for him

4/29/2020 9:19 AM

48 Lack of sleep and depression cause of teachers 4/29/2020 9:17 AM

49 No job 4/29/2020 9:17 AM

50 Getting help with schoolwork 4/29/2020 9:16 AM

51 Having to worry about if my next essay will pass or not 4/29/2020 9:13 AM

52 Sick family members and providing basic living situation during this shelter in place because
they cannot go out because of risk factors

4/28/2020 12:14 PM
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Q6 Please rate your agreement with the following statements
Answered: 729 Skipped: 0

Courses I was
enrolled in...

Instructors
for my cours...

My instructors
clearly...

I was able to
communicate...
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13.76%
100

19.39%
141

26.00%
189

29.44%
214

11.42%
83

 
727

5.66%
41

8.01%
58

23.07%
167

36.60%
265

26.66%
193

 
724

6.06%
44

12.26%
89

26.86%
195

36.78%
267

18.04%
131

 
726

4.27%
31

7.58%
55

19.70%
143

41.74%
303

26.72%
194

 
726

6.50%
47

11.76%
85

30.71%
222

35.55%
257

15.49%
112

 
723

Strongly disagree Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly agree

I was able to
communicate...

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

 STRONGLY
DISAGREE

DISAGREE NEUTRAL AGREE STRONGLY
AGREE

TOTAL

Courses I was enrolled in transitioned well to
online/remote environment

Instructors for my courses were/are helpful and
supportive 

My instructors clearly described their
expectations for online courses

I was able to communicate with my instructors 

I was able to communicate with other students
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# OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY) DATE

1 Online courses are extremely difficult for me and hard for myself to comprehend 5/12/2020 6:53 PM

2 So, I have to explain a little. My speech 120 which was in class atvfirst moved online. Which
went for the circumstances very well. My instructor Mr. Feere did an absolute outstanding job to
help us through the process and showed a lot of understanding for the situation. My other
course History 029 with Mr. Bearden started 2 weeks later as planned, no information were
giving out to I wrote an email3-4 days later. As he finally started the course he gave instructions
and assignments. Couple of weeks later he was out again and a Lady took over. Assignments
were due, but a miss communication between teacher, made the whole thing very confusing
and nobody knew what to do. He propose the assignments and came back end of March. He
assignment new stuff and when the due date came he collected the work and no new
assignments were given. After I asked when new assignments were posted, I got no response
for a week. I send him a private email again and he finally responded, with that he will put new
stuff in tonight. Next day still nothing, another email came that he is working on it and post it by
night. Finally another day past, and he posted more assignments. I understand life takes place,
but if a professor is not communicating especially online, makes it very frustrating and hard.

5/9/2020 2:09 PM

3 Sorry to say but it's a fact that online classes are not good for those students who have had
alack of knowledge of technology and also English is his or her second language

5/8/2020 12:09 PM

4 Not all my teachers but certain ones were unhelpful with the transutuoj 5/8/2020 9:18 AM

5 If I could separate each instructor my answers would change from Strongly Disagree to Agree 5/7/2020 12:06 PM

6 'neutral' - 1 course is a failure - despite instructors' heroic efforts - per no internet access. 5/7/2020 8:07 AM

7 Online courses are not my strong suit 5/6/2020 9:08 PM

8 should separate by class; I noted favorable for one, not both 5/6/2020 5:46 PM

9 I didn’t have a way of getting to do my work because my house was broken into and my
computer and everything was missing

5/5/2020 5:40 PM

10 One of my teachers transition good but my other teacher is giving minimal information with lots
of busy work

5/5/2020 9:39 AM

11 A professor I had simply would post assignments, without explanation for them 5/3/2020 1:00 PM

12 Numerous challenges with logon to CANVAS. I have made and left multiple voice messaes, not
one has been returned.

5/2/2020 6:35 PM

13 my instructors have been very understanding and helpful!! I also had a huge issue!! my phone
and pc died during the transition, i have borrowed a pc from campus!! Thank the Lord! and LMC
!!

5/1/2020 12:30 PM

14 I would have gladly put agree on this, but I have one professor that has made the transition
much more stressful by not listening to myself and my peers. Also feel like she would rather us
drop the class than try to understand us because everytime we ask her to try to be more easier
on us she says, "The college and I understand if you have to drop the class, it will go as a
excused withdrawal."

5/1/2020 1:35 AM

15 My current professor did a terrible job transitioning. we struggled with her teaching prior but she
has not adjusted her style to be online at all

4/30/2020 7:21 PM

16 Horrible teacher 4/30/2020 5:27 PM

17 My class was originally online to begin with, so no complaints. really. 4/30/2020 12:55 PM

18 Some of my professors ignore my emails 4/30/2020 12:20 AM

19 Depends on the course and professor. 4/29/2020 11:02 PM

20 One of my professors is not understanding or supportive but all my other professors are. 4/29/2020 7:44 PM

21 I don't do well with online learning I fear I may fail. 4/29/2020 7:40 PM

22 I had two classes that why i said neutral. One class was great the other was a nightmare. 4/29/2020 5:34 PM

23 I feel as though online instruction transitioned extremely smooth. Our institution utilizes 4/29/2020 5:28 PM
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CANVAS as well as insite, and so everything that we need is posted to Canvas and we are able
to submit assignments on there. There has been excellent communication with
announcements, power-point slide show lessons, and great communication with my professors
through email.

24 Normally I take classes at LMC but this semester I'm at DVC Doctor Pallsen is amazing. He
found a lab simulation online that is educational and useful. The time I save on community is
going towards studying and that is a huge help.

4/29/2020 5:13 PM

25 This was difficult to answer because only one professor went above & beyond with support, and
good transition while other professors did not! So the high ratings are for this one specific
professor while the low ratings are for the other ones.

4/29/2020 2:03 PM

26 For my neutral response, some instructors were clear about expectations and some were not.
One of my courses was alreadyan online course and she was the most communicative and
clear about the course trajectory. My 2 Biology courses were unclear.

4/29/2020 2:02 PM

27 Some teachers are easier accessible than other 4/29/2020 1:44 PM

28 Teachers were a uninformed and unprepared as the students at first, still to this day my
teachers are trying to adapt.

4/29/2020 1:44 PM

29 I emailed a professor because I didn’t have access to my textbook anymore and my grade
dropped from an A to a B. I emailed three times and never received any information to fix my
situation.

4/29/2020 12:51 PM

30 Experiencing difficulties of learning n proper education Not online student 4/29/2020 12:06 PM

31 I was able to communicate late in the game, due to technical difficulties on both teachers end
and student end

4/29/2020 11:55 AM

32 I'm in the nursing program & not all of my instructors are providing clear and timely instruction.
Most of them are.

4/29/2020 11:54 AM

33 Dr. Hanks my professor has done a great job transitioning to online, I just want someone to
know this. He teaches my anatomy and while anatomy itself is a hard class to only learn online,
he’s very supportive and encouraging. He’s on top of it especially with responding to questions,
emails, and problems. He’s a really great professor.

4/29/2020 11:48 AM

34 Nobody took any effort to reach out to their students 4/29/2020 11:44 AM

35 I don't have the technology needed for distance learning 4/29/2020 11:11 AM

36 its hard because im limit to some stuff and not able to fit all the things i need to do for the
course on the computer you lent me

4/29/2020 10:39 AM

37 For my speech class it was hard to give a speech to my audience just because I had included a
PowerPoint and a minute of a YouTube video but it was awkward to just show the camera the
video through my phone. That’s just a matter of me learning how to include my visual aids
through zoom.

4/29/2020 10:24 AM

38 Professor Capes teaching chemistry 25 has not been understanding at all and has all of us
enrolled in the class drowning in work.

4/29/2020 10:24 AM

39 Haven’t talked to other students 4/29/2020 10:08 AM

40 Welding instructor John Draper has not updated us in about a month 4/29/2020 9:55 AM

41 I only had issues with my instructor in one class and I had dropped it. 4/29/2020 9:54 AM

42 One instructor had a flawless transition. The other hit a few bumps! 4/29/2020 9:34 AM

43 My instructor takes too long to respond. Over a week 4/29/2020 9:28 AM

44 I am in a lab. It was essentially cancelled. I called the school and they told me I could drop the
class in order to get my money refunded. But I had a short window to do this. If I hadn’t called I
would have been sol. The insite app is so hit or miss, I was unable to get a consistent log in to
actually find where to drop classes.

4/29/2020 9:19 AM

45 A few professors have muted their emails 4/29/2020 9:18 AM

46 My business 18 professor was awesome 4/29/2020 9:16 AM
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47 Orchestra stopped. The other classes transitioned okay but I miss the lectures and viewing
assignments in person for the art class.

4/29/2020 2:05 AM

48 In this survey, I am not able to rate with same satisfaction levels because I want to rate subjects
with the same level, but system will not allow

4/28/2020 12:14 PM

49 I would have chosen strongly agree to all of the above but it would only let me answer one of
the questions (when I went to the next it removed the previous answer)

4/28/2020 10:44 AM
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Q7 What online course activities best helped you learn skills/information
about the subject/topic?

Answered: 505 Skipped: 224
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# RESPONSES DATE

1 none :( 5/12/2020 6:53 PM

2 Somethings do help 5/12/2020 12:18 AM

3 Videos (Not too long but enough to understand the topic) 5/11/2020 5:49 PM

4 math lab 5/11/2020 1:57 PM

5 n/a 5/11/2020 9:50 AM

6 I didn’t really learn .. 5/11/2020 9:05 AM

7 Zoom meetings 5/10/2020 6:05 PM

8 Anthropology 5/10/2020 5:09 PM

9 Anthropology with Anton revenaugh , one of the most supportive and informative professors in
the whole school

5/10/2020 11:01 AM

10 Zoom Class / Discussion Labster 5/9/2020 4:29 PM

11 N/A 5/9/2020 4:20 PM

12 Teacher video Lectures and videos 5/9/2020 2:09 PM

13 Nonstressful labs with no time limit 5/9/2020 9:39 AM

14 Zoom was very helpful because I could ask my profesor any questions I had and it felt like I
was learning more then just reading the text.

5/9/2020 7:13 AM

15 No online activities have helped me learn anything much this semester. 5/8/2020 6:56 PM

16 The video links that they send us 5/8/2020 12:38 PM

17 Sorry For me there was not any it was just stressful because of out of order equipment 5/8/2020 12:09 PM

18 YouTube videos 5/8/2020 9:55 AM

19 Narrates lecture slides 5/8/2020 9:30 AM

20 Watching concepts being explained through YouTube videos provided by my professors 5/8/2020 9:29 AM

21 Self learning 5/8/2020 9:18 AM

22 Khan Academy, YouTube 5/8/2020 3:13 AM

23 online lecture 5/7/2020 12:08 PM

24 Psychology 5/7/2020 12:06 PM

25 Nothing. 5/7/2020 10:02 AM

26 Zoom meeting, access to Canvas Moduals, discussion boards. 5/7/2020 9:56 AM

27 no access; Zoom telephone on talk-only [really old] cell'phone substituted for online Zoom. 5/7/2020 8:07 AM

28 Zoom meeting with visuals 5/6/2020 9:08 PM

29 Having group video calls. 5/6/2020 7:55 PM

30 Writing practices and Zoom meetings 5/6/2020 7:47 PM

31 I'm an older returning student. Online is not the best way for me to learn. I'm not engaged and
it's harder to learn - for me.

5/6/2020 5:46 PM

32 discussion boards 5/6/2020 1:51 PM

33 Reading and response is a simple way to do work 5/6/2020 12:33 PM

34 Recorded lectures have helped me a lot 5/6/2020 12:23 PM

35 CHDEV-01 5/5/2020 11:51 PM
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36 Zoom meetings 5/5/2020 10:20 PM

37 This will be my first time to go online for my education. 5/5/2020 8:04 PM

38 None 5/5/2020 5:40 PM

39 the teacher created youtube videos 5/5/2020 3:18 PM

40 None, many of my professors are ware to use canvas when most students are already aware
on how to use canvas.

5/5/2020 2:29 PM

41 All of my previous online classes. 5/5/2020 1:01 PM

42 My PHIL120 teacher’s comments on my work has really helped see if I am properly
understanding concepts.

5/5/2020 12:18 PM

43 Zoom meetings 5/5/2020 12:07 PM

44 The homework because you get more repetition of what you learned. 5/5/2020 11:59 AM

45 The notes provided on canvas 5/5/2020 11:57 AM

46 insite text books prof audio slides 5/5/2020 11:09 AM

47 Child development 10 Math 25 5/5/2020 10:54 AM

48 Lecture and math lab 5/5/2020 9:39 AM

49 Discussion Boards, Zoom meetings for lecture 5/5/2020 9:36 AM

50 Extensive notes from professor. 5/5/2020 8:53 AM

51 M personally, I'm not computer savvy at all so this whole online instruction has me completely
stressed out. I'm continuing to learn new things on the computer daily.

5/5/2020 4:20 AM

52 N/A 5/5/2020 12:32 AM

53 I email my teachers with questions. 5/4/2020 11:38 PM

54 Canvas is helpful over all, be able to email my professors when I need help 5/4/2020 8:51 PM

55 Read the book, taking notes, good organization, and time management. 5/4/2020 8:08 PM

56 my english and drama classes. 5/4/2020 5:35 PM

57 watching lectures 5/4/2020 1:51 PM

58 Apps that library offered and YouTube videos my professor provided. 5/4/2020 1:24 PM

59 zoom lectures with interactive class work 5/4/2020 1:01 PM

60 being able to watch multiple different videos about the subject, whether it be from a website or
from the professor

5/4/2020 11:21 AM

61 My ASL class 5/4/2020 10:29 AM

62 Khan academy 5/4/2020 8:19 AM

63 Yes 5/4/2020 5:36 AM

64 Math 110 has done a good job of online teaching by using video lectures and having notes we
can print out and follow along with the video. Reading lectures is hard to remember and difficult
to tell what areas teachers want to emphasize so a video recording of the teacher's lecture is
really helpful and makes the class feel less like a "self-taught" course. Live meetings of class
through zoom are great because it is easier to ask the professor questions than trying to send
them a message in canvas. I think it also gives the professor a better idea of what each student
is understanding and which students may need more help. Not all teachers are utilizing live
meetings but the ones that do are much easier to access with questions if I am not
understanding the topic.

5/4/2020 1:46 AM

65 Hist-030, ChDev-010 5/4/2020 12:58 AM

66 zoom 5/3/2020 9:47 PM
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67 FRENCH 5/3/2020 7:09 PM

68 none 5/3/2020 1:51 PM

69 Zoom 5/3/2020 11:48 AM

70 Its all the same, just reading then writing out an essay 5/3/2020 11:06 AM

71 Utilizing Labster as a way of completing labs online 5/3/2020 1:52 AM

72 Prerecorded lectures and presentations. 5/2/2020 11:58 PM

73 ZoomConference 5/2/2020 10:22 PM

74 Calculus 5/2/2020 8:02 PM

75 None, nothing but problem on top of problem. 5/2/2020 6:35 PM

76 ASL Acamdimic tutor help 5/2/2020 5:30 PM

77 Voice recordings. 5/2/2020 4:45 PM

78 online recordings of lectures and studying with partner 5/2/2020 3:03 PM

79 Reading the textbook 5/2/2020 2:32 PM

80 MyLab and Mastering 5/2/2020 1:48 PM

81 Youtube videos. Teachers who know how technology work and actually reply to emails 5/2/2020 1:24 PM

82 Emails from instructor 5/2/2020 12:54 PM

83 Instructor explanation of the topic being discussed helped out in better understanding what we
were being taught.

5/2/2020 12:17 PM

84 N/A 5/2/2020 12:14 PM

85 Class Notes 5/2/2020 10:50 AM

86 straightforward assignments in the assigned weekly modules example: lab - lab quiz + ch
reading or Chapter + activities on the chapter = quiz

5/2/2020 10:38 AM

87 Online games and YouTube videos 5/2/2020 10:09 AM

88 None 5/2/2020 9:39 AM

89 None, it has been very difficult trying to study an online course with a house full of antsy
children.

5/2/2020 8:43 AM

90 The online note provided also have links to videos that go into more depth about the top. 5/2/2020 8:18 AM

91 Ptec 10 - my teacher . 5/2/2020 1:15 AM

92 Yoga and ASL 5/2/2020 1:07 AM

93 powerpoints and videos 5/2/2020 12:48 AM

94 What has help me is that instructors provide more resources to make my learning easier 5/2/2020 12:25 AM

95 Quizlet has been a great help. It is very difficult to learn online when you signed up for in class
learning(i realise theres not a lot we can do about that). Its almost impossible to learn specific
sunbjects online. Science is very difficult to learn through a computer

5/1/2020 11:38 PM

96 Something which was vert useful during this time is that the math lab continues to be open.
This is beneficial because learning math independently can be a but challenges so I know I can
ask for help there.

5/1/2020 11:14 PM

97 Liberary source 5/1/2020 11:14 PM

98 My speech class is very helpful even though we transitioned to online learning 5/1/2020 11:13 PM

99 N/A 5/1/2020 11:09 PM

100 Kobe 5/1/2020 10:51 PM
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101 nothing really 5/1/2020 10:05 PM

102 chem 07 5/1/2020 8:20 PM

103 Videos, and discussing boards 5/1/2020 8:08 PM

104 Having a teacher walk me thru stuff 5/1/2020 8:01 PM

105 Group discussions 5/1/2020 7:38 PM

106 Recorded lectures, links to other educative videos and readings 5/1/2020 7:34 PM

107 Getting my assignments on canvas 5/1/2020 5:19 PM

108 Zoom conference 5/1/2020 5:08 PM

109 Classes with zoom meetings help me grasp the lecture better than class where I’m having to
teach myself.

5/1/2020 4:37 PM

110 I’m in an anatomy class and I know this class is hard to teach online but we were provided
access to some online programs that were helpful. Anatomy Reveal is one example

5/1/2020 4:15 PM

111 Transfer and career exploration. All of my classes 5/1/2020 3:54 PM

112 Quizlet, Chegg, Wikipedia 5/1/2020 3:47 PM

113 Bio 20 English230 5/1/2020 3:34 PM

114 Lectures helped me become successful for other classes. 5/1/2020 2:59 PM

115 While most professors are doing everything on their part, it’s really hard for me to learn
remotely. I feel as though I am not learning nearly as much as I was in a classroom
environment

5/1/2020 2:43 PM

116 online meetings and discussions 5/1/2020 2:40 PM

117 remote lectures with whiteboard examples 5/1/2020 2:28 PM

118 None 5/1/2020 2:26 PM

119 Powerpoint 5/1/2020 2:11 PM

120 Videos that described the brain structure and processes in my PSYCH-220-1122 General
Psychology class have helped me have a better understanding about topics seen in the
chapters. It also makes it fun.

5/1/2020 1:39 PM

121 None 5/1/2020 1:29 PM

122 Quizzes, lectures, and Zoom 5/1/2020 1:20 PM

123 Being able to YouTube anything I’m not clear on 5/1/2020 1:05 PM

124 Video tutorials to explain Canvas, Zoom, etc. 5/1/2020 12:47 PM

125 My professor recording the zoom classes, so we can go back to the lesson and rewatch it. 5/1/2020 12:33 PM

126 speech and medical terminology Ms StOnge has been Amazing AS WELL AS Nancy Petersen
and Cynthia Perez for COop!

5/1/2020 12:30 PM

127 History 5/1/2020 12:25 PM

128 Lots of things like sports 5/1/2020 12:19 PM

129 None 5/1/2020 12:00 PM

130 I honestly don't know 5/1/2020 11:57 AM

131 Zoom 5/1/2020 11:09 AM

132 The teacher being very interactive 5/1/2020 7:56 AM

133 Guided notes or a video would have been good. 5/1/2020 2:49 AM

134 Khan academy 5/1/2020 2:10 AM
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135 It helps when I am still expected to arrive to the zoom meetings at our expected meeting hour
for class. As well as having the professor send weekly wrap up and updating us on what will
happen next week.

5/1/2020 1:35 AM

136 Power Point presentations have been helpful 5/1/2020 12:03 AM

137 zoom meetings 4/30/2020 10:33 PM

138 ESL095 WRV 4/30/2020 9:52 PM

139 Esl085G-8001 4/30/2020 9:51 PM

140 zoom calls activities left by teacher 4/30/2020 9:45 PM

141 Watching videos 4/30/2020 9:35 PM

142 Zoom classes. 4/30/2020 8:11 PM

143 Zoom meetings 4/30/2020 7:33 PM

144 posted video instructions 4/30/2020 7:02 PM

145 The lectures 4/30/2020 5:38 PM

146 Professor Julie Von Bergen for stats has been extremely helpful because she has a lot of office
hours available on zoom. And she is also available for 1 on 1 help which I appreciate. The
online math lab has been EXTREMELY helpful

4/30/2020 5:32 PM

147 YouTube 4/30/2020 5:27 PM

148 videos/documentaries 4/30/2020 4:26 PM

149 none 4/30/2020 3:24 PM

150 English -100 Prof. Sara Toruno-Conley she is super comprehensive about this COVID-19
stressful situation, she understands that students struggle because now all of the classes are
online. She is creative and engaging in her class; she also makes sure that her students are
well mentally during this situation. I struggle a lot to meet her assignments deadlines. She
understands that the COVID-19 situation is complicated and is willing to help. The rest of the
professors at LMC should also be adaptable to this COVID-19 situation and came up with
strategies to help students achieve their goals as she does.

4/30/2020 2:08 PM

151 Listening to podcasts and also the recordings of the zoom conferences or videos teachers
made.

4/30/2020 1:45 PM

152 Website Development Dreamweaver/Flash Intro to Computer/Business Information Systems 4/30/2020 1:44 PM

153 The zoom lectures are really helpful considering we can talk with our professors directly during
the lecture. As well as, the video slides that my other professor has done.

4/30/2020 1:09 PM

154 Human biology 4/30/2020 12:59 PM

155 Discussion boards and modules. 4/30/2020 12:55 PM

156 Audio files which in PowerPoint slides. 4/30/2020 12:48 PM

157 Videos with note-taking/notes, video tutorials, and video assignment templates 4/30/2020 12:45 PM

158 Zoom 4/30/2020 12:19 PM

159 N/A 4/30/2020 11:21 AM

160 Zoom lectures to be able to see and chat with the professor 4/30/2020 10:27 AM

161 Videos 4/30/2020 10:11 AM

162 His 030,Eng 136 4/30/2020 9:26 AM

163 CANVAS 4/30/2020 9:05 AM

164 I do not understand this question. 4/30/2020 8:47 AM

165 Video and audio 4/30/2020 8:42 AM
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166 Zoom calls and also the articles that my teachers provided for me 4/30/2020 2:10 AM

167 N/A 4/30/2020 1:34 AM

168 N/A 4/30/2020 12:20 AM

169 when the professos made the assignments where ealily acsseable and explained. 4/30/2020 12:01 AM

170 The breakout rooms in Zoom that I have in physics where we do our assignments while
discussing them.

4/29/2020 11:57 PM

171 the interactive assignments .. reading can only teach you so but doing the interactive
assignments made a diffrence

4/29/2020 11:09 PM

172 Lecture videos by the instructor. 4/29/2020 11:02 PM

173 None 4/29/2020 10:49 PM

174 None 4/29/2020 10:48 PM

175 Videos, tests 4/29/2020 10:46 PM

176 You tube videos 4/29/2020 10:40 PM

177 Having recorded classes allows me to revisit the lecture...that I find is very helpful 4/29/2020 10:39 PM

178 Discussions. 4/29/2020 10:37 PM

179 power points and YouTube video links about the topic 4/29/2020 10:29 PM

180 Youtube 4/29/2020 9:52 PM

181 Notes and Powerpoint Presentations for us to read over 4/29/2020 9:23 PM

182 Zoom sessions, but only if the professors do their job 4/29/2020 9:15 PM

183 N/A 4/29/2020 8:51 PM

184 Pre recorded videos 4/29/2020 8:41 PM

185 Videos of lectures to take notes on 4/29/2020 8:37 PM

186 I liked how my biological anthropology professor condensed our lectures to account for the fact
that some people would not be able to attend due to the switch online while also supplementing
our learning with relevant videos we could watch on our own time.

4/29/2020 8:35 PM

187 There is a website that my professor gave which is a free online book about our lectures. My
professors would also link other videos and lectures about the certain section or topic we are
discussing in order to have a better understanding.

4/29/2020 8:35 PM

188 Videos Notes 4/29/2020 8:15 PM

189 Having my instructors lab and office hours, and them being readily available when help is
needed.

4/29/2020 7:44 PM

190 Examples visuals 4/29/2020 7:41 PM

191 none 4/29/2020 7:40 PM

192 Videos of my professors or their pick and movies. 4/29/2020 7:35 PM

193 Animation and Photography. 4/29/2020 7:17 PM

194 Nothing. I’m no longer learning. Just submitting assignments with out attaining any knowledge. 4/29/2020 7:16 PM

195 Zoom 4/29/2020 7:10 PM

196 Zoom meetings, zoom open for questions, online discussions. 4/29/2020 7:08 PM

197 The canvas calendar helps me greatly keep updated on the topics I need and where I can find
the information.

4/29/2020 7:02 PM

198 n/a 4/29/2020 6:59 PM

199 video lectures, zoom study sessions, discussion forums 4/29/2020 6:46 PM
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200 Zoom lectures and powerpoint downloads. 4/29/2020 6:40 PM

201 None 4/29/2020 6:39 PM

202 YouTube 4/29/2020 6:39 PM

203 Zoom meetings were helpful, having real time lecture. 4/29/2020 6:37 PM

204 Professor did online review which were accessible at anytime 4/29/2020 6:32 PM

205 Homework, laboratories, and discussions 4/29/2020 6:24 PM

206 Prezi's for lecture notes. 4/29/2020 6:19 PM

207 Instructor videos 4/29/2020 5:57 PM

208 Factory Training 4/29/2020 5:53 PM

209 Discussion boards were helpful 4/29/2020 5:49 PM

210 When the instructor makes videos on the lesson helps a lot. Canvas is also very helpful in
keeping track of assignments and grades.

4/29/2020 5:40 PM

211 Zoom lectures definitely helped! 4/29/2020 5:36 PM

212 My Gen. Psychology with Davi was and is amazing! She is a very well-spoken and
understanding professor. She conducts her classes the same as if you were in class. She does
with via email announcements and youtube lecture videos. Nothing being physically being in
class has changed. I really appreciate that I can do it on my own time. I did not want to sign up
for online classes because of child care complicatons.

4/29/2020 5:34 PM

213 Practice Test/Study Guides really help before exams. 4/29/2020 5:34 PM

214 Reading the suggested material in course lab books, material in the power points, and the
online posted lecture of power- point slides narrated by my professors, as well as their YouTube
videos of lecture and labs.

4/29/2020 5:28 PM

215 Professors add helpful links and videos to learn the material even better. 4/29/2020 5:27 PM

216 N/a 4/29/2020 5:20 PM

217 I like the lab simulation, I think reading the lab manuel is good but wish they had the lab
simulation as part of it like a hybrid class.

4/29/2020 5:13 PM

218 Videos that are posted from teachers 4/29/2020 5:03 PM

219 Nothing figured it out myself. 4/29/2020 4:57 PM

220 none of mine used zoom, but did offer voice overs over the lectures. 4/29/2020 4:57 PM

221 None 4/29/2020 4:47 PM

222 psychology review videos. consistent communication by instructor 4/29/2020 4:43 PM

223 Teachers recording videos going over problems 4/29/2020 4:23 PM

224 ZOOM and Powerpoint 4/29/2020 4:23 PM

225 Zoom 4/29/2020 4:20 PM

226 Zoom meetings With PowerPoints 4/29/2020 3:46 PM

227 I attended a Zoom training the day after the shutdown was announced. I was ready for online
instruction by Monday!

4/29/2020 3:43 PM

228 Well put together lectures 4/29/2020 3:42 PM

229 My English class has a lot of leeway with submitting assignments which helped me relax and
retain more information as I was not rushing to complete assignments.

4/29/2020 3:36 PM

230 None 4/29/2020 3:33 PM

231 Currently, I am taking Sociology 16. This course involves a lot of reading, so being able to have 4/29/2020 3:32 PM
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internet to access the reading has helped.

232 none 4/29/2020 3:27 PM

233 Clear clear instructions and videos. It was nice seeing the instructor talking in a video. 4/29/2020 3:19 PM

234 Zoom and powerpoint presentations. 4/29/2020 3:17 PM

235 Discussions on Canvas. 4/29/2020 3:12 PM

236 Canvas announcements 4/29/2020 3:04 PM

237 Zoom conference or videos/Khan academy 4/29/2020 2:58 PM

238 we didn't have any except zoom conferences sometimes 4/29/2020 2:57 PM

239 The videos and constant reassurance of how the rest of the semester will go 4/29/2020 2:51 PM

240 Watching videos of the applicable tools. Being able to visually see it. 4/29/2020 2:42 PM

241 Be in a small zoom group and talk about the material. 4/29/2020 2:40 PM

242 unknown 4/29/2020 2:36 PM

243 The most helpful thing I’ve seen in my online classes has been the creation of different
modules/learning resources that students can access at any time, and read up on at their own
leisure.

4/29/2020 2:31 PM

244 None 4/29/2020 2:28 PM

245 Engl-100 Econ-05 4/29/2020 2:27 PM

246 Videos of the lecture that made it feel like I was actually there listening 4/29/2020 2:24 PM

247 YouTube videos based on the subject 4/29/2020 2:19 PM

248 Discussion boards 4/29/2020 2:17 PM

249 All of the classes I am enrolled in this semester have been good at helping me learn
skills/information about the subject/topic.

4/29/2020 2:14 PM

250 Power point slides that the professors provide and using the discussion tap on Canvas. 4/29/2020 2:13 PM

251 Draw and design. 4/29/2020 2:05 PM

252 Going over the lesson. 4/29/2020 2:03 PM

253 Review sessions, an outline/what's on the schedule for each week, scheduled online office
hours, extended due dates to give us more time to learn and practice what is needed.

4/29/2020 2:03 PM

254 resources in the canvas modules. Recorded lectures, vidoes and descriptions on the topics
students are responsible for.

4/29/2020 2:02 PM

255 Recording the lectures is very beneficial to me. 4/29/2020 1:58 PM

256 Pearson textbooks, videos that teacher posts/links, online quizzes with multiple attempts for
best score (some teachers do this with varying quiz versions, I enjoy this the most because I
get to practice more and with a variety of questions)

4/29/2020 1:58 PM

257 Watching movies for my Drama class and Listening to certain music genres for my music
classes

4/29/2020 1:58 PM

258 Nothing special happened from online courses. It’s been basically the same as in-person class. 4/29/2020 1:51 PM

259 Assigned book work with homework assigned and also recored lectures whether its through
zoom or prerecorded worked well with me.

4/29/2020 1:50 PM

260 None 4/29/2020 1:46 PM

261 N/A 4/29/2020 1:45 PM

262 It's easy to check youtube if I get lost in math but my teacher has been really supportive. 4/29/2020 1:44 PM

263 Zoom lectures, interactive conversation, shared videos, group activities, having lectures 4/29/2020 1:44 PM
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recorded and available to watch again later.

264 All my classes that had to do with online work adapted better. 4/29/2020 1:44 PM

265 N/A 4/29/2020 1:40 PM

266 Zoom meetings 4/29/2020 1:26 PM

267 None 4/29/2020 1:18 PM

268 Zoom and canvas discussion board 4/29/2020 1:15 PM

269 interactive zoom classes 4/29/2020 1:11 PM

270 N/a 4/29/2020 1:08 PM

271 All 3 of my courses are using different tools so that is a little hard for me to juggle between the
3. I wish all my instructors used the same tool. I'm only learning right now by reading the books
which I don't believe is the best way to learn but it is what I have to do at this point.

4/29/2020 1:05 PM

272 Lecture 4/29/2020 12:59 PM

273 My English class 4/29/2020 12:54 PM

274 The discussions and modules 4/29/2020 12:54 PM

275 Zoom meetings and studying the homework assignments. 4/29/2020 12:51 PM

276 Learning on my own time. I have to look up Youtube videos for my calculus class because my
professor’s online lectures are shallow and not long enough. My class period is supposed to be
2 hours long but the lecture videos are at max 50 minutes.

4/29/2020 12:51 PM

277 none 4/29/2020 12:49 PM

278 Online anatomy resources provided by my professor. 4/29/2020 12:47 PM

279 I preferred to have pre-recorded videos that we are able to watch on our own time. Zoom
lectures are helpful for active learning, but with pre-recorded (i.e. on youtube) videos we can
rewatch as many times as needed. I've often had issues accessing the recorded zoom videos.
Professors listing their zoom office hours has helped the most, in addition to posting additional
study resources that come from outside resources (i.e. The Organic Chemistry Tutor on
youtube).

4/29/2020 12:45 PM

280 the living body app for anatomy 4/29/2020 12:38 PM

281 I don't know 4/29/2020 12:37 PM

282 Zoom meetings 4/29/2020 12:31 PM

283 class meetings and powerpoints. 4/29/2020 12:26 PM

284 N/A 4/29/2020 12:24 PM

285 N/A 4/29/2020 12:23 PM

286 Zoom lectures did help as it was most similar to normal class structure. 4/29/2020 12:22 PM

287 I have a lot of music tech classes so videos and tutorials about how to use software at home
have been useful.

4/29/2020 12:19 PM

288 None 4/29/2020 12:18 PM

289 Snap, canvas zooms 4/29/2020 12:17 PM

290 Discussion Board Postings 4/29/2020 12:13 PM

291 Online lecture, helpful video posts about assignments descriptions 4/29/2020 12:08 PM

292 Videos and reading materials help me learn subjects/topics well. 4/29/2020 12:06 PM

293 My professors are using canvas and youtube and they both work fine for what we're doing. 4/29/2020 12:06 PM

294 Biology 10 and Introduction to Drawing 4/29/2020 12:02 PM
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295 Templates 4/29/2020 12:00 PM

296 In French 60 we use a website with video tutorials as well as zoom calls for normal class. 4/29/2020 11:57 AM

297 None 4/29/2020 11:55 AM

298 As I continue to self-teach every topic taking the time to do simple, weekly assignments have
greatly ensured I cover required material. For example, there is a cumulative assignment every
so often containing the chapters my professor has lectured on such as a short quiz.

4/29/2020 11:53 AM

299 the zoom classes are very helpful 4/29/2020 11:50 AM

300 None 4/29/2020 11:50 AM

301 Well, the only provided “activity” was Zoom. And I found it to be a waste of time. It wasn’t
helpful at all.

4/29/2020 11:49 AM

302 Youtube videos 4/29/2020 11:49 AM

303 Lab activities! Drawing/coloring, online quizzes (that are from another website and don’t count
towards my grade), Labeling diagrams,

4/29/2020 11:48 AM

304 videos of the teacher lecturing or explaining the information 4/29/2020 11:48 AM

305 Zoom meetings and recorded lectures 4/29/2020 11:43 AM

306 English 230 and child development 65 4/29/2020 11:42 AM

307 Quizzes 4/29/2020 11:38 AM

308 The courses that were already online prior to this whole virus. 4/29/2020 11:34 AM

309 zoom meetings and online tutoring 4/29/2020 11:34 AM

310 Pre-recorded lecture videos. Working links to free online books needed for classes provided.
Online chats where professor is online at certain times to answer questions, check in, and offer
support. Leniency with due dates and reminders.

4/29/2020 11:34 AM

311 Zoom tutoring 4/29/2020 11:33 AM

312 YouTube videos 4/29/2020 11:27 AM

313 Labs 4/29/2020 11:24 AM

314 Haven't found one just very helpful to use zoom and talk to my classmates 4/29/2020 11:23 AM

315 Video lectures/zoom conferences 4/29/2020 11:22 AM

316 My physics professor’s zoom lectures were extremely helpful. He also uploads his PowerPoints
online and a replay of the lecture which helped with assignments.

4/29/2020 11:16 AM

317 Videos 4/29/2020 11:16 AM

318 N/A 4/29/2020 11:15 AM

319 N/a 4/29/2020 11:15 AM

320 Zoom meetings help 4/29/2020 11:13 AM

321 weekly papers/quizzes 4/29/2020 11:13 AM

322 I like using zoom and YouTube videos so we can still get lectured to. 4/29/2020 11:12 AM

323 . 4/29/2020 11:11 AM

324 None 4/29/2020 11:10 AM

325 Canvas 4/29/2020 11:09 AM

326 Having support from other people through zoom 4/29/2020 11:03 AM

327 Videos and recorded lecture 4/29/2020 11:02 AM

328 None 4/29/2020 11:02 AM
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329 Youtube 4/29/2020 11:00 AM

330 All or most of my assignments are now taking tests on videos about welding 4/29/2020 10:59 AM

331 None 4/29/2020 10:59 AM

332 I'm mostly getting my education from Youtube. Which raises the question what am I paying you
for?

4/29/2020 10:50 AM

333 none 4/29/2020 10:47 AM

334 Intro to how zoom works 4/29/2020 10:46 AM

335 Zoom, canvas modules 4/29/2020 10:43 AM

336 mopar 4/29/2020 10:39 AM

337 None 4/29/2020 10:36 AM

338 None. 4/29/2020 10:35 AM

339 Nothing 4/29/2020 10:35 AM

340 Nothing really, The lecture portion of Human Physiology is easy to do online but its difficult to
complete the labs online.

4/29/2020 10:33 AM

341 Clarity writing class quizes helped me learn new writing skills. 4/29/2020 10:33 AM

342 Lecture slides and power points being put up on the subject because it’s easy to read and
cover at any time you can.

4/29/2020 10:33 AM

343 I think the only course that has helped me is the Ford Ace program. 4/29/2020 10:31 AM

344 online resources that come with the textbook 4/29/2020 10:30 AM

345 Having to do all the quiz and exams online is easier than taking it in class. 4/29/2020 10:28 AM

346 canvas 4/29/2020 10:26 AM

347 My asl class is the easyest transition. But still hard 4/29/2020 10:26 AM

348 Zoom call meetings made having conversation though teacher and student easier for chemistry. 4/29/2020 10:25 AM

349 Videos from teachers or of other people explaining and talking about course material. 4/29/2020 10:25 AM

350 The quizzes given by my organic chemistry professor helped out a lot. The labs were made
easier because of labster.

4/29/2020 10:24 AM

351 Google 4/29/2020 10:24 AM

352 N/a 4/29/2020 10:24 AM

353 Zoom lectures 4/29/2020 10:23 AM

354 Watching videos that further explain the idea or steps to take to figure out the answer. 4/29/2020 10:18 AM

355 None 4/29/2020 10:16 AM

356 Zoom Meetings 4/29/2020 10:12 AM

357 YouTube videos 4/29/2020 10:12 AM

358 So far I have none to talk about 4/29/2020 10:11 AM

359 Zoom chats 4/29/2020 10:10 AM

360 Zoom Lectures 4/29/2020 10:10 AM

361 Virtual study halls 4/29/2020 10:10 AM

362 For my bio class we do lab activities and that really helps me with the upcoming quizzes we
have.

4/29/2020 10:08 AM

363 I’ve been struggling with the online. And keeping up with it. 4/29/2020 10:08 AM
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364 Just outline and expectation from the professor. 4/29/2020 10:08 AM

365 Does not apply. My course was online prior to SIP. 4/29/2020 10:08 AM

366 YouTube 4/29/2020 10:08 AM

367 I don’t really do well with online courses since I can’t get the help I need right then and there
and I have to rely on emailing professors. I check my email hourly, however it’s frustrating but
understandable that I can’t get my questions answers right away when my professor has other
classes they are teaching.

4/29/2020 10:06 AM

368 Weekly Zoom 4/29/2020 10:06 AM

369 Statistics 4/29/2020 10:05 AM

370 N/A 4/29/2020 10:05 AM

371 Canvas 4/29/2020 10:03 AM

372 recorded lectures 4/29/2020 10:03 AM

373 YouTube, khan academy 4/29/2020 10:02 AM

374 Zoom and power points 4/29/2020 10:02 AM

375 Doing online writing assignments helped me learn the subject well. 4/29/2020 10:02 AM

376 Weekly discussions and self reflections 4/29/2020 10:01 AM

377 Zoom meetings 4/29/2020 10:01 AM

378 Youtube 4/29/2020 10:01 AM

379 Professors assignments 4/29/2020 9:59 AM

380 Zoom meetings that hold lecture and course modules that clearly explain what’s going to
happen for the week.

4/29/2020 9:59 AM

381 Zoom lectures. 4/29/2020 9:58 AM

382 hands on simulations 4/29/2020 9:56 AM

383 Tutorials and web 4/29/2020 9:56 AM

384 All of my courses 4/29/2020 9:55 AM

385 Welding instructor Dan has provided informational YouTube videos and quizzes and has done a
great job keeping is informed and connected

4/29/2020 9:55 AM

386 None. My online course did not have online course activities to help me learn. My professor
kept/keeps on loading more homework than usual onto canvas. That is all.

4/29/2020 9:55 AM

387 Zoom calls 4/29/2020 9:54 AM

388 I can't say I've learned much, I zone out a lot during zoom meetings. 4/29/2020 9:54 AM

389 none 4/29/2020 9:52 AM

390 Discussions posts on canvas. 4/29/2020 9:49 AM

391 anatomy physiology and english 4/29/2020 9:49 AM

392 Us history professor Goen 4/29/2020 9:48 AM

393 Using zoom to get lectures 4/29/2020 9:48 AM

394 Breakout group rooms story telling 4/29/2020 9:48 AM

395 Powerpoints and note taking 4/29/2020 9:48 AM

396 Video lectures that I can rewatch over and over to get a better understanding on a certain topic 4/29/2020 9:47 AM

397 The activity that helps me more is when the instructors want me to do any assignment they
communicate via email through canvas.

4/29/2020 9:46 AM
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398 Zoom 4/29/2020 9:46 AM

399 N/A 4/29/2020 9:44 AM

400 The zoom conference calls helped most of all. 4/29/2020 9:42 AM

401 English-100 4/29/2020 9:42 AM

402 The recorded lectures were helpful since I was able to go back and review on my own time. 4/29/2020 9:40 AM

403 Video lectures 4/29/2020 9:38 AM

404 Accounting, art, astronomy 4/29/2020 9:37 AM

405 ConferZoom 4/29/2020 9:35 AM

406 Lecture power points in which professors used audio clips for each slide. 4/29/2020 9:35 AM

407 8010 - Adv Acad Wrtng/Rdng/Disp. ESL 95 W/R/V helps me to learn more skills/information for
my English. Professor Scoggins is the best because he helped me and all student practice how
to study good on Zoom. He also explain how to do homework. I and my classmates are
learning well.

4/29/2020 9:35 AM

408 Socio-012 4/29/2020 9:35 AM

409 Professors continuing to follow the syllabus as well as having a clear and concise schedule. 4/29/2020 9:34 AM

410 online labs and presentations 4/29/2020 9:34 AM

411 LMC website 4/29/2020 9:33 AM

412 Yoga so I dont get over stressed. 4/29/2020 9:32 AM

413 meetings 4/29/2020 9:32 AM

414 Chapter Notes 4/29/2020 9:32 AM

415 Powerpoints with audio from the teacher. 4/29/2020 9:32 AM

416 None 4/29/2020 9:30 AM

417 Videos. 4/29/2020 9:30 AM

418 Journal entries and discussion groups 4/29/2020 9:30 AM

419 Canvas is a great informational resource on top of email notifications 4/29/2020 9:28 AM

420 Pre calculus 4/29/2020 9:28 AM

421 Videos and zoom lessons 4/29/2020 9:28 AM

422 Zoom and Module setup on the Canvas Shell 4/29/2020 9:28 AM

423 Weekly quizzes kept me engaged with the material. Professor Davi did an excellent job in
transitioning by putting g our YouTube review videos that she filmed herself, covering the critical
parts of the material. Professor Gonsalves held weekly Zoom lectures and was very
communicative via email.

4/29/2020 9:28 AM

424 Tasting zoom has been helpful 4/29/2020 9:27 AM

425 Watching pre-recorded videos uploaded or linked by the professor. 4/29/2020 9:26 AM

426 Discussions and Notes 4/29/2020 9:26 AM

427 Nursing.com 4/29/2020 9:25 AM

428 Homework 4/29/2020 9:25 AM

429 The lectures and discussions. 4/29/2020 9:24 AM

430 Nothing much 4/29/2020 9:24 AM

431 Zoom class lectures 4/29/2020 9:23 AM

432 Crowder my Physics instructor have been very understanding towards all the difficulties we all 4/29/2020 9:23 AM
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faced during online classes, & was accessible at anytime.

433 I can’t think of one 4/29/2020 9:23 AM

434 N/a 4/29/2020 9:23 AM

435 Zoom was agrees source for my speech class. 4/29/2020 9:23 AM

436 Online lecture 4/29/2020 9:23 AM

437 Video lecture. Several small assignments overwhelm me. 4/29/2020 9:22 AM

438 Video meetings 4/29/2020 9:22 AM

439 Having zoom where we can all meet as a class really helps and watching videos that my
professor has made for us or videos they have sent for us to gain more information of how to do
something.

4/29/2020 9:22 AM

440 None 4/29/2020 9:22 AM

441 none. 4/29/2020 9:20 AM

442 Google, my math teacher was great but for my other classes I used the internet and the book,
there was no help from teachers

4/29/2020 9:20 AM

443 Meetings 4/29/2020 9:20 AM

444 So far my instructors have not posted helpful material, one does a Zoom class every class
period but the site is glitchy and VERY hard hear or see the professor. And my other professor
doesnt even post class times or material

4/29/2020 9:20 AM

445 Topic related video and practice test. 4/29/2020 9:19 AM

446 conferzoom 4/29/2020 9:19 AM

447 Zoom letucure work great, to still get the face to face. 4/29/2020 9:19 AM

448 N/A 4/29/2020 9:19 AM

449 None 4/29/2020 9:19 AM

450 Skill share and youtube 4/29/2020 9:18 AM

451 Zoom Lecture followed by discussion boards or short assignment 4/29/2020 9:17 AM

452 None 4/29/2020 9:17 AM

453 none 4/29/2020 9:17 AM

454 Zoom 4/29/2020 9:17 AM

455 Online lecture, discussing material with other students, and clear instructions on assignments 4/29/2020 9:16 AM

456 zoom / videos 4/29/2020 9:16 AM

457 Khan Academy 4/29/2020 9:16 AM

458 Zoom classes 4/29/2020 9:16 AM

459 My class was already online 4/29/2020 9:16 AM

460 zoom meetings 4/29/2020 9:16 AM

461 N/A 4/29/2020 9:15 AM

462 None 4/29/2020 9:15 AM

463 english 4/29/2020 9:15 AM

464 Since lectures are shown online, its easier to go back when you miss a topic or need more
revising by checking the meeting recording

4/29/2020 9:15 AM

465 None because I do not like online courses, I prefer on campus courses more. 4/29/2020 9:15 AM

466 Zoom class meetings at their regularly scheduled times. 4/29/2020 9:15 AM
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467 Slides from our lectures voiced over by the professor. 4/29/2020 9:15 AM

468 none i’m so stress 4/29/2020 9:14 AM

469 you really need to check your schedule 4/29/2020 9:14 AM

470 Zoom meetings. 4/29/2020 9:14 AM

471 Taking exam online especially for my Anatomy class is too bad because of the time limit. 4/29/2020 9:14 AM

472 Informative videos, like not zoom calls, actual videos I can pause and rewind 4/29/2020 9:14 AM

473 zoom 4/29/2020 9:14 AM

474 recorded lectures 4/29/2020 9:14 AM

475 The online quizzes and lectures have been very helpful 4/29/2020 9:14 AM

476 You tube videos of course. MATH-110 4/29/2020 9:13 AM

477 None 4/29/2020 9:13 AM

478 Any resources that my teachers have posted. My professors are very responsive when it comes
to helping their students and I'm grateful for their support during this time.

4/29/2020 9:13 AM

479 Probably philosophy, there wasn’t much of a change 4/29/2020 9:13 AM

480 Discussion Board assignments 4/29/2020 9:12 AM

481 Discussion posts 4/29/2020 9:12 AM

482 My computer 4/29/2020 9:12 AM

483 The best thing is having a detailed plan from my teachers. Them having a specific plan for what
they need us to do and when everything needs to be completed is the most useful thing they
can do for us. The coursework itself isn’t terribly different.

4/29/2020 9:12 AM

484 Assignments related to independent work and research 4/29/2020 9:11 AM

485 YouTube, Chegg 4/29/2020 9:11 AM

486 None 4/29/2020 9:11 AM

487 Canvas and zoom 4/29/2020 9:11 AM

488 N/a 4/29/2020 9:11 AM

489 Lecture videos, zoom meetings 4/29/2020 9:11 AM

490 Zoom lectures are the best. 4/29/2020 9:10 AM

491 Zoom meetings have definitely helped 4/29/2020 9:10 AM

492 Online labs for science 4/29/2020 9:10 AM

493 Khan academy 4/29/2020 9:10 AM

494 Nothing truly helped me much 4/29/2020 9:09 AM

495 I had to find things on my own from youtube 4/29/2020 9:09 AM

496 English courses 4/29/2020 9:09 AM

497 My teacher using screen share to explain step by step a word document for math lessons. 4/29/2020 9:09 AM

498 Discussions 4/29/2020 9:09 AM

499 Zoom meetings 4/29/2020 9:09 AM

500 Khan academy 4/29/2020 9:09 AM

501 Good communication with the instructors. 4/29/2020 2:05 AM

502 Zoom 4/28/2020 7:55 PM
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503 Interaction with other students. 4/28/2020 12:14 PM

504 Video lectures and interactive discussions 4/28/2020 10:44 AM

505 Quizlet 4/28/2020 9:58 AM
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Q8 Is there anything that did not work well in the transition to online
learning?

Answered: 539 Skipped: 190
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# RESPONSES DATE

1 Just a lot of busy work or none at all due to teachers not necessarily knowing how to use online
system or myself knowing how to use as well.

5/12/2020 6:53 PM

2 Getting my books and zoom did not work at all 5/12/2020 12:18 AM

3 No 5/11/2020 5:49 PM

4 My professor did not really know how to do it, and I do not blame her at all. It is very difficult
transitioning a language class to online

5/11/2020 2:33 PM

5 The math lab is not always available online as in person. 5/11/2020 1:57 PM

6 calculus made a terrible online transition. its harder in general. 5/11/2020 9:50 AM

7 Teacher’s expectations 5/11/2020 9:05 AM

8 not really 5/10/2020 6:05 PM

9 Music 5/10/2020 5:09 PM

10 I was in a lab course and that has been extremely hard on me as a student when we had no
access to in-person content.

5/10/2020 2:43 PM

11 I cannot do online classes and it’s affecting my education tremendously 5/10/2020 11:01 AM

12 Internet connection on (possibly both sides) cause me to cut out from time to time. 5/9/2020 4:29 PM

13 N/A 5/9/2020 4:20 PM

14 No, I had speech, which was awkward but he did a great job to make it work. 5/9/2020 2:09 PM

15 Tutoring has really not been great, I feel like I've been on my own 5/9/2020 9:39 AM

16 I was able to get my assignment and submit them online. I felt like I was given a substantial
amount of time to complete each assignment.

5/9/2020 7:13 AM

17 My entire macro economics class is a mess. I had no idea what was going on with that class
until I was already a test behind. I do not know how this is possibly being considered higher
education

5/8/2020 6:56 PM

18 Nope 5/8/2020 12:38 PM

19 Yes many but maybe I can't able to convay properly sorry 5/8/2020 12:09 PM

20 Hands on learning is non existent. 5/8/2020 9:55 AM

21 No 5/8/2020 9:30 AM

22 Zoom and my internet connection 5/8/2020 9:29 AM

23 Communication 5/8/2020 9:18 AM

24 n/a 5/8/2020 3:13 AM

25 My sociology teacher was radio silent when the school closed and we had no updates on
canvas for weeks. He then uploaded multiple assignments at once and when I missed an extra
credit quiz and another assignment, he refused to let me submit it and said he couldn't change
the whole course for one student. We're living in really stressful times and I've tried really hard
in this class just to get a mediocre grade because of this transition to online classes. I sent him
another email, asking him to please reconsider given the circumstances and he is not
responding.

5/7/2020 9:30 PM

26 no 5/7/2020 12:08 PM

27 WELDING!!! 5/7/2020 12:06 PM

28 So many technical difficulties. Lack of what was coming up. 5/7/2020 10:02 AM

29 One of my teachers is completely lost. Everything I've learned in that class has been what I
have taught myself. I feel every teacher should have an online backup prepared before the start
of the semester just in case.

5/7/2020 9:56 AM
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30 With thanks and regret - ChromeBooks arrived one week before course deadlines, which was
too late to rescue 1 class. the 'free' internet wasn't; so too late to get friend's help for other
access.

5/7/2020 8:07 AM

31 just providing assignments 5/6/2020 9:08 PM

32 It's my own flaw, but it is more difficult to get myself to do anything and my grades are suffering. 5/6/2020 7:55 PM

33 Communication; the amount of emails, modules and changes were a bit overwhelming at first
and caused me to miss some notifications/deadlines

5/6/2020 7:47 PM

34 Some instructors are great with communication and plan. Not all are. 5/6/2020 5:46 PM

35 my instructor not knowing how to schedule assignments with due dates 5/6/2020 1:51 PM

36 Ceramics 5/6/2020 12:33 PM

37 No. 5/6/2020 12:23 PM

38 I had to withdraw from 3 classes because of my financial/living situation 5/5/2020 11:51 PM

39 I still don't know because it's new to me. 5/5/2020 8:04 PM

40 quizzes, test, and turn it in links 5/5/2020 6:06 PM

41 My stuff went missing so there wasn’t a way for me to do my work which made things even
harder on me

5/5/2020 5:40 PM

42 Yes, hard to learn Anatomy without a lab. I’m learn by hands on. 5/5/2020 3:23 PM

43 na 5/5/2020 3:18 PM

44 No, in online courses i feel like i am learning nothing, instructors are unclear of due dates
because they do not know how to use canvas which caused me to miss assignments and they
are stating that they are not accepting any late work. How can you expect us to turn things
online when you put no due date on the assignments but state you are accepting no late
work?????

5/5/2020 2:29 PM

45 Class assignments are very difficult to transition into online work 5/5/2020 1:53 PM

46 Some of the professors' expectations for zoom meetings are unrealistic, due to the Pandemic
not everyone can be online at the same time every week. For many of us who are still working,
our work schedules have changed drastically.

5/5/2020 1:01 PM

47 For both my speech and philosophy/ethics class I feel that the depth and understanding of the
concepts and subjects are not as deep.

5/5/2020 12:18 PM

48 Not having verbal communication from all teachers. Some just posted assignments online at
first.

5/5/2020 12:07 PM

49 My professor use to have podcasts on his canvas but couldn't access them anymore because
they were on his LMC computer. Overall, everything else is good.

5/5/2020 11:59 AM

50 Zoom sometimes didn’t work 5/5/2020 11:57 AM

51 my prof. worked so hard to ensure smooth transition,so, I can't complain 5/5/2020 11:09 AM

52 English 100 class 5/5/2020 10:54 AM

53 The lack of flexibility for students that are “essential” or working even more during these hard
times.

5/5/2020 9:39 AM

54 quizzes and tests 5/5/2020 9:36 AM

55 No 5/5/2020 8:53 AM

56 Yes I have an incomplete grade coming into this semester and there is no information about it. I
sent the prior instructor several emails but he was no responsive

5/5/2020 8:28 AM

57 Like I said above, I barely knew how to turn on a computer and very minimally do i know how to
research things on the computer.

5/5/2020 4:20 AM

58 There were exams coming up and the transitions into taking a test online were difficult because 5/5/2020 12:32 AM
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I prefer pencil and paper.

59 I sometimes experience Wifi problems at home, and was disconnected from my Zoom class
meeting.

5/4/2020 11:38 PM

60 Labs and math works 5/4/2020 11:04 PM

61 It is very hard sometimes understanding the materials because mostly I have to teach myself
everything.

5/4/2020 8:51 PM

62 Time is one that wont work well on my study because of house responsibilities keep me
distracted.

5/4/2020 8:08 PM

63 my chemistry class isn’t going well if not worst just because it’s hard to comprehend the work
when i’m not in the class itself.

5/4/2020 5:35 PM

64 My science classes with labs didn't transition well to online learning, with lab instructions being
confusing to follow through.

5/4/2020 1:53 PM

65 Zoom classes we're just weird within it's self 5/4/2020 1:51 PM

66 My anatomy lab was hard to transition, because I was so used to hands on experience but I am
getting use to it now.

5/4/2020 1:24 PM

67 getting notifications only through canvas/insite, because it’s easy to miss an announcement
regarding upcoming tests and assignments

5/4/2020 1:01 PM

68 Projects overlapping 5/4/2020 12:21 PM

69 Working on online essays and papers. 5/4/2020 11:41 AM

70 learning how to use zoom in a short time 5/4/2020 11:21 AM

71 No 5/4/2020 10:29 AM

72 Math lab 5/4/2020 8:19 AM

73 Understand 5/4/2020 5:36 AM

74 There are 3 specific things that could be improved with online learning. First, Some teachers
are using a 3rd party program to proctor online tests (mostly math classes). They are a huge
violation of student privacy requiring students to give this company a picture of their ID with
their home address, pictures of the inside of their home, permission for the company to control
your internet browser, and recording videos of students taking the test which this company can
keep in perpetuity. With all of the data breaching happening nowadays there is no way the
school can guarantee this invasive company can keep our information safe. Test proctoring
should be done only by teachers and LMC staff because forcing me to give my secure
information and pictures of my home to a 3rd party company is not okay. Luckily for me my
professor accommodated my preferences by us scheduling a zoom meeting where she live
monitored my screen and I was on video for her to see that it was really me and that I wasn't
cheating. I am concerned that other professors won't be as accommodating and I will have to
make the choice of my personal privacy or not taking a necessary class for my degree. Second
group projects and third discussion boards are horrible in an online environment. Everyone logs
on at different times and no students actually want to schedule meetings or save their group
work until the day before it is due making it difficult for any teamwork to happen. The discussion
boards work fine as a forum but, a real "discussion" needs to be either live on webcam or
through a live chat, not having the back and forth conversation makes it more of a forum rather
than a discussion.

5/4/2020 1:46 AM

75 When doing online presentations, it is hard to get materials for posters and to print things out
since I do not have a printer at home and usually use the printers at school.

5/4/2020 12:58 AM

76 retaining the information, studying 5/3/2020 9:47 PM

77 Certain professors assigned multiple assignments for students to complete, but I did not have
the luxury of staying home and my hours at work actually increased making it difficult for me to
keep up with my assignments unless I stay up super late to finish them.

5/3/2020 7:58 PM

78 SCHEDULE, ZOOM, PAYMENTS 5/3/2020 7:09 PM

79 teachers didn’t understand they’re assigning too much of a work load when transitioning. Online 5/3/2020 2:44 PM
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learning is a different environment and can be harder to retrieve information.

80 Professors assigning double the work to make up for not being able to have a class discussion
is not fair and takes up much more time

5/3/2020 1:51 PM

81 Not having interactive learning 5/3/2020 1:00 PM

82 RN clinical hours 5/3/2020 11:48 AM

83 Some instructors don't know as much about zoom and canvas as other teachers, but overall
everything transitioned well.

5/2/2020 11:58 PM

84 N/A 5/2/2020 10:22 PM

85 Just having motivation 5/2/2020 8:02 PM

86 Hit and miss logins to CANVAS. 5/2/2020 6:35 PM

87 At the begaining zoom set up. 5/2/2020 5:30 PM

88 Text/Exams for math. 5/2/2020 4:45 PM

89 honorlock for tests and exams 5/2/2020 3:03 PM

90 Out of school stress factors 5/2/2020 2:32 PM

91 System freezing and slowing down (MyLab and Mastering). At one point it was down for 3 days. 5/2/2020 1:48 PM

92 teachers who didnt know how technology worked. teachers who had nothing but time on their
hands and assigned way too much. teachers who didnt give due dates for assignments but
expected them done by a certain date anyways

5/2/2020 1:24 PM

93 Transition to a different style of learning 5/2/2020 12:54 PM

94 The lack of access to certain academic tutoring services for the beginning of the transition was
an inconvenience.

5/2/2020 12:17 PM

95 An instructor of did not communicate with us at all until weeks later and he has been very
unclear with instructions, he doesn’t communicate with us when we need help.

5/2/2020 12:14 PM

96 No 5/2/2020 10:50 AM

97 communication with some professors are quite slow, others are saying assignments are in one
place and its not but I understand they're still getting used to transitioning

5/2/2020 10:38 AM

98 Lab, test and exams. 5/2/2020 10:09 AM

99 Everything 5/2/2020 9:39 AM

100 Lab assignments 5/2/2020 8:43 AM

101 Labs where discontinued from the class as well as a project. Communication with the teach has
begun to slow do when it comes to responding to comments And or questions.

5/2/2020 8:18 AM

102 Just hard to focus 5/2/2020 1:15 AM

103 ASL is hard to grasp online due to it being a visual language, but my teacher is doing her best
and I appreciate it a lot!

5/2/2020 1:07 AM

104 not enough time with one instructor in learning information 5/2/2020 12:48 AM

105 It’s was hard to adjust to all classes online 5/2/2020 12:25 AM

106 Unclear 5/1/2020 11:41 PM

107 There are some teachers who are not comfortable with online classes. Some struggle just
sending emails. I feel like they may not be getting enough support. They are struggling with
canvas and it makes if difficult for them to communicate with their students.

5/1/2020 11:38 PM

108 Something which was not smooth pertains to me science classes. For chemistry we are
required to complete labs without having completed the labs. While this does pose a challenge I
feel like the best id being done in the situation.

5/1/2020 11:14 PM

109 No 5/1/2020 11:14 PM
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110 Nothing really changed. 5/1/2020 11:13 PM

111 Some professors didn’t follow instructions on set up for clear understanding and communication
online. Some work Assignments that is best And needed to be face to face and they didn’t
outline it

5/1/2020 11:09 PM

112 No 5/1/2020 10:51 PM

113 Communication between student and professors when coming to asking questions regarding
the class itself or operation online.

5/1/2020 10:36 PM

114 having to rely on ourselves to basically learn the criteria 5/1/2020 10:05 PM

115 I sometimes struggle to learn the hard topics, I could do better if the classes were on campus/ 5/1/2020 8:20 PM

116 The amount of work and level of difficulty im work 5/1/2020 8:08 PM

117 Im doing hard classes that weren't meant to be online 5/1/2020 8:01 PM

118 Notifications for new assignments 5/1/2020 7:38 PM

119 Not all teachers are interactive with students 5/1/2020 7:34 PM

120 Personally I like classes in person but due to covid it’s the best thing and I’ll just have to adjust. 5/1/2020 6:47 PM

121 No 5/1/2020 5:19 PM

122 Not being able to manage schedule because of more duties have evolved from staying in
shelter with the kids and reading on the screen is hurting my eyes.

5/1/2020 5:08 PM

123 Having to teach myself and having limited resources. 5/1/2020 4:37 PM

124 I think moving to an online anatomy class could would if that is the only chance if it was better
prepared. I take online courses and they are set up very well but this class is a need some work
if it had to go forward. The class is hard and is a lot of memorizing structures and functions. In
class you know what the teacher will test you on. You can study that model over and over but
online we had no idea what models the teacher would use. Then you open the test and you
can’t figure out what the picture is. Then you stressing even more because you timed and you
can’t figure out what the teacher is pointing at in the picture.

5/1/2020 4:15 PM

125 No 5/1/2020 3:54 PM

126 Lack of textbooks related. 5/1/2020 3:47 PM

127 Taking lecture notes has become difficult 5/1/2020 3:34 PM

128 I’m was familiar with taking online courses for the semester. 5/1/2020 2:59 PM

129 For now, my classes are not horrible but I am worried about fall semester 5/1/2020 2:43 PM

130 The work load got worse 5/1/2020 2:40 PM

131 it was chaotic at first but its better now i think 5/1/2020 2:28 PM

132 I am not good with not being in a classroom setting while learning 5/1/2020 2:26 PM

133 Not all classes are easily transferred, some work are confusing without proper explanation from
the professors.

5/1/2020 2:11 PM

134 N/A 5/1/2020 1:39 PM

135 Due to Covid and LMC"s initial slow transition response to not having adequate supply of
labtops for students be able to continue their courses online, was stressful and frustrating and
caused me to drop my class.

5/1/2020 1:29 PM

136 Not really 5/1/2020 1:20 PM

137 Not at this time 5/1/2020 1:05 PM

138 I have avoided online courses my entire two years at LMC. It has been better than I thought,
but I still have trouble with time management and navigating online platforms.

5/1/2020 12:47 PM

139 Not having face to face meetings 5/1/2020 12:25 PM
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140 Anything that helps me 5/1/2020 12:19 PM

141 Life outside of school 5/1/2020 11:57 AM

142 I feel like I have to be teaching myself the material because I am not face to face class. 5/1/2020 11:52 AM

143 My spanish teacher still doesn’t know how to properly use canvas and zoom. 5/1/2020 11:09 AM

144 No 5/1/2020 7:56 AM

145 Lack of visual aid, solely auditory learning. 5/1/2020 2:49 AM

146 For my chemistry class, I've learned that having her teach only for a hour doesn't help because
her notes end up all over the place. Her assigning more exams and quizzes definitely haven't
helped but make me feel more stressed. Her not finding a compromise to the class stress has
also made us not care to do put much effort in the class. She basically makes us either learn on
our own or she teaches and its very unorganized.

5/1/2020 1:35 AM

147 I am having a hard time learning considering I have a learning disability and this distant learning
is extremely difficult for me

5/1/2020 12:03 AM

148 scheduling, t/th classes now assign and have work due random days of the week vice t/th. 4/30/2020 10:33 PM

149 Nothing 4/30/2020 9:52 PM

150 Nothing 4/30/2020 9:51 PM

151 nothing in specifc 4/30/2020 9:45 PM

152 It threw off my pacing in doing assignments. 4/30/2020 9:35 PM

153 No 4/30/2020 7:33 PM

154 I think simply writing on an iPad is not teaching and educating 4/30/2020 7:21 PM

155 Lab Work, Group work, tutoring 4/30/2020 7:02 PM

156 Lack of information being presented. 4/30/2020 5:38 PM

157 For 1 class we have smaller group meetings on zoom which works well but for my other class it
is hard to learn stats by watching videos because you can’t ask questions/clarification as it
comes up

4/30/2020 5:32 PM

158 Everything didn’t work well. Math online is HORRIBLE and EXTREMELY difficult when my
teacher doesn’t care about her students.

4/30/2020 5:27 PM

159 One online class was fine but all of them. No, I learn better in an in class format, especially
language classes.

4/30/2020 4:51 PM

160 Some teachers aren't the best at the computer and describing stuff. They're just still learning,
and its a bit confusing when everyone's learning a new thing at the same time. transitioning to a
camera has been stressful also.

4/30/2020 4:29 PM

161 I do much better in a classroom environment with lecture driven classes, so I do not do well
with self-paced learning at home. This is not the fault of the school.

4/30/2020 4:26 PM

162 harder to understand assignments and expectations out of classroom setting 4/30/2020 4:06 PM

163 some teachers are making online classes more difficult than being present in a classroom 4/30/2020 3:24 PM

164 At the beginning of the semester, I was taking three online classes and three in-person classes.
I decided to take some of the courses in person because I knew I would have difficulty learning
some of the subjects like math. Now that all my classes are online, it's been challenging to keep
up with all the assignments, one because I have a slow laptop that needs repair. It was ok to
use it during the three first online classes, but now that I have six classes, my computer can't
keep up with all the material and assignments. Second, two of my online instructors from the
three initial online courses are not supported at all. When I ask them for more time to turn in an
assignment because of all the classes that I am taking online, COVID-19 anxiety/depression,
and my slow computer, they say that they can't give me more time and that this current
situation shouldnt affect their online courses. What these professors are doing is unreasonable
because the times that we are living are hard, COVID-19 is affecting me financially,
professionally, and mentally. This current situation is affecting me even more because I don't

4/30/2020 2:08 PM
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have the proper support from my professors, and I don't have a reliable computer. It is not only
affecting me but the society in general, this is something new, something that I have never
experienced before and not sure what the future holds. I can't afford to drop out of my classes
because the college system doesn't want to be flexible in this COVID-19 situation. I am a first-
generation college student; I received financial aid to have the opportunity to go to college, can
you imagine what would happen if I ended up dropping all my classes. It is unfair for the
instructors not to allow students more time to submit assignments because online professors
should also understand that now students have all of their classes online, and it is hard to keep
up with them along with the other problems. To move on to another concern, I feel that in-
person instructors should allow students to resubmit assignments for a better grade. For
example, the in-person now online math class that I am taking was already challenging in
person; imagine how difficult it is now. The professor is a harsh grader and doesn't allow
second chances to help me understand the mistake and get a better grade. Please put
yourselves on my shoes as a student is hard to understand a material online. That is why it is
essential to give students feedback and chances to resubmit assignments to help them learn,
grasp, and be successful in college while this COVID-19 challenging situation and not led us to
drop out of classes for lack of empathy and support.

165 Some teachers are still very strict with deadlines. 4/30/2020 1:45 PM

166 Just contacting through email is not helpful. It is hard to fully understand a project just through
an email. It is better if a professor holds at least one zoom lecture to explain things better.

4/30/2020 1:09 PM

167 Advncd Compstan & Crtal Thnking 4/30/2020 12:59 PM

168 N/A. 4/30/2020 12:55 PM

169 Having to screenshot/scan physical assignments and deadlines were no longer flexible 4/30/2020 12:45 PM

170 Zoom, homework assignments, overall grasp of material and no empathy or understanding by
professors. Zero opportunities when it comes to extra credit/help

4/30/2020 12:19 PM

171 Personally i like in campus class, online classes i feel i don't get the information i need to know. 4/30/2020 11:22 AM

172 The ETEC program is very hands-on when it come to learning, but with the college closed, we
are not able to get the hands-on experience we need in our lab classes.

4/30/2020 11:21 AM

173 The whole transition in general. 4/30/2020 10:27 AM

174 Extra amount of assignments 4/30/2020 10:11 AM

175 I wish deadlines are more relaxed 4/30/2020 9:26 AM

176 Teachers giving no adjustment period, certain assignments not being as easy to do online. 4/30/2020 8:47 AM

177 Teacher last posting and adding more work. 4/30/2020 8:42 AM

178 The lack of motivation because when I was in school the motivation was always there 4/30/2020 2:10 AM

179 I was already taking online classes so it was the same. 4/30/2020 1:39 AM

180 Loss of motivation 4/30/2020 1:34 AM

181 The communication with the professor was poor and most did not know how to use canvas. 4/30/2020 12:20 AM

182 Some professors where not used to online, but used to in class. So finding bertain things made
it hard.

4/30/2020 12:01 AM

183 The workload was not let-up whatsoever, and I am struggling to keep up. 1-hr lectures have
turned into 3-hr lectures with how many times I have to replay parts of the videos. I feel like I
am spending all-day, every-day doing assignments and watching lectures. I have less time now
than when I was working 9-5 Fri-Sun.

4/29/2020 11:57 PM

184 my classes where already online but now my son is home all day made it very stress full I didn't
receive no extra time things where still due onetime

4/29/2020 11:09 PM

185 Labs for chemistry. Testing because Honorlock makes me sad. 4/29/2020 11:02 PM

186 The virtual lab are nice but not the same as actually doing the experiment. 4/29/2020 10:56 PM

187 Criminal justice class does not work well online 4/29/2020 10:49 PM
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188 Took time to maneuver technology 4/29/2020 10:48 PM

189 Zoom, because of tech support issues due to software upgrade 4/29/2020 10:46 PM

190 Cant do hands on lab work. 4/29/2020 10:40 PM

191 No It’s working well to my surprise. I took an online class in the past, that did not include any
visual contact other than posting material that didn’t work for me. With the professor n students
being able to engage makes an amazing difference. Super plus

4/29/2020 10:39 PM

192 Completing lab activities in Chemistry and just learning chemistry over all. 4/29/2020 10:37 PM

193 messy grade book and due dates changed 4/29/2020 10:29 PM

194 One of my professors classes went just climaxed to being really hard to understand and that
caused my grade to drop.

4/29/2020 9:52 PM

195 Tests and Quizzes 4/29/2020 9:23 PM

196 Some of the professor used Zoom only to say hi and bye 4/29/2020 9:15 PM

197 Teachers updating class information 4/29/2020 8:51 PM

198 When they dont post or communicate 4/29/2020 8:41 PM

199 My physiology class's transition to lab was a bit difficult due to the lack of lab and longer hours
of lecture

4/29/2020 8:37 PM

200 No. 4/29/2020 8:35 PM

201 It is hard to focus at home than in school, since it is easier to get distracted with people and
things around the house.

4/29/2020 8:35 PM

202 N/a 4/29/2020 8:15 PM

203 One of my professors is not understanding or supportive, all the people in my class are barely
passing. She is not very helpful and comparing her to my other professors is upsetting. My
other professors are being very supportive and helpful but she refuses.

4/29/2020 7:44 PM

204 Too much work right now in this time 4/29/2020 7:41 PM

205 everything I don't do well with online learning I do so much better face to face learning. 4/29/2020 7:40 PM

206 Some professors changed the whole schedule. Rather then keeping it to what the original
schedule was. They made it into a Monday- Sunday thing. It is very time consuming. Harder for
me to create a routine.

4/29/2020 7:35 PM

207 Time management between free time and classwork time. 4/29/2020 7:17 PM

208 Pretty much everything. Professors aren’t understanding the amount of stress we have. They
are assigning more work than before and aren’t being reasonable.

4/29/2020 7:16 PM

209 WiFi on my end was terrible. 4/29/2020 7:10 PM

210 N/a 4/29/2020 7:08 PM

211 Uploading pdf files from handwritten work and the change of due dates. 4/29/2020 7:02 PM

212 Courses I'm taking are very hands on and required many lab hours physically performing the
tasks that are completely unavailable at this time

4/29/2020 6:59 PM

213 Lab simulations 4/29/2020 6:40 PM

214 My child development class 4/29/2020 6:39 PM

215 I cannot do math without in person instruction 4/29/2020 6:39 PM

216 Some teachers were not well accustomed to it. Many assignments changed. Testing is horrible.
Internet connection makes it hard for me to stay connected during long lectures such as
chemistry.

4/29/2020 6:37 PM

217 No 4/29/2020 6:32 PM

218 NO EVERYTHING WENT SMOOTHLY 4/29/2020 6:28 PM
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219 No, nothing 4/29/2020 6:24 PM

220 ConferZoom can be unreliable. 4/29/2020 6:19 PM

221 I'm am just uncomfortable with online learning, I prefer in-class lectures. 4/29/2020 5:57 PM

222 interaction and feedback from other students 4/29/2020 5:57 PM

223 Automotive classes should remain a hands on learning course 4/29/2020 5:53 PM

224 No 4/29/2020 5:49 PM

225 Yes, labs for science classes and the fact that there's now no option to take organic chem. for
summer.

4/29/2020 5:43 PM

226 I think it helps when all teachers use canvas to post and turn in assignments. It is harder when
teachers only use email to assign work and have us submit it through email because
sometimes the emails may not get to the other person due to technical issues.

4/29/2020 5:40 PM

227 Not that I know of. I do miss being able to talk to my professors face-to-face because I will get
answers to my questions a lot quicker than emailing them, but they do respond at some point
so it's ok.

4/29/2020 5:36 PM

228 On the other hand, my other class with professor Archuleta was a nightmare. I do have issues
about how her class was conducted before the shelter in place order with I still plan to address
at an appropriate time. In regarded to our current situation. She made her classes zoom
classes that were held a the same time/day. I have a child, who was in care at the child study
center. I can zoom when I have to feed my baby to out him down for a nap. Additionally, she
added quizzes and believe exams to her class. Before her class was based on lectures and
group work and/or papers. Why why why would you add this on top of the situation we are in?
How is a professor allowed to literally change the class to make it more difficult? If your class
was lectures and papers before it should be the same!! I could understand the zoom thing
maybe but not the added stresses of quizzes and exams.

4/29/2020 5:34 PM

229 Personally it didn't seem like a few of my instructors were ready for the switch to online learning
which I hard to believe because about 2 weeks before the switch a few had talked about which
direction the school will go in regards to continuing learning. So they knew things would change
but when the time came they didn't seem prepared for it and I was not prepared for the extra
workload.

4/29/2020 5:34 PM

230 Everything worked out wonderfully! I give an applause to all of the supportive staff, admissions,
counseling department, counselors, and all of the wonderful professors whom have all helped
make this transition as smooth as possible. I personally enjoy studying and working from home.
I feel as thought the material is the same, we have all necessary information to learn and
complete assignments , and I can work in a quiet environment.

4/29/2020 5:28 PM

231 Professor do not reply to emails or texts and does not grade previous work. 4/29/2020 5:27 PM

232 I felt it was pretty sudden so it was hard to adapt to online learning which many students didn’t
ask for and learn better in person now being forced online. But once you get the hang of it, it is
easy and can be efficient way of learning during the pandemic. It is the safe way of learning and
I hope this continues until social distancing orders start to ease.

4/29/2020 5:20 PM

233 No the communication was clear and if not then he went over it in video lecture. 4/29/2020 5:13 PM

234 Not really. Zoom wouldn’t work for me for awhile, but I have it figured out now. 4/29/2020 5:03 PM

235 I have a hard time concentrating now and professors are assigning too much work. 4/29/2020 4:57 PM

236 I think just the communication aspect, all professors were offering different information. 4/29/2020 4:57 PM

237 Professors still expect the same thing as if we’re still in class. I’m not learning. I’m just trying to
pass the class.

4/29/2020 4:47 PM

238 Automotive should NOT be expected to transition to online. DO YOUR RESEARCH AND KEEP
LAB CLASSES OPEN. This virus is statistically equivalent to the flu. Heard immunity from
exposure is inevitable. Look at Sweden and follow in their footsteps. DO THE PROPER
RESEARCH!!!

4/29/2020 4:43 PM

239 i guess the fact that we still have school going on ontop of an ongoing pandemic it just kinda 4/29/2020 4:26 PM
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was put on us instantly

240 Chemistry, the class does not work well in terms of online learning, to the point I dropped said
class. (Chem 25)

4/29/2020 4:23 PM

241 No 4/29/2020 4:23 PM

242 No 4/29/2020 4:20 PM

243 Group Presentations 4/29/2020 3:46 PM

244 Lab activities. I teach anatomy. 4/29/2020 3:43 PM

245 Professors expecting the same level of work done while were not getting the same level of
education or hands on experience then if we were in class

4/29/2020 3:42 PM

246 My Philosophy teachers expect work to be turned in on time when I'm working full time at my
job and mentally feel exhausted when I do have time off. This causes me to not be able to
focus on my work due to mentally not being in the right head space to retain information.

4/29/2020 3:36 PM

247 The lack of understanding from professors. I'm not able to be on the computer every time im in
class due to connection and how awful zoom has become. Home environments aren't the best
places for schooling, I'd rather just do the assignments and not join the zoom meetings.

4/29/2020 3:33 PM

248 I have a job that maybe during the hours that my professor sets for our tests (the time that class
was scheduled are the only times the tests/quizzes are available). I will be emailing the
professor once I receive a confirmation on whether or not I have the job to discuss what other
options I have for taking tests and quizzes since I will be working during those hours.

4/29/2020 3:32 PM

249 none 4/29/2020 3:27 PM

250 On Canvas, some instructors post assignments in a strange way. So you have to click around
to find weekly work. Some instructors are great at posting so it's not confusing.

4/29/2020 3:19 PM

251 Group projects. 4/29/2020 3:17 PM

252 Time frame available 4/29/2020 2:58 PM

253 Zoom, I prefer going to class than online 4/29/2020 2:51 PM

254 No. Nothing 4/29/2020 2:42 PM

255 How to study for certain classes. 4/29/2020 2:40 PM

256 It just didn’t work for me. 4/29/2020 2:39 PM

257 It was a lot of work for me. In class was easier because it was hands-on. now I feel like I am
teaching myself. I am a hands-on person and I prefer to use a hard copy paper but I don't have
a printer so I have to read all of these assignments on the computer. It is very frustrating for me.
I know that my grades are going to drop.

4/29/2020 2:39 PM

258 Just the abrupt change was overall troubling. 4/29/2020 2:36 PM

259 My classes have all transitioned well. 4/29/2020 2:31 PM

260 Certain subjects are harder to learn than others on an online platform. This being the case,
teachers didn’t give any leeway for the learning curve that was added. It’s make it extremely
difficult to be confident in the course since the online transition.

4/29/2020 2:28 PM

261 No, everything was fine for me. 4/29/2020 2:24 PM

262 My political science class 4/29/2020 2:19 PM

263 Most teachers had a hard time transitioning and getting stuff set up 4/29/2020 2:17 PM

264 Just not being able to have hands-on experience and communication with others but other than
that it has been pretty fine.

4/29/2020 2:14 PM

265 Zoom would sometimes be unstable and it makes it difficult to hear what the professor is
saying. Assignments were also being put off and changes were being made when it came to
the due dates

4/29/2020 2:13 PM

266 Everything is good. 4/29/2020 2:05 PM
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267 Getting the proper learning environment in order for creative ideas to process. 4/29/2020 2:03 PM

268 My Music 12 class... my professor Dr. Chong never gave us an access code for a $90 ONLINE
TEXT that I purchased at the bookstore, and the course has quite literally been a mess. There
are other students that also have spoken up about their concerns and a waste of $90.

4/29/2020 2:03 PM

269 Exams 4/29/2020 2:02 PM

270 The online class meeting that gets recorded and if I missed it being able to access it after the
fact.

4/29/2020 1:58 PM

271 Emailing my teachers has been a little harder. 4/29/2020 1:58 PM

272 It was hard to keep up with math at first, but I got used to it. 4/29/2020 1:51 PM

273 NA 4/29/2020 1:50 PM

274 everything, its hard and not helpful. 4/29/2020 1:46 PM

275 The honorlock program that is used when taking an exam on canvas, is horrible. 4/29/2020 1:45 PM

276 There is much stress throughout the professors and it often hinders projects and there isn't
enough clear communication on what we need to be doing as far as course work.

4/29/2020 1:45 PM

277 It was most difficult for my public speaking class because obviously the class was never
designed to be online.

4/29/2020 1:44 PM

278 Teachers that don't Zoom or don't respond to emails. 4/29/2020 1:44 PM

279 Most of my classes had to change course work, felt very unsettling and confusing. 4/29/2020 1:44 PM

280 InSite locked me out of everything so I was unable to access it to drop my class this semester.
All of my assignments sent late to my account and I couldn’t access old assignments that
already closed off. I didn’t get any assignments until almost a week before my class ended

4/29/2020 1:40 PM

281 Comsc 132 course absolutely horrible. 4/29/2020 1:18 PM

282 N/A 4/29/2020 1:15 PM

283 Lectures became hard to pay attention to, teacher that didn’t know how to use canvas make
Turing in assignments harder.

4/29/2020 1:11 PM

284 N/a 4/29/2020 1:08 PM

285 2 of my courses were already online so there was no transition there, but my business law
class transitioned to online very smoothly.

4/29/2020 1:05 PM

286 No, my instructors have been rolling with the punches are doing their best under the given
circumstances so it has been alright. If anything, being online allows me to be flexible :)

4/29/2020 12:54 PM

287 One of my professors did not reach out to us regarding how we will be transitioning to online
classes. It took 2 and a half weeks after Los Medanos closed and announced they were closing
for the professor to reach out. But all my other professors were great with communication and
I’m grateful for that.

4/29/2020 12:54 PM

288 Instructions for group assignments and projects. 4/29/2020 12:51 PM

289 I wouldn't really classify it as “online learning” because Im not really learning much. 4/29/2020 12:51 PM

290 sometimes the zoom meetings would lock or take forever to log into 4/29/2020 12:49 PM

291 Anatomy and physiology labs did not work well online. My anatomy professor was excellent at
helping us. My physiology class has been extremely difficult.

4/29/2020 12:47 PM

292 I believe that we need to have more flexibility with assignment/class activity due dates and
classroom attendance. With the switch online many of us have newfound responsibilities,
including overall stress and anxiety related to COVID. For instructors to assume that everyone
has equal access to a healthy/stable home, technology, food, good health, printers, (car to
receive food from the food pantry), etc. is inequitable. Our syllabuses should be adjusted with
clear and fair late policies, and instructions on what to do in the event you are unable to meet
expectations for scheduled assignments/meetings. In some classes we switched to online
discussion board instead of zoom lectures/discussions, meaning the workload then significantly

4/29/2020 12:45 PM
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increased. Prior as long as you did your reading/participated in discussions you received points,
then it was switched (with covid) to be that we had mandatory discussion posts and peer
comments in addition to regular workload. Another issue was there not being overall flexibility in
work assignment due dates. I had a doctors note, but because the professor wanted to make
sure the class had equal access to information in the form of posting answer keys on the
homepage, I was unable to turn in work once my doctors note was finished. I was given
deadlines a couple days past each assignment due date, instead of being given the time that
my doctors note requested I had off. It is also difficult working with assignments if they aren't
always posted as an editable/downloadable file In certain classes the file types being uploaded
are different, sometimes it's a pdf, sometimes its word, sometimes it's a link to an online pdf,
and other times its links to articles like the new Yorker that I don't have paid access to.

293 Labs 4/29/2020 12:40 PM

294 yes, my teacher got harder and stricter on already difficult classes which was not fair. One of
my teachers was very bad at giving good instructions and making online less confusing to
navigate.

4/29/2020 12:38 PM

295 We weren't able to give our speeches for speech class. And there is no lab for chemistry 4/29/2020 12:37 PM

296 No 4/29/2020 12:31 PM

297 there has been some errors with the software being used to conduct online meetings. 4/29/2020 12:26 PM

298 N/A 4/29/2020 12:24 PM

299 My PTEC classes that required labs was hard to transition to 4/29/2020 12:23 PM

300 Some exams did not crossover well and some teachers thought that online was simpler than
psychical classes so they added a large amount of additional assignments that made class
even more difficult to manage.

4/29/2020 12:22 PM

301 Just communicating was harder I was in the dark for the first 2 weeks 4/29/2020 12:20 PM

302 I have a debate class that is somewhat awkward in the new format. 4/29/2020 12:19 PM

303 Everything, online sucks 4/29/2020 12:18 PM

304 The instructors knowledge of Canvas was limited in traditional classes. Deadlines and
expectations were not as clear as before.

4/29/2020 12:17 PM

305 My health and the fact that I have 7 children at home four children being home schooled due to
COVID-19 one sick and two adult children who are essential worker I am STRESSED TO THE
MAX😪

4/29/2020 12:15 PM

306 No 4/29/2020 12:13 PM

307 Not really 4/29/2020 12:08 PM

308 No. 4/29/2020 12:06 PM

309 Staying on top N or organized 4/29/2020 12:06 PM

310 It's difficult not to be in a classroom environment, but that's not the school's fault. That's the only
thing I miss - the interaction makes some learning easier. My professors are great and it makes
a difference not seeing them in person.

4/29/2020 12:06 PM

311 Taking notes in History 29 4/29/2020 12:02 PM

312 Not enough Zoom learning 4/29/2020 12:00 PM

313 General instruction did not transfer well. In English not much real instruction is given and it is
hard to ask simple questions and communicate.

4/29/2020 11:57 AM

314 I do not have access to a laptop and this makes it difficult to do math and hard for instructor to
teach from a whiteboard. Iam a visual in person learned so this transition has deeply impacted
my ability to maintain a C average.

4/29/2020 11:55 AM

315 I do not do well online which is why I decided to go to school instead of doing online 4/29/2020 11:53 AM

316 Retaining information through a zoom conference is much harder than that of a face-to-face
lecture. I believe I have less time to learn each topic making it quiet difficult to finish

4/29/2020 11:53 AM
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assignments with confidence.

317 no 4/29/2020 11:50 AM

318 None 4/29/2020 11:50 AM

319 Yes. My professors had lots of trouble organizing everything. They kept moving due dates
around which made things very frustrating for me.

4/29/2020 11:49 AM

320 Everything 4/29/2020 11:49 AM

321 I do not learn as well online when it comes to science classes. But that’s just me. 4/29/2020 11:48 AM

322 the communication with some of my teachers is bad 4/29/2020 11:48 AM

323 The classes themselves? Simply shutting down the classes and passing everyone would’ve
been far superior than forcing them to stumble in the dark.

4/29/2020 11:44 AM

324 Reduced time limit for online tests and quizzes 4/29/2020 11:43 AM

325 Math class I had to drop out because it is just too difficult to do online 4/29/2020 11:42 AM

326 Everything. Teachers simply aren’t trained for online curriculum and it shows. I feel like I was
cheated my last semester here

4/29/2020 11:41 AM

327 Biology Labs 4/29/2020 11:38 AM

328 Teachers not answering emails And not doing zoom they just add assignments and don’t send
announcements that we have the assignments

4/29/2020 11:38 AM

329 Taking an online class is hard when you can’t reach out to the instructors. 4/29/2020 11:38 AM

330 Lecture based classes and Lab based classes. 4/29/2020 11:34 AM

331 some instructors do not know how to set up assignments online so its harder to turn them in.
Some instructors do not have things graded so its hard to know where I stand in some classes
and if im getting the information correct.

4/29/2020 11:34 AM

332 Assigning the same assignments of the face-to-face classes for online. We no longer have the
benefit of the in-person learning with the professor right there to expand on questions. Instead,
we have to wait for feedback and potentially risking lateness. It feels like they're pushing all the
assignments our way and that's all I'm doing every day. This time has caused a lot of turmoil,
especially among the family, and it doesn't seem as though classes reflect that understanding
as much. It seems like each class is moving forward along the lines that they're work is more
important than others.

4/29/2020 11:34 AM

333 N/A 4/29/2020 11:33 AM

334 Zoom it doesn’t work with my computer. 4/29/2020 11:27 AM

335 Professors are confusing with directions or just don’t post things regularly 4/29/2020 11:24 AM

336 keeping up with assignments 4/29/2020 11:23 AM

337 It was hard to transition at first with learning how to use zoom and moving deadlines and new
online discussions to keep up with things like that, but it settled down.

4/29/2020 11:22 AM

338 I found it very hard to transition from in class to online for speech. The professor doesn’t do
online lectures like my physics professor. So it’s basically up to the student to teach themselves
everything. The professor is great about answering emails and communicating with us, but it
feels a bit overwhelming since we aren’t getting our 3 hours of lecture each week that we
would’ve gotten in class.

4/29/2020 11:16 AM

339 Submitting my work 4/29/2020 11:16 AM

340 My instructor was not accustomed to using Canvas so there was a learning curve for her. I have
come across this in previous semseters and I feel that this day and age all professors should
know how to use Canvas since most students use Insite and Canvas.

4/29/2020 11:15 AM

341 Zoom meetings 4/29/2020 11:15 AM

342 One of my courses requires hands-on training, and we're unable to do that. Also, while we're 4/29/2020 11:13 AM
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unable to be in a classroom, it's harder to stay focused when taking zoom classes with
everyone in the household doing different things in the background. Usually, I would go to the
library to do school work; it's a little harder to find a place to do work quietly.

343 Re-learning applications/ PowerPoint/etc.. 4/29/2020 11:13 AM

344 The amount of work 4/29/2020 11:12 AM

345 Got harder. More homework. 4/29/2020 11:12 AM

346 I don't have the technology needed for distance learning 4/29/2020 11:11 AM

347 Statistics class 4/29/2020 11:10 AM

348 Lack of news getting out to staff made for teachers not knowing what to do 4/29/2020 11:09 AM

349 The labs didn't work. All my classes are science classes, so we had to adapt the lab portions.
My professors are doing their best with videos and virtual labs, but it's still not the same

4/29/2020 11:06 AM

350 Lack of means to contact classmates 4/29/2020 11:03 AM

351 Physical science labs ex) chemistry and Biology 4/29/2020 11:02 AM

352 Transitioning online 4/29/2020 11:02 AM

353 Some professors expect more from us than they did before the quarantine 4/29/2020 11:00 AM

354 Now I have 0 welding time in lab 4/29/2020 10:59 AM

355 Everything 4/29/2020 10:59 AM

356 Much of my coursework is based on field-work... I work at LMC and I no longer have in-person
work... The professor made no exceptions for work that is based on my job, and my grade
dropped from A to low B-, and I now lose my 3.5gpa scholarships.

4/29/2020 10:53 AM

357 Some instructors are technologically illiterate and others have failed to adjust their
coursework/lesson plan accordingly.

4/29/2020 10:50 AM

358 having no lectures doesn't help my studying routine 4/29/2020 10:47 AM

359 No 4/29/2020 10:46 AM

360 You loose your drive 4/29/2020 10:43 AM

361 mopar need internet explorer to work 4/29/2020 10:39 AM

362 Everything 4/29/2020 10:36 AM

363 Clinicals 4/29/2020 10:36 AM

364 My automotive and history class. I am not an online learner. 4/29/2020 10:35 AM

365 I’m basically gonna fail my classes cause of this shit 4/29/2020 10:35 AM

366 A few of my instructors were not completely prepared even though they did attend the training
days. I believe they need more time to get used to everything and learn more to create
strategies for any situation given to teach and test online

4/29/2020 10:35 AM

367 Completing the Human Physiology labs. 4/29/2020 10:33 AM

368 Zoom meetings set at the same time as other courses. 4/29/2020 10:33 AM

369 Mandatory zoom times because during this time emergencies are happening such as jobs,
family , and finances. I think professors should be more flexible and aware.

4/29/2020 10:33 AM

370 The problem with learning online for me is that most of my classes are hands on., and its not
the same to be learning online and at the same time not getting the hands on experience.

4/29/2020 10:31 AM

371 Yes, the work doubled. In class, you would get grade for discussions by showing up. But now,
you have to type out a discussion and reply to people every week which is very time
consuming.

4/29/2020 10:28 AM

372 some teachers are doing everything through email which is out of order and confusing. Canvas
is more organized plus lets us see our grades in the class which is ideal when going online.

4/29/2020 10:26 AM
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373 My gov class and my ceramics class 4/29/2020 10:26 AM

374 Just not getting constant updates for the summer semester. 4/29/2020 10:25 AM

375 Sometimes im not sure when assignments are due or were i could find those assignments. Im
expected to know these things but i dont always know.

4/29/2020 10:25 AM

376 As far as math, it was hard to keep my calculus 3 class bc I no longer had tutoring. 4/29/2020 10:24 AM

377 Due dates 4/29/2020 10:24 AM

378 Professor capes for chemistry 25. I’ve expressed to her that I have clinical anxiety and this
pandemic is not helping things. I’ve expressed this to her through email and she did not provide
any help whatsoever. I’ve spoken to my classmates and they all agree that we are drowning in
work from her class alone while our other professors are being reasonable and adapting to the
situation by easing the work load during this time. A lot of us and our families are struggling and
for her to make it seem like our lives revolve around her chemistry course is absolutely
ridiculous. I had a B in the course prior to the pandemic and my grade is now plummeting so
bad due to the situation that I have to drop the course today. She does not care about the
wellbeing of her students.

4/29/2020 10:24 AM

379 Links not being able to work 4/29/2020 10:23 AM

380 Assignments 4/29/2020 10:18 AM

381 Some professors only assigned work, but didn’t teach anything 4/29/2020 10:16 AM

382 No 4/29/2020 10:12 AM

383 Chemistry labs became more unfamiliar and less involved 4/29/2020 10:12 AM

384 Just the increase in amount of work 4/29/2020 10:11 AM

385 N/A 4/29/2020 10:10 AM

386 Some teachers had videos prerecorded and those were not helpful at all. 4/29/2020 10:10 AM

387 No 4/29/2020 10:10 AM

388 Everything has worked good as far as the lessons and any other assignments or exams, it’s
running smoothly.

4/29/2020 10:08 AM

389 All of it, I cannot retain nor do I get motivation working from home. Not a great learning space. 4/29/2020 10:08 AM

390 Nothing I could think off for this semester. 4/29/2020 10:08 AM

391 Classwork doesn't work online. Homework is more confusing. Teachers did not account for
transition struggles when giving homework/classwork.

4/29/2020 10:08 AM

392 Having adequate internet access or access to my own computer and not having clear
guidelines on what was expected/ expecting too much during a time of crisis.

4/29/2020 10:06 AM

393 2 classes sis not offer Zoom meetings 4/29/2020 10:06 AM

394 online learning in general is a bit difficult for me, so transitioning to the online aspect was hard. 4/29/2020 10:05 AM

395 It's a ceramics class, hands on. Access to the campus resources necessary to fully engage
oneself in the class were woefully insufficient.

4/29/2020 10:05 AM

396 Posted lecture discussions instead of zoom 4/29/2020 10:03 AM

397 group activities 4/29/2020 10:03 AM

398 Information from instructors 4/29/2020 10:02 AM

399 Management classes require interactions that can not be duplicated online. 4/29/2020 10:02 AM

400 Nope all my classes where online anyways from the start of the semester. 4/29/2020 10:02 AM

401 Some of my professors were not familiar with the online schooling format. 4/29/2020 10:02 AM

402 Lab based courses trying to transition online. Like choral and math courses. 4/29/2020 10:01 AM
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403 Not having physical help my teacher to better understand a few assignments 4/29/2020 10:01 AM

404 Teacher expecting the same like nothing is happening having to deal with kids at home while
doing tests homework Ect

4/29/2020 10:01 AM

405 Bending conduit 4/29/2020 9:59 AM

406 Labs for bio classes 4/29/2020 9:59 AM

407 no 4/29/2020 9:56 AM

408 Instructors taking longer to reply back. 4/29/2020 9:56 AM

409 No 4/29/2020 9:55 AM

410 The fact John Draper hasn’t done anything and I’m not sure what the status of his class is 4/29/2020 9:55 AM

411 I did not get enough information on how to go to zoom and make it accessible. Plus information
in general. The campus should have gave more information to the professors or should have
taught them a little more about going online some how.

4/29/2020 9:55 AM

412 Online testing 4/29/2020 9:54 AM

413 I was taking a music class and my instructor was extremely late to notify us of anything, no
updates until about two weeks in. I had to drop that class as there wasn't much help with the
assignments. The rest of my instructors have been very on top of it working non-stop.

4/29/2020 9:54 AM

414 being motivated to attend class 4/29/2020 9:52 AM

415 The proper information used to complete or find new assignments 4/29/2020 9:51 AM

416 Hands on activity’s and visual aids 4/29/2020 9:50 AM

417 I have not been receivng Canvas and Insite notifications making it hard to stay on top of what
assignments are due for classes.

4/29/2020 9:49 AM

418 it is much easier for me and more comfortable to me to talk to my teachers in person. 4/29/2020 9:49 AM

419 ChicanX Film lit, movies you have to pay or pick your own and it’s difficult to find ones on my
own I don’t have to pay for

4/29/2020 9:48 AM

420 Professors communication 4/29/2020 9:48 AM

421 There is time where the online system kept crashing 4/29/2020 9:48 AM

422 hands on lab work 4/29/2020 9:48 AM

423 Having unreliable internet made it hard to attend zoom meetings 4/29/2020 9:47 AM

424 Some instructors who clearly never worked through canvas give us too much homework and
not enough time to submit our work. They even give us more work to do than they give us when
we going face to face classes and at the time we have test or quizzes they give us less time
than the time we had on their class. Other problem is that when is windy and we doing a test or
quiz and the internet is crushed even though we comunícate with IT service to help and fix the
issue the instructor don’t give us a second chance to finished or test or quiz because their “time
frame” passed. So no make ups under circumstances I can’t control Lille the interruption of
internet service because the challenging weather or the power or the canvas crushed....

4/29/2020 9:46 AM

425 None of the instructors knew how to work zoom 4/29/2020 9:46 AM

426 Zoom meetings 4/29/2020 9:44 AM

427 No, the transition went well. 4/29/2020 9:43 AM

428 There was no communication from the teachers in the first several days after the closure of the
campus as to when the online classes were to be held or begin. The teachers did not know
much about using zoom or other online platforms to provide the lessons at first.

4/29/2020 9:42 AM

429 Everything worked well 4/29/2020 9:42 AM

430 My wifi disconnects numerous of times. So on top of stressing over an exam I have to stress
about my wifi, having to switch from different hotspots during a timmed exam. It can get very
stressful.

4/29/2020 9:40 AM
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431 Dedicated time 4/29/2020 9:38 AM

432 A lot of my assignment due dates are not clear, I feel overwhelmed with keeping up with the
work. Everything is just confusing & overwhelming

4/29/2020 9:37 AM

433 Political science class 4/29/2020 9:37 AM

434 Math Lab 4/29/2020 9:35 AM

435 No. 4/29/2020 9:35 AM

436 Yes, thank you for asking. Another classes are not learning good because some professors just
go to zoom and give the Unit with homework or video to student; they don't teach detail. I wish
they can teach and discussion more on Zoom. I like teacher Antony teach on Zoom, he was
working 2 hours and explain everything. I want 2 another my classes can do same Professor
Cosiggin. Sometimes I join to Zoom but teacher just said: do you have a question for me? I
wish they can open the book or have some lesson can share on zoom to teach students. Thank
you.

4/29/2020 9:35 AM

437 Bio10 and criminal justice 110 4/29/2020 9:35 AM

438 Not having clear instructions and answering questions fairly quickly. 4/29/2020 9:34 AM

439 Most of my classes were already online so not much 4/29/2020 9:34 AM

440 Communication with some of my professors. Lack of online presence from some of my
professors.

4/29/2020 9:33 AM

441 I have a teacher that has already retired from two other jobs hes had difficulty transitioning to all
online education.

4/29/2020 9:32 AM

442 learning is difficult 4/29/2020 9:32 AM

443 Group work. 4/29/2020 9:32 AM

444 I learned from math lab and English lab tutors so online courses ruined my semester. 4/29/2020 9:30 AM

445 Tests and exams. 4/29/2020 9:30 AM

446 Timed tests and textbooks 4/29/2020 9:30 AM

447 It’s hard to focus when home because there’s other things that have to be taken care of around
the house

4/29/2020 9:28 AM

448 Transitioning to online quizzes and tests was very difficult. Especially because they’re timed, it
just stresses me out even more than I already am with everything going on right now. I usually
always study a lot beforehand and do really good on them but recently it’s been very difficult,
for I’ve been struggling to concentrate and function. It has made me focus more on the timer
than the actual quiz or test.

4/29/2020 9:28 AM

449 Professor Michaeley had no idea how to use zoom and still struggles with canvas 4/29/2020 9:28 AM

450 Non-lecture group work 4/29/2020 9:28 AM

451 No it has been great 4/29/2020 9:27 AM

452 KNACT 4/29/2020 9:27 AM

453 Lecture was harder to follow. 4/29/2020 9:26 AM

454 The face to face education, not in a work environment 4/29/2020 9:26 AM

455 Vsim transition was confusing in relation to assignment expectations. Program has outlines that
did not conform with instructors assignments.

4/29/2020 9:25 AM

456 No 4/29/2020 9:25 AM

457 No 4/29/2020 9:24 AM

458 Nothing much 4/29/2020 9:24 AM

459 Getting passionate on some topics are harder to tranfer into online works 4/29/2020 9:23 AM
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460 Yeah the only thing was having to teach myself everything, on how to do math. I wish my
teacher understood its not easy when we don’t get that face to face interaction, it makes it hard
when l have questions about certain things.

4/29/2020 9:23 AM

461 lectures im easily distracted online or disconnected 4/29/2020 9:23 AM

462 Certain instructors do not community work very well 4/29/2020 9:23 AM

463 No everything works fine 4/29/2020 9:23 AM

464 My job that I had to lose temporarily was bad, but other than that my classes have been going
on smoothly.

4/29/2020 9:23 AM

465 One instructor got behind on grading so I wasn’t sure how well I was doing on homework. 4/29/2020 9:23 AM

466 "In-class" work. 4/29/2020 9:22 AM

467 Having to complete things within such small time frames. Now everything has been thrown at
us. Also not being able to have physical classes since I learn best being in a classroom
environment.

4/29/2020 9:22 AM

468 Lab work, language classes, complex programing 4/29/2020 9:22 AM

469 Most of my class work I had to do outside research to understand the material 4/29/2020 9:20 AM

470 My socio class with Alexander sample is basically a lecture class with tests (there are zero
assignments) he didn't change anything about His curriculum except he is no longer teaching
us what is on the test. Also Mr. Lemay has an issue with remembering things in person and
online he changes his due dates every other day so I cannot count on him

4/29/2020 9:20 AM

471 I need in-person teaching to learn. Online, it goes in one ear and out the other. 4/29/2020 9:20 AM

472 I dont think anything transisitioned well to online learning 4/29/2020 9:20 AM

473 lab work and physical contents 4/29/2020 9:19 AM

474 It’s too hard when you’re taking full-time classes all online. The teachers don’t care about other
classes. Life has shown up for me I’ve experienced death illness and many more issues.

4/29/2020 9:19 AM

475 Yes , that I can’t get into my online classes and do my homework because I try to work
anywhere , I have a baby a house and I have to provide for him , and now I don’t know about
my grades at this point .

4/29/2020 9:19 AM

476 There is none for the lab classes. They should have been cancelled and our fees refunded or
automatically transitioned into next semester with automatic Enrollment

4/29/2020 9:19 AM

477 Literally anything in the STEM department 4/29/2020 9:18 AM

478 Difficult to determine which assignments are due for the week, many of my professors simply
email us assignments and do not use canvas effectively. With everyone emailing information,
it’s easy to overlook assignments. There also has been a lack of communication with some of
my professors since we’ve gone online.

4/29/2020 9:18 AM

479 Not having zoom with teacher and just communicating via canvas. Information is sometimes not
received and It’s hard for me to gain the knowledge just by looking at PowerPoints and not
having someone explain.

4/29/2020 9:17 AM

480 Teachers don’t care about student just give out a lot of work expect the students to finish during
this lockdown

4/29/2020 9:17 AM

481 extra assignments were made and were more difficult. 4/29/2020 9:17 AM

482 Since it was a Fitness course, although I can continue activities, I cannot use any of the circuit
training equipment in the new KAC.

4/29/2020 9:16 AM

483 Some professors of mine are extremely disorganized when it comes to clearly laying out
expectations for assignments, providing resources to assist with homework, and grading.
However, on a general level nothing comes to mind.

4/29/2020 9:16 AM

484 There feels a lack of resources to get help outside of teachers. I applied to get a tutor online
appointment and nothing ever followed.

4/29/2020 9:16 AM
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485 Classes that are too hard to be online. I’m struggling in chemistry and sociology. 4/29/2020 9:16 AM

486 asking questions - it’s hard to ask because they have to minimize the screen to look at the
questions.

4/29/2020 9:16 AM

487 Access to necessary technology for online learning. A webcam, a laptop, a printer for
assignments, etc.

4/29/2020 9:16 AM

488 Some classes became difficult to assimilate to the informations 4/29/2020 9:16 AM

489 My class was already online 4/29/2020 9:16 AM

490 math classes in general are hard to learn online. 4/29/2020 9:16 AM

491 My EMS professor was rude, degrading, cancelled classes, held class on a day other then our
scheduled class, delayed a make up test for me.

4/29/2020 9:16 AM

492 Zoom use and transition is uneven. There are differences between starting Zoom within
ConferZoom versus external. Some of the Zoom passwords (the random ones) were difficult to
enter in on a cell phone. Some faculty do not know several of the capabilities of Zoom (polls,
screen sharing configurations, etc.). There has been some configuration changes regarding
screen sharing defaults recently as well, which led to problems. Videos within Zoom are not
playing well. There is video stutter and sometimes audio stutter.

4/29/2020 9:15 AM

493 Video 4/29/2020 9:15 AM

494 Most everything. It is very hard to keep up. 4/29/2020 9:15 AM

495 keeping up with my schoolwork 4/29/2020 9:15 AM

496 Taking exams! It’s very stressful to take timed tests while on a zoom call or having to show our
desks because internet can be spotty and many people aren’t able to set up multiple devices in
order to take exams!! Teachers need to be more lenient with exams because its distracting to
take tests at home + the added factor of stressing to turn in the exam on time since many
STEM classes require exams to be on paper and scanned and turned in on time. Its ridiculous
expectations.

4/29/2020 9:15 AM

497 I was not able to see my professors face to face and get the help I needed. 4/29/2020 9:15 AM

498 I have not been able to get help from the Marh Lab. I get into the queue for a tutor, and end up
timing out on my request.

4/29/2020 9:15 AM

499 testing is hard 4/29/2020 9:14 AM

500 having a secure WIFI 4/29/2020 9:14 AM

501 No. 4/29/2020 9:14 AM

502 Yes, because since my kids are at home I can't to focus on my clasd 4/29/2020 9:14 AM

503 I don't have a space in my home to work on schoolwork effectively 4/29/2020 9:14 AM

504 lack of teachers putting assignments on their assignments folder on canvas 4/29/2020 9:14 AM

505 everything else 4/29/2020 9:14 AM

506 Some professors did not have the equipment necessary to transition efficiently which was no
fault of their own

4/29/2020 9:14 AM

507 I prefer online learning. 4/29/2020 9:13 AM

508 I’m not learning anything, I didn’t come to college to pass I came here to Learn. This online
remote stuff has been terrible, I am failing because you guys want to force me into an area
where I can’t have the ability to learn after loosing my job and barely having enough for rent

4/29/2020 9:13 AM

509 Lab hours. One of the classes I'm taking requires lab hours with teaching and that transition
from teaching in-person to online is a difficult one. For that class in particular, a lot of my work I
feel is up in the air and I don't know what to do.

4/29/2020 9:13 AM

510 Definitely math, I didn’t sign up for online math lecturers because I have a hard time learning
that way.

4/29/2020 9:13 AM
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511 No 4/29/2020 9:12 AM

512 Assignments were not clear and ended up being cancelled 4/29/2020 9:12 AM

513 As an art student, it was a challenge to transfer my work to my home, because I do not have
adequate supplies and relied on my teachers and the student store to get what I needed.

4/29/2020 9:11 AM

514 Contacting students for group projects. 4/29/2020 9:11 AM

515 Sciences are tough online. I think they require in person 4/29/2020 9:11 AM

516 Some professors I have aren’t familiar with online resources and thus are affecting online
presentations.

4/29/2020 9:11 AM

517 Lack of motivation when watching the professors through Zoom. It has a completely different
feel to it compared to in-person.

4/29/2020 9:11 AM

518 N/a 4/29/2020 9:11 AM

519 -most teachers do contact in a timely manner -or post the expectations for the next week -some
do scheduled zooms and others don’t

4/29/2020 9:11 AM

520 N/a 4/29/2020 9:11 AM

521 Two of my teachers didn't know how to use Canvas prior to this. 4/29/2020 9:10 AM

522 No 4/29/2020 9:10 AM

523 None thing really 4/29/2020 9:10 AM

524 three of my professors have been completely MIA. They send a lot of work for us to complete
but have zero zoom meeting and a week + to respond to emails. It’s almost like they send us all
work on sunday and forget about us until the next sunday.

4/29/2020 9:10 AM

525 Computer classes that need face to face meeting for homework help 4/29/2020 9:10 AM

526 Lack of tutoring in the beginning. 4/29/2020 9:10 AM

527 Most of my classes weren't designed for online so it was very difficult for me to adjust 4/29/2020 9:09 AM

528 Still seems chaotic with what is expected and when due dates are 4/29/2020 9:09 AM

529 The point in taking this class was to be in class in person. 4/29/2020 9:09 AM

530 My computer class the professor just added some youtube links and he never checked again to
see if we understand any thing or not

4/29/2020 9:09 AM

531 No 4/29/2020 9:09 AM

532 Learning well, I feel I’m not learning on online learning 4/29/2020 9:09 AM

533 Learning new math concepts 4/29/2020 9:09 AM

534 Literally the whole thing. I haven’t heard from 2 of my teachers 4/29/2020 6:44 AM

535 Viewing artwork in person for critiques. 4/29/2020 2:05 AM

536 Music Performance 4/28/2020 7:55 PM

537 No commemt 4/28/2020 12:14 PM

538 One class just had me read and have discussions and write papers. I miss his lectures and
wish he would have incorporated lecture type videos. But all understandable given what
happened and how quickly we had to switch over.

4/28/2020 10:44 AM

539 Tests, lectures and general overall questions. 4/28/2020 9:58 AM
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10.61% 75

15.42% 109

15.98% 113

58.84% 416

40.17% 284

8.06% 57

19.52% 138

17.26% 122

Q9 Which of the following challenges do you face right now? (Please
check all that apply.)

Answered: 707 Skipped: 22

Total Respondents: 707  

I do not have
a functional...

I do not have
reliable...

I do not have
time for school

I cannot
concentrate ...

I have to take
care of my...

I need more
training/ins...

None

Other (please
specify)

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

I do not have a functional computer

I do not have reliable internet access

I do not have time for school

I cannot concentrate on school

I have to take care of my family members while going to school

I need more training/instruction on software/technology used for online courses (please specify training needed in other
box)

None

Other (please specify)
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# OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY) DATE

1 I'm a visual leaner. It's hard to ask questions on zoom when the teacher can't always have
control of the class on line to answer your question in the time given. Everyone isn't respectful
or care as much as me for passing this class.

5/11/2020 1:57 PM

2 Family members keep touching their face in public areas and trying to teach them that what
they are doing is risky without offending them, ( they will kick me out) is very stressful

5/9/2020 9:39 AM

3 Just two cause lack of knowledge about technology and second language . 5/8/2020 12:09 PM

4 I am working a lot of hours at my job. 5/7/2020 9:30 PM

5 Learning a subject that is hands-on via videos is unacceptable when the subject is required to
purchase protective gear to attend

5/7/2020 12:06 PM

6 i need not to be in apartment living comparable to cruise ship/other 'crowded' & not-cooperating
living.

5/7/2020 8:07 AM

7 I struggle to get privacy, I also work in healthcare with shift times changing. 5/6/2020 9:08 PM

8 Financial/Living issues 5/5/2020 11:51 PM

9 Money is tight and my income has been reduced due to the outbreak of the virus and I’m barely
eating and barely able to pay my bills

5/5/2020 5:40 PM

10 It’s hard to have my own alone time for school work. It’s nice having all of my family members
at home, but in terms of school, it’s been difficult putting boundaries for school time.

5/5/2020 12:18 PM

11 Due to my disability I am in pain trying to complete all the typing, but unable to purchase the
correct software needed to help due to loss of income.

5/5/2020 12:07 PM

12 I didn't have a computer until about a week ago, so I fell behind in my class assignments to the
point that when I did finally get a computer I was so far behind that I definately tried to catch up,
yet the reality is that I took the excused withdraw for my English class and I'm really debating
doing the same for my Psychology class as well. I definitely had to do a lot of thinking,soul
searching and decision making while carefully taking my mental health into consideration.

5/5/2020 4:20 AM

13 I just can't completely focus learning through online 5/4/2020 11:04 PM

14 working extra hours for my family and having extra work from classes 5/4/2020 1:01 PM

15 Lost income and health insurance. 5/4/2020 1:46 AM

16 CANVAS issues. 5/2/2020 6:35 PM

17 I am sharing a computer with my daughter who is working from home off and on. I am taking
the night shift and up until 3-5am. I could use a second computer and printer and faster internet
service.

5/2/2020 1:48 PM

18 I only have my phone. As of late April LMC provided me with a laptop but I'm sure I'll need it
again for the summer semester.

5/2/2020 10:38 AM

19 Not feeling motivated enough to attend class online especially human anatomy for 3 hours. I
think the instructors should have gave extra credit work for the students that started to struggle
with the online transition.

5/2/2020 10:09 AM

20 My mental health 5/2/2020 1:07 AM

21 Being an essential worker for Kaiser it’s hard to go to work dean with the pandemic of the
outside worries and not be able to decompress mentally

5/1/2020 11:09 PM

22 My mental health has taken a serious dive bomb and I have no one to talk to. 5/1/2020 8:08 PM

23 There are multiple students in my household which means online school for everyone. This also
means that we all have to share the same devices which really affects time management
regarding schoolwork.

5/1/2020 4:37 PM

24 Mental health is declining due to the uncertainty. 5/1/2020 3:47 PM

25 Hard to study lab material without actually doing the labs 5/1/2020 3:34 PM
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26 I'm having trouble with a professor who thinks im cheating on my work, when im not and the
class is open notes/book to begin with. I have no way to prove to him im not even though i've
told him that im getting tutored and not cheating, so im not quite sure what to do.

5/1/2020 2:28 PM

27 Family stress/sickness 5/1/2020 2:10 AM

28 Having a professor not try to understand certain circumstances and not compromise as a class. 5/1/2020 1:35 AM

29 It's hard to learn when I lack understanding 5/1/2020 12:03 AM

30 Working overtime due to pandemic 4/30/2020 7:33 PM

31 home schooling younger siblings at home 4/30/2020 7:02 PM

32 Motivation. Online classes are hard for some of us because I particularly learn better when I am
face to face learning or on a zoom call

4/30/2020 5:32 PM

33 Better teacher 4/30/2020 5:27 PM

34 I need empathy from the college system to understand how hard it is for students to move all of
their in-person classes online. Instructors at LMC should be ethical and creative to come up
with resources and strategies to help students cope with their classes. It is not the student's
fault is they are having a challenging college experience is the college staff for not training their
professors to be engaging, supportive, and provide all the resources or the help the students
need during these uncertain times.

4/30/2020 2:08 PM

35 As I am registering for summer classes, I noticed that my classes have not had books posted
on the textbook page. It would be great if teachers posted the required textbooks before
classes start, as I am checking on it daily.

4/30/2020 12:55 PM

36 I don't know how to use a laptop 4/30/2020 12:45 PM

37 I am working more (40+ hours) and have less time for my studies so that I can provide for my
family who has lost both of their jobs

4/30/2020 12:19 PM

38 The ETEC program is very hands-on when it come to learning, but with the college closed, we
are not able to get the hands-on experience we need in our lab classes.

4/30/2020 11:21 AM

39 Limited time to finish assignments 4/30/2020 9:26 AM

40 securing a job or an internship for my career goals 4/30/2020 9:05 AM

41 Certain classes are not meant to be taught online. 4/30/2020 8:47 AM

42 better communication and understanding in this time 4/29/2020 11:09 PM

43 I’m a mom of 3 kids and with their distance learning, I’m having a hard time with my own
studies at LMC. One instructor, in particular, just doesn’t seem to be understanding and is as
strict as she was on the first day of class.

4/29/2020 10:48 PM

44 How do I get my camera back? 4/29/2020 10:46 PM

45 How to use canvas and zoom 4/29/2020 7:41 PM

46 I do research better when I am able to go into a library meet with a librarian face to face
meeting

4/29/2020 7:40 PM

47 accessing and making videos, uploading to canvas, depending on how they want the material.
Honorlock is a horrible thing. Has many glitches, and makes taking a test much more stressful
than it already is.

4/29/2020 5:57 PM

48 Hands-on classes are that way for a reason. Online learning doesn't translate well. Open up the
Lab/Shop for all of us Auto students please.

4/29/2020 5:53 PM

49 I have a baby to care for. I can only study when he goes to bed. But I am also tired. 4/29/2020 5:34 PM

50 The workload seems to be much more than before and that may be because a few classes are
harder for me and I do better in a more face to face environment so doing things online for
those classes has been harder. Now more than ever trying to balance out time between work
and school has been a much stressful process.

4/29/2020 5:34 PM

51 I do not face any challenges in this area. My daughter is homeschooling with her teachers as 4/29/2020 5:28 PM
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well. They also have helped make the transition smooth by having communication with her.
They too use zoom, google classroom for meetings, class instruction, and to turn their
assignments in. I feel as though online communication (email, etc.) prior to homeschooling and
after has been a smooth transition helping me to focus on my college work as my daughter can
work on her work in a quiet environment. So we are both doing well in this aspect.

52 The understand of navigating canvas. A better source of video chatting Other than zoom. 4/29/2020 5:20 PM

53 I know there are computer majors at the colleges. I wish they had class or training on how to
make your computer run better, tips and tricks on short cuts.

4/29/2020 5:13 PM

54 No income coming in, Provide a system to help all students or at least give refunds if they paid
for Spring 2020 parking.

4/29/2020 4:57 PM

55 Teachers expecting too much. 4/29/2020 3:36 PM

56 I'm a full time single mom, a full time student at a university, a part time student here, and now a
full time teacher. There are not enough hours to do all the jobs let alone now I may have a full
time position that I would have to go to during this time. I know it will get easier with time and I
just need to transition. If you guys have any resources for how to be a homeschool teacher and
a full time student that might be useful to add to the websites for additional resources.

4/29/2020 3:32 PM

57 The time I carved out for school is now gone because I'm home with my family all day. I'm able
to get my work done but it is not the quality of work that I am capable of.

4/29/2020 3:19 PM

58 lack of motivation 4/29/2020 2:51 PM

59 Ive been infected with Covid 19 and have been very sick. Can’t concentrate on my classes 4/29/2020 2:39 PM

60 It's hard to concentrate on school when the world is facing a pandemic. It really did affect my
mental health.

4/29/2020 2:36 PM

61 My professor is horrible about uploading stuff when he’s supposed to and doesn’t have a good
way of us turning in our assignments

4/29/2020 2:26 PM

62 Mental health has been a great issue, and although I have a computer it is old and doesn't work
to open up canvas and do the amount of work that is needed during this time.

4/29/2020 2:03 PM

63 Lack of money and resources for basic needs 4/29/2020 1:44 PM

64 Finances 4/29/2020 1:17 PM

65 I am having such a hard time because I am constantly being pulled into many different
responsibilities. I’m pressured at work to work OT in order to get us caught up with back office
work. All my classes are online but I am a mother of 2 toddlers so I normally visit Barnes and
Noble/ Parents house in order to get my studies done, unfortunately with shelter in place I have
no where to go to and must stay home to get some work done, making it extremely hard to
concentrate on school. There is a lot going on right now and just a lot of adjusting. Between
laundry, cooking for my family and caring for my 2 year old and 4 year I must either put them
down for a nap in order to get work done or wait till their bedtime at 9pm so that I can study. My
nights usually end at 2am and I have to be up by 6am in order to make it on time for work at
8am. To add to this, all the stress of working with the public gives me so much anxiety that I
could carry this virus back to my family.

4/29/2020 1:15 PM

66 I do not have a quiet place to do my studies. 4/29/2020 12:47 PM

67 I have had my own health issues at this time. And I do not have access to a chair, thus
increasing my risk of injury and significantly increasing pain amounts/adding stress to my joints
making it more difficult to sit through lectures/complete any studying/work. I am in DSPS and
when in physical classrooms have seating accommodations. I must now do any and all work on
the floor or on the bed, and have had pain levels increase significantly.

4/29/2020 12:45 PM

68 All of my course being online is overwhelming and I feel like some teachers are assigning more
essays to make up for lost class time.

4/29/2020 12:40 PM

69 Single parent,no breaks from kids 4/29/2020 12:23 PM

70 I’m having difficulties with time management now that I don’t have as many class meetings to
structure my days.

4/29/2020 12:19 PM

71 😪😪😪😪😪😪😪😪😪😪😪😪 4/29/2020 12:15 PM
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72 It's a bit harder to focus on school when I'm not actually IN school. I never wanted to take online
classes for this reason and while I'm making it work, it's a little harder to motivate myself. But
again, not the school's fault.

4/29/2020 12:06 PM

73 I do not learn online and I feel like I just messed up because I’m on probation 4/29/2020 11:53 AM

74 I feel like my mental health is plummeting. I’m losing the drive to do anything. My father lost his
job and I’m not really sure how we are paying anything off. How do you expect us to focus on
work when we are going through all of this? 😔

4/29/2020 11:49 AM

75 I don’t have a computer with a camera on it. 4/29/2020 11:48 AM

76 Teacher think we’re at home doing nothing when actually I’m taking care of family members
while doing school work and working a 35 hour a week job.

4/29/2020 11:42 AM

77 Slow WiFi speed 4/29/2020 11:33 AM

78 I will be creating a video to go along with my Power Point presentation..with instruction
available on YouTube I'm hoping to make it work.

4/29/2020 11:13 AM

79 Also a printer/scanner for the documents I'm downloading and sending back. Also reliable high
speed internet access

4/29/2020 11:11 AM

80 I don’t have a classroom environment which makes learning harder 4/29/2020 11:02 AM

81 the laptop that los medanso provide is not working at all and no one helping about that . 4/29/2020 10:59 AM

82 I’m overwhelmed with stress and loss of motivation 4/29/2020 10:59 AM

83 Some teachers do not know how to use internet software very well so when I try to get to
certain notes, the links are expired or just do not work and I am unable to het to them.

4/29/2020 10:55 AM

84 i function pretty well its hard cause i have hard time see on computer that borrow from the
school and some of the thing required for my classes dont work unless i have internet explorer
and not have the ability to understand questions get way but im trying my best

4/29/2020 10:39 AM

85 OI’m 4/29/2020 10:35 AM

86 Was not sure how to use zoom till the transition and was not sure how to use programs for
testing like honorlock

4/29/2020 10:35 AM

87 N/A 4/29/2020 10:33 AM

88 I have to work and sometimes my work schedule is during the zoom conferences and I hate
having to miss them. It’d be helpful for courses to be recorded.

4/29/2020 10:33 AM

89 I have been sick on and off this semester and then the stress of getting everything on time is
overwhelming. Mt GPA has been 4.0 past 2 semesters but this semester, my grades went down
and that is stressing me out

4/29/2020 10:28 AM

90 I just suck so bad at computer stuff 4/29/2020 10:26 AM

91 For my speech class it was hard to give a speech to my audience just because I had included a
PowerPoint and a minute of a YouTube video but it was awkward to just show the camera the
video through my phone. That’s just a matter of me learning how to include my visual aids
through zoom.

4/29/2020 10:24 AM

92 It’s not that I don’t have time for school but it’s challenging to keep up with assignments and
there’s a lot of overlap of when they are due so in a week, even though it’s online, there’s a lot
to do. When I take breaks it’s to eat,shower, or do chores and then back to online work. But it’s
manageable when the due dates are pushed back or professors give us extra time to turn
something in.

4/29/2020 10:18 AM

93 It has been very difficult having to assist my children with distance learning and having husband
work from home, we are all stretched thin. I have 4 children and its been hectic for me
internally, my kids however, are a different story, they are happy to be home for the most part.

4/29/2020 10:12 AM

94 I’m having to support my children with remote learning In addition to managing work and course
work.

4/29/2020 10:08 AM

95 Questions listed above do not apply. This is a hands on, in person, type of learning environment 4/29/2020 10:05 AM
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that is required.

96 My parents run a small family owned business. when the lockdown happened we were
considered "essential" we remained open. as owners we did not pay our selves, we still took
care of our elderly. We were about to loose all the work the family had done for 30 years. the
situation has recently stabilized, but it took much brain power away from class.

4/29/2020 10:02 AM

97 I'm not financially ready to pay for next semester. Funds I was suppose to use to pay for spring
semester were digged into to be used as emergency funds.

4/29/2020 10:02 AM

98 Need updates on John‘a courses 4/29/2020 9:55 AM

99 Hard to watch movies w/ my kid and be able to concentrate 4/29/2020 9:48 AM

100 In this moment in particular is my financial situation is what it cost me anxiety and sometimes
stress

4/29/2020 9:46 AM

101 As new software/technology is used for specific classes, additional training may be necessary.
Excel and Powerpoint are of vital importance as well.

4/29/2020 9:42 AM

102 Stress and fear about the unknown future. 4/29/2020 9:40 AM

103 One of my instructors is making the class more difficult and intense then when we had class in
person.

4/29/2020 9:37 AM

104 My music professor did not publish my class until 5 weeks after the shelter in place. I emailed
him constantly and never heard back from him.

4/29/2020 9:33 AM

105 Feeling stressed because of loss of hours at my job and I I feel like I’m focused on side jobs to
try to make up for lost money and now I’m not setting school as a main priority and I’m
overwhelmed.

4/29/2020 9:30 AM

106 I’m a healthcare worker and had to rapidly begin working 6 days/week. Recently just switched
back to 5 days, but same number of hours.

4/29/2020 9:28 AM

107 I have 4 children and a ton of assignments. My children small and constantly need my attention
so when I have quizzes and ten page essays due it’s very challenging for myself to get the
grade that I normally would get I don’t have time nor concentration to complete it

4/29/2020 9:27 AM

108 Work at a hardware store with not many people working. Need to hold the store strong for
people!

4/29/2020 9:23 AM

109 Getting discouraged is another thing l have been facing because l work super hard to do good
and get A but again the standards are high as if we were actually in class, l think there should
be something to help us students to manage our grade

4/29/2020 9:23 AM

110 Taking any opportunity of work for my family 4/29/2020 9:19 AM

111 I do not have The money for a mouse or equipment to be successful for online classes. Yet I do
Not qualify for aid. Go Bay Area.

4/29/2020 9:19 AM

112 Chemistry is hard enough in class and now I’m fearful of failing it online 4/29/2020 9:16 AM

113 i need classes that don’t meet at specific times because I have work. 4/29/2020 9:16 AM

114 Disruptive students on zoom calls 4/29/2020 9:14 AM

115 I am an essential worker so I work more now than ever before. 4/29/2020 9:13 AM

116 No very familiar w insite and video conferencing 4/29/2020 9:11 AM

117 I 4/29/2020 9:10 AM

118 Other colleges have online orientation that conflict with school schedule 4/29/2020 9:10 AM

119 I wanted to take the current class I have in person not online 4/29/2020 9:09 AM

120 I don't seem to be able to embed images. Also having trouble finding the Submit button for due
projects so I'm e-mailing work to the instructor, but it comes out really tiny. I thought the help
desk was 24-7, but I couldn't reach anyone yesterday when I needed to submit an assignment.

4/29/2020 2:05 AM

121 Family member needs care because of illness so traveling between cities leaves very time for 4/28/2020 12:14 PM
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course work or I am too tired. Family member does not have internet service for me to do
course work

122 I have 4 kids, all in school at various levels (college, high school, jr. high and elementary). The
hardest part has been balancing helping them and doing my own school work. But after a few
weeks we have found a schedule that works.

4/28/2020 10:44 AM
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22.73% 165

52.07% 378

12.95% 94

12.26% 89

Q10 Do you feel prepared to continue your education if courses are
conducted online during the Summer and/or Fall 2020 academic terms?

Answered: 726 Skipped: 3

TOTAL 726

I am
completely...

I am somewhat
prepared to...

I am not at
all prepared...

I feel that if
courses are...

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

I am completely prepared to continue coursework online

I am somewhat prepared to continue coursework online

I am not at all prepared to continue with coursework online

I feel that if courses are online I cannot continue my education
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Q11 If you do not feel prepared for Summer and/or Fall terms, what can
the college/district do to help you prepare?

Answered: 321 Skipped: 408
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# RESPONSES DATE

1 Provide some sort of physical/in-person support to the students that need it. I know that's hard
but for myself I need in-person lectures and structure in order to succeed. If courses are online
in the fall I will most likely have to take a break from school... yet again because I have a
extremely hard time with online learning.

5/12/2020 6:53 PM

2 Fall 5/12/2020 12:18 AM

3 Not much due to corona virus. But I am comfortable taking my classes online except for like
math and like engineering classes or physics (those I need an in person class).

5/11/2020 5:49 PM

4 I've never taken an online class since I've been at LMC from 2009. I need to be able to talk to a
person when I need help at the time, not hours later. That's why I loved the math lab. I was able
to go to be proactive in getting helping to understand the next unit before my class would
started on it. I need that one on one paper back and forth.

5/11/2020 1:57 PM

5 I need to talk with a Counselor 5/11/2020 9:05 AM

6 A presentation of how to navigate canvas with online classes 5/10/2020 5:09 PM

7 I am not sure but I’d love to stay in school if it’s possible 5/10/2020 11:01 AM

8 Open up more spots. The STEM classes I'm looking at are all waitlisted. I did not apply
because of this.

5/9/2020 4:29 PM

9 I just wish we can go back to in person instruction 5/9/2020 4:20 PM

10 Some teacher need to be a little more informative 5/9/2020 2:09 PM

11 Make all the classes smaller or provide professors with extra, competent assistance so
professors have more time with individual students

5/8/2020 6:56 PM

12 Nothing because it all depends if the virus is gone 5/8/2020 12:38 PM

13 I am not able to write but in discussions maybe I can define sorry 5/8/2020 12:09 PM

14 Give financial support so students can focus on school rather than providing during this
pandemic

5/8/2020 9:18 AM

15 Please tell the professors to be accommodating and understanding. We're living in very
stressful times and they are very inconsiderate of what their students are going through.

5/7/2020 9:30 PM

16 Let hands-on trade learning occur in secure environment 5/7/2020 12:06 PM

17 Nothing, just reopen the school and go back to normal cowards. 5/7/2020 10:02 AM

18 i would need help securing internet access before Summer but might be able to prepare for Fall
- but only if my income increased enough to pay for it.

5/7/2020 8:07 AM

19 I'm not sure. 5/6/2020 7:55 PM

20 Keep me informed as SOON as possible 5/6/2020 7:47 PM

21 See above. I'm an older returning student. Online is not the best way for me to learn. I'm not
engaged and it's harder to learn - for me.

5/6/2020 5:46 PM

22 Financial assistance needed 5/5/2020 11:51 PM

23 Instructor's availability when needed. 5/5/2020 8:04 PM

24 I have no computer to do my work and things with the library is not open so I have no clue how
that would work.

5/5/2020 5:40 PM

25 If we have a lab we can go on campus for it. 5/5/2020 3:23 PM

26 Give pass or no fail, we are in an epidemic and no one is learning. this is unacceptable how we
are supposed to transfer to online sessions when some students stay away from online classes
because they know they cannot teach themselves online.

5/5/2020 2:29 PM

27 I think be more lenient in terms of grading and pushing P/NP deadlines like they did with this
Spring 2020 semester.

5/5/2020 12:18 PM
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28 I do not feel fully prepared, but I will do what I need to, I need to do my best to continue to get
the degree I need for my career.

5/5/2020 12:07 PM

29 I know I will be ready for summer as long as I am able to access a computer this summer.
However, I am not sure about Fall because I only need 2 science courses left, I believe they will
not be transitioned to online courses. For that reason I am not sure?

5/5/2020 11:59 AM

30 N/a 5/5/2020 11:57 AM

31 Possibly a hybrid school system with small in person classes and online lectures 5/5/2020 9:39 AM

32 For me, I definitely would need help with having a computer of some sort to continue as well as
guidance through using some of the app's that are used for different classes. Also I would need
help being able to have a stable internet access to be able to continue my education. I truly
relied on the resources such as computer lab, academic resource center, library with
books,computers,printers, etc. I chose in class instruction for a reason. I haven't been in a
school setting since around the year 2000. I have a hard time absorbing information when
studying by myself. Also in class instruction gives me the opportunity to be social with others.
I've got a social anxiety disorder that I am trying to work through as well.

5/5/2020 4:20 AM

33 I think that it should be a pass or fail because online learning isn't meant for students. Even
though a lot of us use technology, learning something online isn't the same as being in a school
setting. I feel when you're at home, that's the place where you sleep, eat, etc... When you're at
school you're more motivated to learn and can focus much better. A lot of students have been
withdrawing from my classes because it's very stressful and they aren't online learners.

5/5/2020 12:32 AM

34 I'm not sure 5/4/2020 11:04 PM

35 I think we would be okay with everything shift online but however, one thing that schools can do
would be taking grading easy not as hard because it is already hard to teach yourself
everything.

5/4/2020 8:51 PM

36 The college/district encourage student to continue schooling. 5/4/2020 8:08 PM

37 at least be more lenient and understanding when it comes to some of us having to work thru
this difficult time and not punish us with school work or mark us down.

5/4/2020 5:35 PM

38 n/a 5/4/2020 1:51 PM

39 giving professors training on how to beat utilize online teaching resources 5/4/2020 1:01 PM

40 Nothing 5/4/2020 5:36 AM

41 na 5/3/2020 9:47 PM

42 being more patient, not assigning a huge workload as it can be overwhelming with juggling
other classes

5/3/2020 2:44 PM

43 Allow nursing students to attend our skills lab and simulations 5/3/2020 11:48 AM

44 online tutoring and more time for assignments for DSPS students. 5/3/2020 6:03 AM

45 It's more of the uncertainty of how students will get supplies especially for art or science labs. 5/2/2020 11:58 PM

46 Nothing 5/2/2020 8:02 PM

47 Access to CANVAS. 5/2/2020 6:35 PM

48 Because of the stress of sharing a computer and the hours available to me to use, I more than
likely will not be taken summer courses.

5/2/2020 1:48 PM

49 N/A 5/2/2020 12:14 PM

50 laptop, better communication between professors 5/2/2020 10:38 AM

51 If I have to take human anatomy online again instructors need better tools and plans for lab and
online for 3 hours is a lot.

5/2/2020 10:09 AM

52 I'm not sure 5/2/2020 9:39 AM

53 More support services like tutoring 5/2/2020 8:43 AM
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54 Nothing. 5/2/2020 8:18 AM

55 Open up 5/2/2020 1:15 AM

56 what college and district can do to help prepare students is to have teachers willing to respond
and be there when students need them, instructions for each assignment to be clear, and
keeping workload to a doable amount. Districts/colleges/teachers need to keep in mind that
students have more than one class to focus on + their jobs + home stress + pandemic anxiety,
etc.

5/2/2020 1:07 AM

57 I don't have reliable internet, and I'm not able to get a different internet provider. Social
distancing has made it difficult to go somewhere else for wi-fi.

5/1/2020 11:38 PM

58 Have the professor send email to students before the start of class in regards to class meetings
on zoom or any ways we must prepared for the course whether it’s having a textbook or any
other materials.

5/1/2020 10:36 PM

59 i need help with my regristration 5/1/2020 10:05 PM

60 Discount the classes, a lot of teachers are not equipped to teach online... Do more for
resources to get help.

5/1/2020 8:08 PM

61 Get some type of tutor system going 5/1/2020 8:01 PM

62 need a printer! 5/1/2020 7:38 PM

63 Using more video conference for classes and less tests 5/1/2020 5:08 PM

64 It would be great if I qualified for the CARES grant so I can purchase a laptop. This way, I do
not have to wait on other students in the house to use shared devices.

5/1/2020 4:37 PM

65 Make all textbooks accessible online. 5/1/2020 3:47 PM

66 Hybrid courses can be a good option 5/1/2020 3:34 PM

67 I would work better if all classes were “online class” style and not over zoom or the “remote”
style being taught now

5/1/2020 2:40 PM

68 More one on one time where I can understand and be able to talk to someone. 5/1/2020 2:26 PM

69 i would need a newer computer even if its a loaner for the summer my computer is over 10
years old and i have to switch between browser Firefox lets me access canvas but no videos
and google lets me access video but not canvas assigments..

5/1/2020 1:58 PM

70 To not have the Fire Academy as an online course 5/1/2020 1:53 PM

71 Allow me be able to continue to use LMC issued labtop for summer / fall terms. 5/1/2020 1:29 PM

72 Extend deadlines 5/1/2020 1:20 PM

73 Don’t know how to get the book that’s required, 5/1/2020 1:05 PM

74 I need access to Internet connection services free or reduced price for students. 5/1/2020 12:47 PM

75 i am so scared of Summer School!! my last needed class, is physics i am sooo scared!! i need
face to face I hope i can do well!!

5/1/2020 12:30 PM

76 I do not know 5/1/2020 12:19 PM

77 I need to have the option of taking classes in person. But I'll adjust. 5/1/2020 12:00 PM

78 Nothing 5/1/2020 7:56 AM

79 More clarity and using a variety of ways to teach, making everything easily accessible. 5/1/2020 2:49 AM

80 Send videos with examples of the current work or 'how to' videos on YouTube. Something has
to be done with this on assisting students with learning disabilities

5/1/2020 12:03 AM

81 I don't know 4/30/2020 9:52 PM

82 I don't know 4/30/2020 9:51 PM

83 Help me register for classes 4/30/2020 7:33 PM
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84 Get better professors because these ones are absolutely terrible. 4/30/2020 5:27 PM

85 I really dont know how 4/30/2020 4:51 PM

86 I wish all my emails came to my personal emails because insites email doesnt notifiy me when i
do get notifications and i have a hard time remembeing to check it.

4/30/2020 4:29 PM

87 better online training for teachers who refuse to learn anything new about online classes 4/30/2020 3:24 PM

88 The college district should provide the students the resources they need to be successful in
college, I have been waiting for almost 3 months for a laptop to be successful in my 6 classes
and haven't received anything.

4/30/2020 2:08 PM

89 By having the professors understand that one short and simple email is not enough to explain
everything well.

4/30/2020 1:09 PM

90 Keep in contact/e-mail us about Fall semester start dates. 4/30/2020 12:55 PM

91 Have the option for on-paper related classes to send physical copies of assignments if no
access to a nearby printer. Have more flexibility in deadlines.

4/30/2020 12:45 PM

92 im not sure 4/30/2020 12:19 PM

93 I feel somewhat prepare for online classes, taking online classes its a little hard for me because
i concentrate better in a class room listening to a instructor.

4/30/2020 11:22 AM

94 The ETEC program is very hands-on when it come to learning, but if the college closes for the
summer and fall semester, we are not receiving the hands-on experience we need.

4/30/2020 11:21 AM

95 Make assignments/expectations reasonable given the circumstances 4/30/2020 10:11 AM

96 Help with Laptop 4/30/2020 9:26 AM

97 access to resources to help students deal with the effects due to the transition, like
psychological services. Some classes need to be in-person, like anatomy that nursing schools
require participation in a lab.

4/30/2020 9:05 AM

98 Prepare us better for online class. 4/30/2020 8:47 AM

99 I have no choice but to take online. I’m suppose to graduate in spring of 2020. Eops might not
have Monet for books And it’s online now.

4/30/2020 8:42 AM

100 Provide access to the coursework ahead of time to manage time efficiently because I'm going
to be constantly looking for different work to pay expenses. I would like to be able to manage
my time and communicate with teachers about due dates.

4/30/2020 1:39 AM

101 Video lectures to listen to. 4/30/2020 1:34 AM

102 N/A 4/30/2020 12:20 AM

103 Assure me that the quality of my education will not be (completely) forgone as a result of
moving online.

4/29/2020 11:02 PM

104 I really don’t know 4/29/2020 10:48 PM

105 Offer remote tech support for the computer illiterate like myself 4/29/2020 10:46 PM

106 I'm not sure. 4/29/2020 10:40 PM

107 Offer hand on lab activities once a week or even biweekly. 4/29/2020 10:37 PM

108 train instructors on how to grade assignments when turned in as a picture to see the students
work

4/29/2020 10:29 PM

109 I feel somewhat prepared because now I know where I can reach my professors and ask for
help. Such as zoom meeting or online lectures.

4/29/2020 9:52 PM

110 Be very detailed in syllabus, notify us on any due dates or scheduling 4/29/2020 9:23 PM

111 Reestablishing classes face to face. 4/29/2020 9:15 PM

112 It is hard to focus and be productive in a stay at home environment 4/29/2020 8:51 PM
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113 College/District should train their staff instructor with online instruction. This can prevent any
mishaps.

4/29/2020 8:35 PM

114 N/a 4/29/2020 8:15 PM

115 Having professors that are understanding and willing to work with student who need extra help. 4/29/2020 7:44 PM

116 I’m having trouble seeing where to sign up for classes For the next semester. I also don’t know
how to get finically aid now

4/29/2020 7:41 PM

117 face to face learning but what can you do 4/29/2020 7:40 PM

118 Financial aid, child care, and internet access. 4/29/2020 7:35 PM

119 Give the professors more training on how to adjust instead and tell them that just because we
are at home doesn’t mean we have more time for extra assignments.

4/29/2020 7:16 PM

120 I have tried to contact students resources like Fasfa but haven’t been able to get a response.
So making that more accessible would be great.

4/29/2020 7:08 PM

121 re-open the labs 4/29/2020 6:59 PM

122 None 4/29/2020 6:39 PM

123 Look into more secure methods than Conferzoom/alternatives to conferzoom. 4/29/2020 6:19 PM

124 Please reopen the campus and return to in-class. 4/29/2020 5:57 PM

125 Open up the Auto Shop/Lab. All automitve students require hands on experience to learn in our
technical vocation/ field of study. Please open us up. We will follow all preventative measures to
stop the spread of Covid-19.

4/29/2020 5:53 PM

126 I am prepared, but the class I needed to take was no longer available for summer so I had to
completely change around my schedule. Hopefully I graduate on time.

4/29/2020 5:43 PM

127 I need child care to do online classes. If I were to hire a nanny that would be twice as much as
the child study center.

4/29/2020 5:34 PM

128 N/A 4/29/2020 5:34 PM

129 You guys are doing it! Thank you! 4/29/2020 5:28 PM

130 Add more Seats to summer online classes. I'm unable to register for some classes because
they are full. And was not able to register at the same time other students did.

4/29/2020 5:27 PM

131 I think as long as there is some flexibility and understand on everyone part .. we can all adjust. 4/29/2020 5:13 PM

132 The only reason I would not feel prepared is when I have to take anatomy and physiology. I
need to be in class with the professor. Those are hard subjects and doing the labs online won't
be the same as doing it in person. I'm already struggling with chemistry and i'm worried it will be
the same when I take anatomy.

4/29/2020 4:57 PM

133 for the professors to be more considerate. 4/29/2020 4:57 PM

134 Simple, look at the true real life data coming in from reliable sources, and PUSH TO OPEN
THE CAMPUS. Do not rely on mainstream media and the pharma industry. They truly do not
have the american people in their best interest. The death rate is .01%-.03%. And it's not
because we locked down!! Look at Sweden!!! Keeping schools closed is not beneficial.

4/29/2020 4:43 PM

135 Email with easy to find info. 4/29/2020 4:20 PM

136 More attention to students not having all the time in the world that some professors think they
do, and allowing more time to submit assignments. It seems as if professors think since we do
not have to be at school, we have more time to do work which is the complete opposite. Some
students have even more on their plate with quarantine happening, making it harder to focus on
school.

4/29/2020 3:36 PM

137 Figure out a different process of doing online classes. 4/29/2020 3:33 PM

138 I am prepared. I suggest that instructors learn to post on Canvas clearly so it's not as confusing
to navigate for weekly assignments.

4/29/2020 3:19 PM
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139 Send school supplies to the house 4/29/2020 3:05 PM

140 Have a clear instructions for what is expected and open communication with teachers to
students also access to be able to contact personal from campus.

4/29/2020 2:58 PM

141 a printer and a laptop 4/29/2020 2:39 PM

142 I may be ready to do online courses in the fall because you have more time to acclimate. 4/29/2020 2:36 PM

143 Give teachers some time to figure out how they will prepare lessons and a schedule. They need
time in order for students to feel confident in their studies.

4/29/2020 2:28 PM

144 Make sure professors know how to properly teach the class online 4/29/2020 2:26 PM

145 I am prepared, I actually prefer online courses over in class, for me it just works better with my
anxiety issues.

4/29/2020 2:24 PM

146 Not sure 4/29/2020 2:17 PM

147 I guess just more scheduled office hours for professors if they can, and for more tutors, and
extended deadline/due dates.

4/29/2020 2:03 PM

148 With the pandemic and other stressful life situations some teachers have an extended grace
period for assignments. That’s helpful.

4/29/2020 1:58 PM

149 NA 4/29/2020 1:50 PM

150 Im not sure its just very hard 4/29/2020 1:46 PM

151 Better and clearer communication on assignments, as well as prompt grades and responses 4/29/2020 1:45 PM

152 I guess I just need to change my mindset. Obviously, I was not planning on any distance
learning this year.

4/29/2020 1:44 PM

153 I don't know 4/29/2020 1:44 PM

154 I am not a fan of online coursework. As a hands on learner I cannot look at a screen for all of
my coursework. Also navigating through the different pages that the teachers post on is so
confusing. Maybe a single outlet for them to communicate with us would help; I can’t keep up if
teachers post in Discussions and another in the Announcements tab.

4/29/2020 1:44 PM

155 I need help setting up my financial aid, and getting a reliable laptop for school 4/29/2020 1:40 PM

156 Suggest teachers to upload the activities in the canvas calendar, instead of just leaving
messages

4/29/2020 1:26 PM

157 I hope that at least the shelter in place is lifted so that I can have a designated location to do my
schoolwork uninterrupted.

4/29/2020 1:15 PM

158 N/A 4/29/2020 1:15 PM

159 N/a 4/29/2020 1:08 PM

160 If courses will continue to be 100% online I will take the fall 2020 semester off until lecture
classes can resume hopefully in Spring 2021.

4/29/2020 1:05 PM

161 I feel there is nothing the college can do. Online courses are much harder for me it is harder to
comprehend and retain the information that is given in the online sessions.

4/29/2020 12:54 PM

162 Make classes with professors that have great ratings more accessible (more available seats). 4/29/2020 12:51 PM

163 Theres not much the college can do during this pandemic. If i cant physically meet with a
professor and work hands on with the material then I feel that skipping a semester into the
Covid pandemic dies down will be best for my GPA and mental health. I believe that the
foundation I am setting for future classes is extremely weak, I fear that I will struggle in my
future classes because of this current semester. I dont feel like I am in college anymore.

4/29/2020 12:51 PM

164 The only issue with the online courses is that I, as a nursing major, need to take lab classes
such as anatomy and physiology, and that isn’t an option as an online class at least in the
summer

4/29/2020 12:49 PM

165 I feel like I should go through disability services if classes continue online. 4/29/2020 12:47 PM
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166 By providing more access to mental health resources, sending out weekly emails about all
zoom meetings for clubs, departments, etc. By providing additional resources to students (i.e.
supplies needed to succeed). By altering classroom expectations/syllabuses in heart of the
overall stress students take on from quarantine/isolation/inequities/covid. By providing more
clear expectations/guidance/information for STEM courses (i.e. chemistry, etc.) Finding easier
ways to do online labs for chemistry, or ways to complete math homework. The initiative to
provide cheaper textbook costs like switching from mymathlab to myopen math is
great/amazing, however, because of that the problems are more difficult to complete and there
is even less instructions/help from the program when we get stuck on the problem. Mymathlab
used to walk you through every step if you needed help, where my open math only has 1 video
example that doesn't always apply.

4/29/2020 12:45 PM

167 I don’t think there is anything to help. All of my fall courses are science and lab-based. I don’t
learn well online for these courses and so far labs are not working well online.

4/29/2020 12:40 PM

168 Los Medanos has stopped offering the only class I need to graduate this summer which hinders
my future plans of transfer.

4/29/2020 12:38 PM

169 I don't know 4/29/2020 12:37 PM

170 I do feel prepared. 4/29/2020 12:31 PM

171 Make classes in person when this pandemic is over 4/29/2020 12:24 PM

172 I’m going to take a break in summer and come back in fall 4/29/2020 12:23 PM

173 Try to gather staff in departments to collaborate and try determine what might be better ways to
go about assignments online so that the courses requirements can be met without the creation
of extensive busy work or assignments that add additional work and time that is not necessarily
needed to meet course requirements.

4/29/2020 12:22 PM

174 I feel mostly prepared to handle online classes going forward. 4/29/2020 12:19 PM

175 Bring back the people 4/29/2020 12:18 PM

176 Its not clear in the course descriptions, how the courses are paced on line. 4/29/2020 12:17 PM

177 Not online learner lack of motivation n excessive load of work from some instructors 4/29/2020 12:06 PM

178 More time to study 4/29/2020 12:02 PM

179 Lighter coursework load. The expectation to do not only the same amount of homework but
also more to make up for the lack of class time in my English is causing me to lack motivation
to continue my education.

4/29/2020 11:57 AM

180 Give a in person class “6ft” apart allowing for Social distancing of course and teach every
student how to assemble at home Courses and succeed and troubleshoot Problems , give
resources in person and allow for rentable Calculators laptop and Internet access after
successful completion

4/29/2020 11:55 AM

181 I am in the nursing program, the only thing the college could do is allow us to return to campus 4/29/2020 11:54 AM

182 Have class in achool 4/29/2020 11:53 AM

183 I would like the online conferences to be longer and more engaging. However, I know
professors are trying their best.

4/29/2020 11:53 AM

184 n/a 4/29/2020 11:50 AM

185 none 4/29/2020 11:50 AM

186 I was guaranteed financial aid by one of your workers that goes by the name of Faidra Lopez. I
have been waiting to receive my disbursement for about 3 months now. I have been through
many processes to make it happen, and I haven’t gotten anything. I also signed up to receive
food from the drive, and I haven’t heard absolutely anything.

4/29/2020 11:49 AM

187 I’m not sure. Science classes are not meant to be online 4/29/2020 11:49 AM

188 making sure all teachers meet on zoom 4/29/2020 11:48 AM

189 Have teachers zoom 4/29/2020 11:38 AM
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190 Make teachers or tutors accessible. Having to only rely on one teacher isn’t helpful when the
teacher doesn’t respond to students.

4/29/2020 11:38 AM

191 Disregard the shelter in place order and continue physical classes. 4/29/2020 11:34 AM

192 N/A 4/29/2020 11:33 AM

193 Better communication. 4/29/2020 11:27 AM

194 Be more reliable and keep students updated 4/29/2020 11:24 AM

195 go back to face to face classes or i am taking a gap for however long I need 4/29/2020 11:23 AM

196 Most online courses feel like independent study and self taught. I pay for classes because I
want an instructor to teach, guide and help me understand the material. If the courses don’t feel
as if I’m blindly teaching myself every little thing, then it’d be helpful. Easier access to materials
or resources would be great too. With the loss of income due to covid-19 and not qualifying for
financial aid, I can’t afford to spend hundreds on a textbook I’d only use for a couple of months.

4/29/2020 11:16 AM

197 Work on instructors communication with students 4/29/2020 11:16 AM

198 More hands-on teaching if possible 4/29/2020 11:15 AM

199 I will be taking Summer off to deal with the loss of my mother. Re-enrolling in Fall semester
classes.

4/29/2020 11:13 AM

200 Provide technology and training 4/29/2020 11:11 AM

201 I am not taking summer or fall courses at LMC, I am transferring in the fall. 4/29/2020 11:03 AM

202 Be more lenient 4/29/2020 11:02 AM

203 Open up 4/29/2020 11:02 AM

204 My online courses for summer have no set times or days. How will get everything done without
somewhat of a schedule?

4/29/2020 11:00 AM

205 Give me some hope, take me to a facility to do my work, or rewire my brain to be more focused
and

4/29/2020 10:59 AM

206 There is not much they can do because my classes are purely lab-based classes. 4/29/2020 10:55 AM

207 I don't trust instructors to efficiently translate their courses to an online learning environment.
Getting help from my peers is also difficult for me. Their is nothing that I feel the college/district
can reasonably do to help the situation until in person learning continues.

4/29/2020 10:50 AM

208 help financially and i honestly have no idea what else, it's not like you can bring a classroom to
my house

4/29/2020 10:47 AM

209 Letting the lab classes meet in person instead of online. 4/29/2020 10:46 AM

210 lend computer with internet explorer and have video chats with the teacher if get confused on
something and help with books

4/29/2020 10:39 AM

211 Not do it online 4/29/2020 10:36 AM

212 Unless You're open, please refund my classes. 4/29/2020 10:35 AM

213 Walk through a on how to manage zoom 4/29/2020 10:35 AM

214 Its easier to complete the lecture portion online, but more difficult to complete the lab portion
online since that is supposed to be hands on.

4/29/2020 10:33 AM

215 N/A 4/29/2020 10:33 AM

216 Definitely be very flexible on zoom such as recording their lectures for students who have
emergencies come up.

4/29/2020 10:33 AM

217 I think the best way to get everyone back on track with everything I think is that the this courses
should be repeated.

4/29/2020 10:31 AM

218 Because everything will be online, maybe adjust the syllabus accordingly and decrease the
work for teachers and students both.

4/29/2020 10:28 AM
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219 I am taking summer courses but since summer is so fast past I feel like it will make it more
difficult to keep up and the social aspect of summer classes will also be taken away.

4/29/2020 10:26 AM

220 I do not know it's more of a personal thing. My home is my safezone and I don't do online
classes well.

4/29/2020 10:26 AM

221 n/a 4/29/2020 10:25 AM

222 I think teachers are doing the best they can but sometimes assignments are confusing when it
comes to the due dates or expecting us to have materials for projects.

4/29/2020 10:25 AM

223 Maybe do a tutorial on how to use zoom in the students advantages (like I mention for speech
class). Or give a tutorial or tips on how to manage your time while everything is hectic at home.

4/29/2020 10:24 AM

224 Keep the campus open. 4/29/2020 10:24 AM

225 N/A 4/29/2020 10:10 AM

226 Have teachers understand we are dealing with this too so don’t pile more work that was added
on after we went online for us to get stressed out and want to drop the class.

4/29/2020 10:10 AM

227 I'm prepared 4/29/2020 10:10 AM

228 Funds for better computer/internet. Otherwise, it isn’t much the district could do for me.
Everything else is personal problems

4/29/2020 10:08 AM

229 Availability of resources such as tutors and professor. 4/29/2020 10:08 AM

230 Need Financial help with tuition 4/29/2020 10:08 AM

231 Nothing, I need a more suitable workplace. You guys can't provide that with online classes. 4/29/2020 10:08 AM

232 Theres not much, your hands are tied just like ours. 4/29/2020 10:05 AM

233 Open the colleges back up IMMEDIATELY! 4/29/2020 10:05 AM

234 We need you guys to mandate significant amount of extra credit in all classes for the spring
2020 semester. Due to this whole thing we deserve it. Some of us were already taking online
classes now I have way two extra online classes on top of the ones I was already taking. This
has made me fall behind

4/29/2020 10:03 AM

235 n/a 4/29/2020 10:01 AM

236 Give me a refund on my textbooks 4/29/2020 9:59 AM

237 N/A 4/29/2020 9:59 AM

238 I have science classes with labs so I need in person classes. 4/29/2020 9:58 AM

239 Concerned about not being sure when I’ll be able to get back into an active lab 4/29/2020 9:55 AM

240 Possibly make counselors more available. Have the professors make the homework accessible
early and give more time on homework. A major plus would be to have the professors list out
what homework they may be giving throughout the course. I am saying this because I have
gotten 3 times more homework than I would have in the classroom. Which is very stressful and
not helpful in any way. Plus it’s harder because I’m not getting instructor time or notes to tell me
how to do the work I am doing.

4/29/2020 9:55 AM

241 I feel it would be more on my part and not on the schools part. I just can't stay focused taking
online classes. I would continue once school is safe to return to normal.

4/29/2020 9:54 AM

242 Be more clear on how to work with online classes 4/29/2020 9:51 AM

243 Fix notification issues on canvas and insite. 4/29/2020 9:49 AM

244 they should all create zoom meeting at least once a week so our professors know our progress.
if we’re doing good or not. if we need help or not.

4/29/2020 9:49 AM

245 More support 4/29/2020 9:48 AM

246 I prefer in-class meetings over online courses because I’m more focused in a real classroom
setting compared to doing schoolwork at home with a lot of distractions and noise around me.

4/29/2020 9:47 AM
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247 I think the institution should had a meeting to the instructors, specially those who never work
online through canvas In the past, be nice if they can be more understanding about the time
frame they imposed in regards of testing like midterms or quizzes as is important part of our
grade. Because is very rare but it happens to me once with Professor Davi. She give us 1 1/2
hour to answer a Test of 60 questions. That particular time I got an IT issue Because in my
computer canvas crashed. I took a picture of the computer screen I contact IT canvas support
and When they fix my issue the time of my test was done and locked so I couldn’t finished my
test. Even though I send professor Davi an email With pictures and the IT tech told me he will
send her an email y explaining my issue To her but she didn’t aloud me to retake her test again
or in fact at least “resume” The test where I was before the issue.

4/29/2020 9:46 AM

248 If possible help with more financial needs 4/29/2020 9:44 AM

249 I believe that it is most important to provide what materials are going to be necessary ASAP.
With everyone now going to be required to use resources like Amazon for books etc. since the
bookstore will not be open there will be a limited number of books available from online
resources to use for class. Perhaps allowing the professors to provide as much of the learning
materials as possible would be beneficial to those students enrolled.

4/29/2020 9:42 AM

250 I personally feel 100% prepared for continuing with online courses but I can't be so sure on my
wifi.

4/29/2020 9:40 AM

251 I need a reliable computer 4/29/2020 9:35 AM

252 Give faculty a training on transitioning and how to set up. 4/29/2020 9:34 AM

253 Free tuition coverage or any financial help 4/29/2020 9:34 AM

254 There needs to be accountability for the professors that are not doing their job. 4/29/2020 9:33 AM

255 Let us drop registering classes for free. 4/29/2020 9:32 AM

256 Establish more tutoring at different times of the day to fit scheduling 4/29/2020 9:30 AM

257 Provide additional resources, information, options. 4/29/2020 9:30 AM

258 Not much I prefer to be in a class room 4/29/2020 9:28 AM

259 Please make lab classes available again. Even if the labs are virtual 4/29/2020 9:28 AM

260 N/A 4/29/2020 9:28 AM

261 Get me a baby sitter but I will just continue to push through 4/29/2020 9:27 AM

262 Financial aid and recorded lectures by the instructors. 4/29/2020 9:26 AM

263 Make the class more engaging. 4/29/2020 9:26 AM

264 Nothing 4/29/2020 9:24 AM

265 Cant say, where im at right now, i need to control my scedule within needs for my store and
needs for my education.

4/29/2020 9:23 AM

266 I am not sure 4/29/2020 9:23 AM

267 Financial support 4/29/2020 9:23 AM

268 I am afraid that I will have to take my first science class online be age science is a subject that I
feel needs to be taught face-to-face. I hope it goes well and I don’t get confused because it’s a
pre request class for my major.

4/29/2020 9:23 AM

269 Last semester - not relevent. 4/29/2020 9:22 AM

270 Make instructors do more in the way of live online or recorded lectures, instead of relying on
notes, videos, and lectures created by others.

4/29/2020 9:22 AM

271 Not having classes I truly need for my major 4/29/2020 9:20 AM

272 Revert back to inperson classes. Student and personal interaction is motivation to most. Being
home not able to visually see what we are working towards. No in-person graduation, makes
most students want to give up.

4/29/2020 9:20 AM
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273 I think all students who paid for in person classes should be able to retake the class in person
free of charge. Even though I’ll pass I didn’t learn anything

4/29/2020 9:20 AM

274 Loan/financial aid, supply aid, food aid 4/29/2020 9:20 AM

275 Financial aid, more leniency in courses and more supervision of the professors. (I was given a
0 on an assignment despite telling the professor I had no internet access due to a lack of funds,
she didnt even bother responding)

4/29/2020 9:20 AM

276 Financial support 4/29/2020 9:19 AM

277 N/A 4/29/2020 9:19 AM

278 Financial help for computer equipment if it has to be done online. 4/29/2020 9:19 AM

279 Have in-person classes but less people inside. Ex. 10 students per classroom or use bigger
classrooms to spread them out.

4/29/2020 9:18 AM

280 The college and teachers understand the hard times and allow us to get extra help and aid if
needed as well as directing us to other resources or the become more lenient with work.

4/29/2020 9:17 AM

281 Have reasonable instructors that care about the students and what situation they are in.
Because there’s a lot teacher don’t care just give out work

4/29/2020 9:17 AM

282 lower the cost of units and tuition. 4/29/2020 9:17 AM

283 Try to make it so students can work and do school easily without worrying about time
interference.

4/29/2020 9:16 AM

284 Nothing. Hopefully the virus is under control come late August. 4/29/2020 9:16 AM

285 I’m prepared 4/29/2020 9:16 AM

286 N/a 4/29/2020 9:16 AM

287 I'm not really sure since we can't go on campus. Online classes are really hard for me,
especially being a DSPS student.

4/29/2020 9:16 AM

288 I am finishing my last two courses and will graduate in May. I do not need to take Summer or
Fall courses.

4/29/2020 9:15 AM

289 Workshops and tutoring 4/29/2020 9:15 AM

290 Be more thorough with instruction of courses. 4/29/2020 9:15 AM

291 keep me posted and on track 4/29/2020 9:15 AM

292 Teachers need more training on how to teach online and be accepting of different issues
students may have in regards fo technology instead of being strict about rules and due dates
(turn x in 10 minutes)

4/29/2020 9:15 AM

293 Provide more knowledge to the professors about canvas because some of mine do not know
how to use it which caused some trouble when they wouldn’t answer my emails or didn’t know
how to work canvas.

4/29/2020 9:15 AM

294 I am curious how Financial Aid will be affected by this, and concerned about possibly starting
the semester without textbooks if I cannot buy them online or don't have the money.

4/29/2020 9:15 AM

295 to be honest idk 4/29/2020 9:14 AM

296 Lower the cost on books 4/29/2020 9:14 AM

297 Mental health services 4/29/2020 9:14 AM

298 Wide exam time limit, because our kids makes us nervous when we take the exam and we lost
point because of time limits

4/29/2020 9:14 AM

299 I can not manage online classes 4/29/2020 9:14 AM

300 frequent updates 4/29/2020 9:14 AM

301 more communication & understanding from professors 4/29/2020 9:14 AM
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302 Reduce the tuition as classes are now only online. 4/29/2020 9:14 AM

303 Nothing you can do 4/29/2020 9:13 AM

304 This is a personal issue of focus and the lack of a truly quiet space to work. 4/29/2020 9:11 AM

305 Discontinue all group projects. 4/29/2020 9:11 AM

306 Provide training for canvas and insite. 4/29/2020 9:11 AM

307 I would encourage training staff to embed illustrations in their lectures because some students
like me are visual learners.

4/29/2020 9:11 AM

308 N/a 4/29/2020 9:11 AM

309 N/a 4/29/2020 9:11 AM

310 Make sure all the teachers know how to properly use canvas. Two of my teachers did not know
how to use the website prior to this and it makes it extremely difficult right now.

4/29/2020 9:10 AM

311 Make all teachers are helping students and holding zoom meetings. Follow up with teachers to
make sure they are doing this.

4/29/2020 9:10 AM

312 An online course on how to go about online classes 4/29/2020 9:10 AM

313 I am not sure yet as of right now 4/29/2020 9:09 AM

314 Maybe open classes with limited students to attend 4/29/2020 9:09 AM

315 Keeping me informed 4/29/2020 9:09 AM

316 College grants to students. 4/29/2020 9:09 AM

317 Nothing 4/29/2020 9:09 AM

318 Put the classes back the way they were!!! None of the partially or totally online classes...
especially orchestra and I'm an art major so submitting assignments or trying to view others'
work online is not working for me. BTW, the majority of young students do NOT like online
classes either (I'm not so young anymore). Other seniors I speak to who might want to finish
their degrees are totally intimidated by online formats and won't enroll.

4/29/2020 2:05 AM

319 Give more information and accessibility about impacted majors so we don’t feel helpless 4/28/2020 2:10 PM

320 No internet service and with family being ill, it is a challenge to complete course work 4/28/2020 12:14 PM

321 Have counselors more available and better trained. I’ve spoken to 4 different counselors and
got different information from all them

4/28/2020 9:58 AM
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Q12 If courses continue to be online, please rate the importance of having
access to the following services:

Answered: 725 Skipped: 4

Tutoring/Academ
ic Support

Counseling

Disability
Services

Library
Services
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2.92%
21

7.36%
53

15.42%
111

31.67%
228

42.64%
307

 
720

2.22%
16

4.58%
33

11.65%
84

33.29%
240

48.27%
348

 
721

12.06%
86

1.82%
13

24.82%
177

23.28%
166

38.01%
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713
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5.14%
37
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30.83%
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box)
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Q13 Is there anything else you want to share with us regarding your
preparation and how we can support you for Summer/Fall 2020 terms

Answered: 276 Skipped: 453
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# RESPONSES DATE

1 Making sure that I have the things I need for school 5/12/2020 12:18 AM

2 no 5/11/2020 5:49 PM

3 Yes, I prefer to be in class not online 5/11/2020 1:57 PM

4 I may owe financial aid due to falling into acoma last semester and I am worried about the
transition of getting back in to my classes

5/11/2020 10:36 AM

5 Thank you for all you do as a college. I have found it very easy to get content and discuss
things with the school.

5/10/2020 2:43 PM

6 Tell me how the child care center is going to work. 5/9/2020 4:29 PM

7 N/A 5/9/2020 4:20 PM

8 I need technology support such as computer or laptop 5/8/2020 10:01 PM

9 Nope 5/8/2020 12:38 PM

10 I want to say sorry if I had made any mistake to say something wrong and I also want to say
that some questions are difficult for answers and understand and some are not included. This is
my point of view.

5/8/2020 12:09 PM

11 My housing is determined by full-time attendance. Without being able to continue my trade in
welding, you have put my living situation in jeopardy.

5/7/2020 12:06 PM

12 I appreciate all you and your teachers are doing to make this transition as easy as possible.
Thank you and stay safe.

5/7/2020 9:56 AM

13 please ask people to provide complete information, NOT on heavily colored backgrounds [in
case someone is printing/mailing info] & in one step. please ask people to stop telling us that
[information, registration, etc.] is online [e.g., click the link]. please stop emailing information to
people who telephone for help.

5/7/2020 8:07 AM

14 The school has already been doing a great job and I understand everyone is trying their best
with what they have been given. Keep up the wonderful work!

5/6/2020 7:47 PM

15 Nothing for now 5/5/2020 8:04 PM

16 No 5/5/2020 5:40 PM

17 I think for anyone who is coming to LMC for the first time, there should be a zoom orientation
for them to help them transition into community college. Continuing Zoom counseling also helps
a lot.

5/5/2020 12:18 PM

18 I hope the school will let me, borrow a laptop from them again this summer like how I was able
to this year because now I am saving up for one and for the meantime it would be nice to get
some help for a little.

5/5/2020 11:59 AM

19 N/a 5/5/2020 11:57 AM

20 I am an international student,its been rough for me since the outbreak. a lot of my family
members have been affected by COVID-19 in one way all the other. it has gone as far as
affecting people who are sponsoring my education. I lost a dad,my life has been hell on earth.
people supporting my education cannot do it like they used to and i cannot blame them. my
mom and sibling do not even have enough to eat back home,psychologically i am traumatized
and keeps getting worse. I pay a lot of money at LMC and due to my status I do not qualify for
grants or scholarships,I am not allowed to work off campus and do not even have on campus
job. my request would be,if i can either get tuition waiver,or grant and be allowed to work off
campus my life will be better and will help get to medical school and fulfill my dream of helping
human life my singular goal in life my phone number 9252724579,Wycliffe Nyandika

5/5/2020 11:09 AM

21 I think special support should be offered to workers who are considered “essential” because I
feel there are no resources for the people on the front line and for some it’s a decision between
working or passing a class. I want to share that I as an “essential” worker have had no time off
from work and have had more work than ever because of high demand due to covid 19.

5/5/2020 9:39 AM

22 Yes is there any other support from lmc to students if they are affected by the corona virus as 5/5/2020 8:53 AM
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far as financial assistance.

23 The most important thing to me is to be able to continue with my education so whatever I need
to learn as far as using a computer,running programs,etc. I'm willing to learn at whatever it may
take for me to follow my goals and dreams for my college degree.

5/5/2020 4:20 AM

24 The last test I took the lowest score was a 23% and the highest score was 86%, the average
score was 76% I feel like that just says a lot about online learning because students are having
difficulties on the material, especially when the teacher is going so fast and isn't there to help
you individually as they still have to lecture, and when they do help you out individually they
take a while and it takes up lecture time and we end up being behind and so much more.

5/5/2020 12:32 AM

25 No 5/4/2020 11:04 PM

26 Only if professors try to hold zoom lectures four times a week. 5/4/2020 8:51 PM

27 Nothing for now. 5/4/2020 8:08 PM

28 no 5/4/2020 5:35 PM

29 no 5/4/2020 1:51 PM

30 My biggest thing was internet access, I am unable to have WIFI at my house because it's not
available so I have been going to my cousins which is a hard. Also can't afford to put cellular
data on my laptop for online course so more support on that.

5/4/2020 1:24 PM

31 nothing i can think of 5/4/2020 1:01 PM

32 Online classes for Summer/Fall 2020 might be inevitable, It still is very difficult for a lot of
students like me to adjust to online courses. As for me, I have work and distractions at home so
it makes it harder for me to keep my focus on school and classwork. All my professors record
their zoom sessions and upload it on Canvas which is great to catch up on what we missed or
use it as review, and I think it would be beneficial to a lot of students to have more flexibility with
deadlines

5/4/2020 11:21 AM

33 No 5/4/2020 10:29 AM

34 No 5/4/2020 5:36 AM

35 I think it is really important that the school use it's 3,838,971 that it will be given from the
stimulus as cash disbursements to students who need it the most instead of being absorbed by
the school. Cash in hand is what the students need most because our different needs like rent,
computers, webcams, internet service, medical expenses, food, etc. can all be better decided
by the individual students on where the spending should go. I hope that when the finances are
all sorted and the school has the cash in hand that it is used in this way.

5/4/2020 1:46 AM

36 none 5/3/2020 9:47 PM

37 Please help me connect to the office that can help me cancel my classes and get a credit back
from the charges

5/3/2020 7:09 PM

38 How are we going to do Physical Education classes online 5/3/2020 1:51 PM

39 Please open the campus by fall semester 5/3/2020 11:48 AM

40 N/A 5/2/2020 10:22 PM

41 Nope 5/2/2020 8:02 PM

42 Instructions on how to maneuver in CANVAS. 5/2/2020 6:35 PM

43 not at this time 5/2/2020 5:30 PM

44 N/A 5/2/2020 4:45 PM

45 any new information on science classes such as anatomy and physio in regards to fall and how
that will be done?

5/2/2020 3:03 PM

46 It has also been tough financially and I can't come out of pocket for courses or borrow funds at
this time.

5/2/2020 1:48 PM

47 Have teachers make youtube videos. teach teachers how to use technology. Use zoom if you 5/2/2020 1:24 PM
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have to but its been known for viruses and even inapropriate things.

48 Please continue terms online for the duration of this pandemic. 5/2/2020 12:54 PM

49 Just keep us updated with everything and continue to tell instructors to communicate with
students

5/2/2020 12:14 PM

50 Na 5/2/2020 1:15 AM

51 Not much since I will be transferring to CSULB next fall, thank you for giving me a wonderful
experience LMC! I will forever miss the community college system, many of you really care for
your students very well and I appreciate it.

5/2/2020 1:07 AM

52 just making sure instructors are available and can explain course thoroughly 5/2/2020 12:48 AM

53 I'm concerned about how I will get textbooks for the summer and fall semesters 5/1/2020 11:38 PM

54 Nothing really. 5/1/2020 11:13 PM

55 Being able to have counseling help and supportive professors and financial 5/1/2020 11:09 PM

56 i need help with my registration and actually talking to an actual person that can help me 5/1/2020 10:05 PM

57 Low cost. We shouldn't have to pay for as much, I have to take summer classes to make up for
the ones I had to drop, its going to be way too overwhelming

5/1/2020 8:08 PM

58 I hope for the “checking in” of the students stays consistent (like this survey) just in case
circumstances change for anyone.

5/1/2020 4:37 PM

59 I’m enrolled in summer classes and stressing on how to pay for text books. I had a little
financial aid money left but when everything moved online I had to by a computer because my
iPad wasn’t working taking all these classes I had online so text book assistance would be
great or I have had online classes where everything we need like text books or a cengage
program provided to for us.

5/1/2020 4:15 PM

60 Financial assistance & textbook assistance 5/1/2020 3:47 PM

61 Books cost should be reduced to make it easy for the students who don’t have job to buy their
books

5/1/2020 3:34 PM

62 If there are any programs provided from the school district, then that could benefit other people
remotely.

5/1/2020 2:59 PM

63 no 5/1/2020 2:40 PM

64 No 5/1/2020 2:26 PM

65 Keep students updated with upcoming classes a head of the time. Not everyone can transition
from one idea to another.

5/1/2020 2:11 PM

66 i only have 1 class for summer but i would be interested in a loaner computer until i get my
grant money in the fall.so i can afford a new computer.

5/1/2020 1:58 PM

67 It’s been hard to get a response from LMC staff I’ve tried emails, calling, left msg with staff, left
voice mails.

5/1/2020 1:42 PM

68 Allow me to continue to have access to my LMC issued labtop to continue my summer / fall
courses

5/1/2020 1:29 PM

69 No 5/1/2020 1:20 PM

70 I just campus and being Able to be at school 5/1/2020 1:05 PM

71 No 5/1/2020 12:25 PM

72 No 5/1/2020 12:19 PM

73 no 5/1/2020 11:57 AM

74 No 5/1/2020 7:56 AM

75 Having a clear set path for the course, and making sure that everything is easy to navigate
online.

5/1/2020 2:49 AM
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76 I need help with examples of how to do the work involved in each class 5/1/2020 12:03 AM

77 how do we get nedded forms like veterans enrollment certification request and how do we
submit this?

4/30/2020 10:33 PM

78 Can't register for classes in summer 4/30/2020 7:33 PM

79 Consider this semester Mulligan and not reflect the sudent's grades if we were not able to finish
the semester due to the pandemic.

4/30/2020 5:38 PM

80 I think if it must be online for next semester, small groups on zoom meetings and lots of office
hours for teachers (in case students can’t meet the zoom hours) would be very helpful.

4/30/2020 5:32 PM

81 I may just sign up for 1 class instead of full time classes 4/30/2020 4:51 PM

82 I'll be taking a break with one class during the summer before going back to full time, which i
hope isnt online but i will be able to cope if it is.

4/30/2020 4:29 PM

83 most of my struggle is internal, so I appreciate when the school is forgiving, especially allowing
accommodations for late assignments. I'm also intending to transfer to CSUF in the fall, so I
would like more easily accessible information about how transferring could be affected or if I'm
at risk of having my acceptance revoked

4/30/2020 4:26 PM

84 i cannot apply for my summer class and need to talk to someone about it in order to get fixed. I
have tried calling leaving a message over the phone and emailing and have not gotten anyone
to contact me.

4/30/2020 3:24 PM

85 This semester has been hard because I wasn't expecting to take all my classes online that's
why I was expecting some consideration from all my instructors, but now I will be prepared for
all my online classes for next semester with adequate support from college such as a laptop.

4/30/2020 2:08 PM

86 Inform professors that for us students to be able to work well, we need their support and
understanding. They also need to be willing to put in the effort to help us.

4/30/2020 1:09 PM

87 No 4/30/2020 12:59 PM

88 Make sure the teacher states specifically what we need on our syllabus in terms of
books/programs/class requirements.

4/30/2020 12:55 PM

89 No 4/30/2020 12:45 PM

90 Im not sure, I understand that you are doing all that you can and I thank you for your efforts. 4/30/2020 12:19 PM

91 If the Summer/Fall 2020 is only online, I believe that many majors that this college offers will
suffer because of the lab/hands-on experience that students need to be successful in their
fields.

4/30/2020 11:21 AM

92 No 4/30/2020 9:26 AM

93 Continue to make Canvas that perfect online platform for class management. 4/30/2020 9:05 AM

94 We need small groups for students, this is a hard time. 4/30/2020 8:42 AM

95 Teachers need to be more understanding about how hard it is to transition and learn online,
than being in a classroom. I know many people who cannot learn and take in the information
that needs to be learned while doing online schooling.

4/30/2020 1:34 AM

96 you are doing well, however, I do hope that the campus opens up soon. 4/30/2020 12:01 AM

97 Not anything I can think of right now. 4/29/2020 11:02 PM

98 Online seems to work for me I plan to take my last science class in the fall. Not sure how lab
would be factored into the online structure but I would love to return to traditional class setting
on campus for this class

4/29/2020 10:39 PM

99 Grading scale is hard on how it effects students grades. The bigger assignments are harder to
do at home without that face to face help.

4/29/2020 10:37 PM

100 making sure all instructors respond to students via canvas/email 4/29/2020 10:29 PM

101 Just to have the instructors explain everything throughly and as precise as they can so us as
students can know what to show our work on.

4/29/2020 9:52 PM
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102 Nothing so far 4/29/2020 9:23 PM

103 Pay more attention on teachers' job. 4/29/2020 9:15 PM

104 N/A 4/29/2020 8:51 PM

105 Provide an over the phone conversation with student student services (such as counseling,
financial aid, etc.) since meeting in person is not permitted.

4/29/2020 8:35 PM

106 Being back in school in Fall, taking a full schedule online is difficult as is and when you are still
working it makes it much more difficult.

4/29/2020 7:44 PM

107 I don’t understand where to sign up now if it has or has not be pushed back 4/29/2020 7:41 PM

108 face to face learning 4/29/2020 7:40 PM

109 I've never done an online class. The transition was extremely difficult for me. I was very
discouraged, but I'm trying and I know professors are too. The only thing is, that I felt that some
classes became harder on purpose because of the virus. Why not keep it the same, and be
sensitive about the situation.

4/29/2020 7:35 PM

110 Please listen to the students. We are trying to succeed and we are all struggling. We need help
with our classes and need professors to be reasonable. Professors NEED to be trained on how
to switch to online courses. It’s ridiculous that professors weren’t required to use canvas before
and now don’t know how to even use it so all of the students are lost. Very disappointed to say
the least.

4/29/2020 7:16 PM

111 No 4/29/2020 7:10 PM

112 The closure of the vocational labs has put a hard stop to my education and I will be unable to
continue my progress towards my degree so long as online-only instruction continues

4/29/2020 6:59 PM

113 Some of the instructors are doing very little to continue to "teach" the course. I have a teacher
that has only had us turn in 1 assignment, do quizzes, and assign reading. I am struggling in
this course.

4/29/2020 6:46 PM

114 None 4/29/2020 6:39 PM

115 No 4/29/2020 6:39 PM

116 I will be needing science course which are in conjunction with labs and require to be in person. 4/29/2020 6:32 PM

117 All good. 4/29/2020 6:19 PM

118 Please reopen the campus and return to in-class. 4/29/2020 5:57 PM

119 Open up the Auto shop/ Lab. We need hands-on experience. 4/29/2020 5:53 PM

120 I think it's best to pressure professors to respond to our emails if we have questions. I have a
couple of professors who have not responded to an email or two about an assignment and it
only causes more stress.

4/29/2020 5:36 PM

121 I can understand doing online classes over the summer however please don't do them for the
fall!

4/29/2020 5:34 PM

122 N/A 4/29/2020 5:34 PM

123 I hope that the employment of our college staff is not effected by the stay at home order. We
still need them to continue working and helping us so that we can continue our studies and so
that we can succeed.

4/29/2020 5:28 PM

124 Please add more seats to classes.  I'm unable to register for classes because they're full. And
it doesn't make sense that I wasn't able to register at the same time while other students did.

4/29/2020 5:27 PM

125 If we go to more remote learning.. pre recorded lectures so we can view them at our
convieces... making meeting once per week and sub the second meeting with a discussion
question.

4/29/2020 5:13 PM

126 Please open the campus. Students are at an extremely low risk of death from corona. Similar to
the flu. The data is there. The government and medical industry lied from the beginning. Wake
up! I don't care what your superiors think!

4/29/2020 4:43 PM
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127 No 4/29/2020 4:23 PM

128 More updates on the situation on a regular basis 4/29/2020 3:46 PM

129 If professors are prepared to understand things are not as easy for students, and the school
maintains online assistance with tutoring and technical support, then the semester should go a
lot smoother than the current.

4/29/2020 3:36 PM

130 Add resources for parents that are now students and homeschool teachers for their children,
ways to cope with different situations, counseling available. I have been trying to get an
appointment to see my counselor, Sharlice Wright, but have yet to hear back from the
counseling department on how to get an appointment with her. Is there any other number or an
email I can use to reach out to them?

4/29/2020 3:32 PM

131 I hope biology courses that require lab time will still be available for fall 2020 if classes continue
online. Not sure how that would work but hope that we will still be able to register for these
courses

4/29/2020 3:27 PM

132 I love LMC! The entire staff is doing an incredible job! Thank you so much for your hard work
and dedication. It is greatly appreciated!

4/29/2020 3:19 PM

133 I have zero guidance of what I should be doing 4/29/2020 2:57 PM

134 The switch over to online at least for my classes seemed pretty smooth. However I prefer in
class learning or on campus learning. so the quicker we can get back to that I feel the better off
we will all be.

4/29/2020 2:42 PM

135 Train and guide the professors when it comes to online learning. Make sure things are
organized for the students.

4/29/2020 2:13 PM

136 Everything is fine with my family and me. 4/29/2020 2:05 PM

137 I feel that teachers should ease up on the coursework. Yes we are college students, and yes
we’re adults that can manage our time. But teaching ourselves at home, challenging curriculum
such as math and sciences is difficult. Teachers should also lower the grading percentages in
order to accommodate how challenging it is for us to learn by ourselves.

4/29/2020 2:05 PM

138 More counseling aid for students who are going to transfer during this quarantine. 4/29/2020 1:58 PM

139 Guidance. I don’t figure things out very well on my own and get extremely confused and
frustrated and upset when trying to apply for anything. “Next-step” e-mails would be extremely
useful. Like a checklist of everything that needs to be done.

4/29/2020 1:51 PM

140 Just more communication on what is happening with future semesters. Also just having
something on how to use Zoom for people who don't know how to use it. For example, there
could be a document on the school website on how to use Zoom for people who never used it
before.

4/29/2020 1:50 PM

141 Have professors take their time with us because this is hard and were all stressed yet they still
give us a bunch of assignments and expect them within a couple days.

4/29/2020 1:46 PM

142 The counselors are not responding to emails. I have emailed the counseling services twice and
still have yet to receive a response. Which you would think someone would get back to me
since the questions im asking are pertaining to my schooling. Very disappointed and needs to
be improved.

4/29/2020 1:45 PM

143 For one, please send partial refund for my classes as I have heard from many of my professors
that the education i’m getting is not what they wanted to put out. If I am getting partial the
education I want partial the refund. I understand the severity and unpredictability of the situation
but also have my own problems.

4/29/2020 1:44 PM

144 N/A 4/29/2020 1:40 PM

145 N/a 4/29/2020 1:08 PM

146 releasing the online schedule sooner so that us students could make plans with more than a
week to spare before registration would be great

4/29/2020 1:05 PM

147 Have all professors and students at all colleges on the same page. I feel LMC (Pittsburg) was
given information very slowly (sometimes I heard important information from a friend at DVC
rather than our school.

4/29/2020 12:54 PM
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148 If the professors aren't willing to really sit down and explain the material (instead of just showing
pre-written notes with no explanation) then I feel like they should not assign so many
assignments. Professors are supposed to TEACH not post links to Youtube videos that replace
their purpose as my professor. I have not had a single “live lecture” it is just posting powerpoint
slides or pre written notes.

4/29/2020 12:51 PM

149 Just train teachers to be more aware on how grading online assignments goes 4/29/2020 12:49 PM

150 If we could somehow figure out how to move more DSPS support services online, I cannot
currently use my accommodation for testing with breaks. Also looking at accommodations like
dragon software, and accessible seating.

4/29/2020 12:45 PM

151 YES! please offer Chemistry because that's the last class i need to gradate. 4/29/2020 12:38 PM

152 No 4/29/2020 12:37 PM

153 No 4/29/2020 12:31 PM

154 Currently in a difficult situation with income and trying to help support family. 4/29/2020 12:26 PM

155 N/A 4/29/2020 12:24 PM

156 No 4/29/2020 12:23 PM

157 Thank you to all the staff members and teachers working and trying to adapt as things change
to give us the best possible resources and education in these hard times. I hope everyone is in
good health and I really appreciate your hard work. The only thing I can think of is I just wish
that there was some way that maybe more financial aid could be offered to individuals or a
decrease in class fees can be established as my friends and I don’t know if we’ll have enough
money to return to school in the fall and continue our education.

4/29/2020 12:22 PM

158 Just give me more resources to help 4/29/2020 12:20 PM

159 I would like more detail on time lines and expectation for classes. For example a course says
18hrs a week. Is that self paced, weekly modules, zooms at certain times? Will class zooms
conflict if taking more than one class?

4/29/2020 12:17 PM

160 No, nothing else. 4/29/2020 12:06 PM

161 I think as long as students are well-informed and you have professors who are comfortable with
teaching online, it should be fine.

4/29/2020 12:06 PM

162 I don't want to be limited on my education. Whether it's online or not, studying for the sake of
my future and family is what motivates me to strive and do better!

4/29/2020 12:02 PM

163 N/A 4/29/2020 11:57 AM

164 As a first year/ future medical student the adjustment to online was sudden and stressful. I want
to retain as much information as possible, but every concept is only learned in order to
complete assignments. Not to enrich or expand my knowledge. Also, I am still learning to
balance personal stressors along with ensuring I have learned the proper material required to
pass. The quality of education has drastically changed. Lastly, I wanted to say thank you tp all
of the administration who are simply wanting the best learning environment for each student.
Thank you.

4/29/2020 11:53 AM

165 n/a 4/29/2020 11:50 AM

166 None 4/29/2020 11:50 AM

167 No thank you. 4/29/2020 11:49 AM

168 No 4/29/2020 11:49 AM

169 nope, i just don’t want school online anymore :/ 4/29/2020 11:48 AM

170 no 4/29/2020 11:34 AM

171 only thing i'm wondering is if we are going to be able to get books or if it will all be online. I
know for me having the physical book helps alot.

4/29/2020 11:34 AM

172 Once a week, a professor should set up a day where they either zoom or keep a chat online for 4/29/2020 11:34 AM
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questions and support.

173 N/A 4/29/2020 11:33 AM

174 Trying to find an affordable computer that functions for heavy duty use. 4/29/2020 11:27 AM

175 no 4/29/2020 11:23 AM

176 I have emailed the Director of Science and Director of Student Success regarding a class I
ultimately resorted to dropping. I never received a reponse back from either of them. Because
we cant go to campus and attempt to speak to these officials in person, it is of the utmost
importance that they respond to emails and student concerns. Had I received a response I may
not have resorted to dropping the class.

4/29/2020 11:15 AM

177 N/a 4/29/2020 11:15 AM

178 No, I just miss going to school. I'm tired of seeing the same people every day. 4/29/2020 11:13 AM

179 No, I just need time to sort things out. 4/29/2020 11:13 AM

180 Zoom, Canvas, and making videos 4/29/2020 11:11 AM

181 No 4/29/2020 11:10 AM

182 I am transferring, but I suggest you get teachers on the same line of communication. Students,
like myself, were reading the school newspaper and got the info but our teachers didn’t know
what was going on

4/29/2020 11:09 AM

183 Online tutoring via zoom is an absolute necessity. 4/29/2020 11:03 AM

184 STEM majors are going to need more support in being able to manage everything 4/29/2020 11:02 AM

185 Nah 4/29/2020 11:02 AM

186 I feel as if I am a lost cause. 4/29/2020 10:59 AM

187 Although we have the option to take 4 semesters for free as long as we can keep our grades up
and are a full time student, I feel that if the summer or fall semesters are purely online again,
we should be given the option to take a gap in the semesters because some of our transitions
to the online classes have been very bad and have affected our grades in the worst way.

4/29/2020 10:55 AM

188 Need child care to complete online coursework!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 4/29/2020 10:53 AM

189 Not do it online 4/29/2020 10:36 AM

190 I Need Help. 4/29/2020 10:35 AM

191 I’m probably gonna fail my classes and lose my financial aid shit cause of this 4/29/2020 10:35 AM

192 For students that need to complete a class that is both lecture and lab, find a way to make it
easier to complete the labs online being that its a big factor in the students grades.

4/29/2020 10:33 AM

193 No 4/29/2020 10:33 AM

194 I would appreciate if you could provide help for teachers. I can see that they are under pressure
to get us the work, grade them, take multiple different zoom classes in one day, stress to finish
the syllabus on time. Our challenges are nothing compared to what they are facing. So,
providing them with some kind of help would lessen their burden.

4/29/2020 10:28 AM

195 require that all professors be on Canvas so stay organized and make it easier for students 4/29/2020 10:26 AM

196 Naw 4/29/2020 10:26 AM

197 Just that there be more updates and counselling opportunities for the students. 4/29/2020 10:25 AM

198 Having patience with students. This is my first time doing online school and it takes some
getting used to.

4/29/2020 10:25 AM

199 Luckily this was my last semester at LMC but I’m afraid about transferring into a UC that’s going
to be online. I feel like that is way scarier because I don’t know how things work at the other
campus.

4/29/2020 10:24 AM

200 Give us the option to still attend class in person. Have us sign a waiver saying that we 4/29/2020 10:24 AM
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acknowledge the fact the virus is dangerous and are making the decision to still attend campus.
Many of us cannot learn in the online environment.

201 No, thanks! 4/29/2020 10:12 AM

202 I think the professors that normally do not do online classes need to somehow show empathy
and not just talk about it. Physiology is a challenge subject already, and the professor inclass
does not makes thinks easy and the transition to online class has just been such a struggle with
this subject, since the professors are showing no mercy. I think the mentality that "oh well, this
is how its in the real world" goes out the window, because in the real world I would be able to
get help with childcare if needed, so I could study, in this case it is impossible.

4/29/2020 10:12 AM

203 N/A 4/29/2020 10:10 AM

204 No 4/29/2020 10:10 AM

205 I cant think of it right now 4/29/2020 10:08 AM

206 If students have long absents in online classes. First contact the student ask why? Then if
absents continue contact the student again and inform them the faculty set a "log in by" date
that if missed, drops the student. I was dropped by a professor suddenly and with out warning
because my focus was on making sure the lively-hood of others was taken care of. this is why I
believe a new standard must be put in place because he old ones don't function with Covid-19

4/29/2020 10:02 AM

207 no 4/29/2020 10:01 AM

208 Yes, atleast give me a partial refund for my books and discount me class fees 4/29/2020 9:59 AM

209 N/A 4/29/2020 9:59 AM

210 Have science classes in person even if other classes aren’t 4/29/2020 9:58 AM

211 no 4/29/2020 9:56 AM

212 What are we going to do about vocational labs! There are many students that want to graduate
and we cannot do this without our required courses!!!!!!!!

4/29/2020 9:55 AM

213 In need of academic counseling. 4/29/2020 9:55 AM

214 Please be more clear on how to fully succeed in classes online 4/29/2020 9:51 AM

215 Have professors lighten the workload for classes if the future semesters continue online. 4/29/2020 9:49 AM

216 na 4/29/2020 9:49 AM

217 Nothing I can think of at this time 4/29/2020 9:48 AM

218 Nothing yet 4/29/2020 9:48 AM

219 Just make sure the IT technicians answer the phone promptly. 4/29/2020 9:46 AM

220 I think its important to try and offer all the same classes during the summer and fall whether
they are online or not so students can keep on track with learning and graduating

4/29/2020 9:44 AM

221 I would like to suggest having the professors reach out to the students enrolled a little sooner
than normal to allow us to get experience with any of the software/technology the professors
are going to be specifically using. Typically I have received an email from the professor only a
few days before class begins to know what we will need for the class.I would also like to
suggest or find out how to communicate with the counselors.

4/29/2020 9:42 AM

222 Everything thing is good thank you 4/29/2020 9:42 AM

223 I really hope physiology is available for fall. It's the last class I need for my AA/transfering. I was
supposed to take it during summer but it's no longer available. I just hope that if it does become
available for fall that it would still be counted as a transfer credit. This is the only thing I worry
about because I know most universities won't accept online anatomy/physiology, but since
we're living through a pandemic I hope they let it slide.

4/29/2020 9:40 AM

224 Someone to answer questions right away through phone call or messaging. 4/29/2020 9:40 AM

225 No. 4/29/2020 9:35 AM
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226 I wish school have a fund can help students lost job and have a hard time now. I want to apply
for finance help.

4/29/2020 9:35 AM

227 tuition coverage or any financial help 4/29/2020 9:34 AM

228 Many students are very prepared for taking online classes, we don’t feel that all professors are
prepared for teaching online. None of the questions on this survey really addressed the quality
of online teaching. Many of the problems are not on the students side but on the professors
side. For example; texting students on their private phone is not a distance learning good
practice. Faculty must take classes on how to teach online and these classes must be a
requirement for faculty to teach online.

4/29/2020 9:33 AM

229 Please let us drop registered classes for free in summer or in this spring semester my and my
family are not prepared to do a full year of school work I share 2 computer with 8 siblings...not
easy.

4/29/2020 9:32 AM

230 With graduation (virtual) coming up, if we fail a class and get a borderline grade, it’s rough on
us. I’d like to have some adjustment with the pass/ no pass option for at least this semester due
to these times we live in.

4/29/2020 9:30 AM

231 Updated information on lmc website about all school services such as the financial aid offices,
counseling, admissions and records, etc.

4/29/2020 9:30 AM

232 I just wonder how STEM classes with laboratory are going to actually conduct their lab
experiments. I’m taking one or two classes like that next semester.

4/29/2020 9:28 AM

233 Offer help and information on transfer 4/29/2020 9:28 AM

234 Books should be free I can’t afford it anymore since my husband lost his job 4/29/2020 9:27 AM

235 No 4/29/2020 9:24 AM

236 Keep it going! 4/29/2020 9:23 AM

237 I very much hope that the college understand, its not easy to teach yourself when there’s not
face to face interactions. Not everyone is good at doing online classes & l hope that won’t stop
us from getting A, and l hope the college changes the grading standards to help us students

4/29/2020 9:23 AM

238 N/a 4/29/2020 9:23 AM

239 No 4/29/2020 9:23 AM

240 Prepare a better computer science program for online classes, because as it is it seems lazy
and very difficult to learn from.

4/29/2020 9:22 AM

241 N/A 4/29/2020 9:20 AM

242 Class fees should be waved, this is nt the schooling we signed up for and it was pretty bad 4/29/2020 9:20 AM

243 No 4/29/2020 9:20 AM

244 I will emphasize on the financial support and due to loss of income ot will be very helpful in
many ways.Thanks

4/29/2020 9:19 AM

245 No 4/29/2020 9:19 AM

246 I’m disabled and there doesn’t seem to be “support”. There is no financial support. Heck, I can’t
even get them to keep the disabled door openers on for Saturday classes.

4/29/2020 9:19 AM

247 If lecture-only classes are to be online, PLEASE at least let performing arts, visual arts,
welding, etc classes to be able to be proctored in person as its difficult to teach those classes
online. Ex. We should be able to perform in a band class in person.

4/29/2020 9:18 AM

248 I hope for summer teachers will still understand the hard times and that many of us don’t like
online classes but are taking these class because we have no other option.

4/29/2020 9:17 AM

249 Just need reasonable teachers that will work with students actually care about us supportive. I
encounter a teacher that didn’t care what situation i was in she just excepted me to finish the
work i have to drop her class

4/29/2020 9:17 AM

250 assignments and exams should not be graded harshly since we are online. Students such as
myself are struggling to learn and it feels like we are teaching ourselves the information.

4/29/2020 9:17 AM
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251 no. 4/29/2020 9:16 AM

252 will fall 2020 classes be online? if so, how do i manage? 4/29/2020 9:15 AM

253 STEM students need to be accommodated somehow because many of us were planning on
taking chem26 over the summer so we could finish the chemistry series, its also very difficult to
take heavy stem courses + labs online while being expected to attend class everyday because
technical difficulties can happen and not all teachers accept that! There needs to be some new
policy for exams because HonorLock or timing the tests while being on zoom (and even trying
to do the exam the same amount of time we wouldve in person is ridiculous) is added stress
which isn’t helping us learn material! School has become more about passing than absorbing
material due to teachers and students being stressed. Along with all of this, some professors
aren’t answering their emails which is HIGHLY unprofessional and makes the online transition a
lot more difficult because we cant get help on assignments if they don’t reply to us.

4/29/2020 9:15 AM

254 If this lockdown stays up until Fall 2020 term, how are people who have no choice but to go on
campus for their classes if the campus is closed as well?

4/29/2020 9:15 AM

255 It would be helpful if the instructors or college could send students the syllabus ahead of time,
so we can get better prepared.

4/29/2020 9:15 AM

256 Some people need the face to face interaction. If we go online I’d be fine, but it will be harder
for me to master the material because I learn better in person.

4/29/2020 9:15 AM

257 No. 4/29/2020 9:14 AM

258 This semsterbis tooooooooo stressful 4/29/2020 9:14 AM

259 no 4/29/2020 9:14 AM

260 Please address tuition prices as this is one of the most difficult things to deal with with regards
to schooling.

4/29/2020 9:14 AM

261 No 4/29/2020 9:12 AM

262 How will science courses work if they require a lab? I don’t want to get behind. I only have a
micro class left to apply to nursing program

4/29/2020 9:11 AM

263 Let's get back to class. Reopen school as soon as possible. Allow at risk students the option of
continuing class on line.

4/29/2020 9:11 AM

264 I would encourage to limit heavy work loads during this difficult time. 4/29/2020 9:11 AM

265 N/a 4/29/2020 9:11 AM

266 N/a 4/29/2020 9:11 AM

267 Its all good 4/29/2020 9:10 AM

268 please hold teachers accountable for failing or succeeding in online teaching. right now they are
not prepared and are doing very poorly. if this continues i worry i cannot continue schooling until
we are back in campus class meeting because online has been terrible

4/29/2020 9:10 AM

269 Train everyone on the technology and that should lead everyone to success 4/29/2020 9:10 AM

270 No for the most part 4/29/2020 9:09 AM

271 Not really 4/29/2020 9:09 AM

272 We need colleges to pay for classes at least partially. People don’t have income because of this
virus.

4/29/2020 9:09 AM

273 No 4/29/2020 9:09 AM

274 While I only have 2 more required classes, I will stop attending until classes are back to offline. 4/29/2020 2:05 AM

275 You survey does not allow me to answer correctly because there are answers that are of equal
level of satisfaction and not lower or higher than others

4/28/2020 12:14 PM

276 Hopefully counseling resources will be more easier to access and give more thorough
information

4/28/2020 9:58 AM




